East Valley Astronomy Club Auction

MEADE LXD Telescope System

Description
For the armature ready to kick it up a level or the beginner who wants a scope to provide years of observing
pleasure, this is the ideal package, it contains just about everything needed including a Schmidt-Newtonian
telescope with a 10” primary mirror, computer control equatorial mount with the AstroStar hand controller and
as set of eyepieces. The only items you may need after purchasing this package is a red headlamp, observing
stool and small stepladder. This unit should be excellent for observing planets, the moon, comets and deepsky objects. Locating Planets and deep sky objects are stored in the AstroStar controller and are waiting to be
viewed after completing initial alignment.
Items Included
Item
Telescope

Description
MEADE 10” f/4 SN-10

Mount

MEADE LXD 75

Counterweights
Eyepieces

Four MEADE Super Plossl

Other
Other
Other

Meade 2x Telenegative Barlow
Meade Series 4000 Neutral Density
Filter
Meade Medium Carry Case

Other
Other
Other

Orion Collimating Eyepiece
Orion LaserMate Collimation Tool
Toolbox

Specifications
Design: Schmidt-Newtonian
Aperture: 10”
Focal length: 1016mm
f ratio: f/4
Resolving power: 0.45”
Weight: 30lbs
Type: German equatorial
Includes AutoStar hand controller and power supply
Four 10 lb weights
40mm = 25x
26mm = 39x
12.4mm = 82x
6.4mm = 159x
For moon observation
For holding eyepieces and other equipment. One latch
is failing

East Valley Astronomy Club Auction

MEADE LXD Telescope System

Evaluation
 Optical System - The optical system has been cleaned and a rough collimation has been performed.
The optics seems fine for visual astronomy and would probably work fine for imaging planets and the
moon. It might even work for deep sky imaging.
 Mount - German equatorial mounts can be challenging for beginners. If you are a beginner you
should have someone train you on this type of mount to save many hours of frustration. I performed a
3 star alignment on this system using the AutoStar controller and it did get my target star within the
field of view of the finder scope. Generally the best approach for these price-point systems is to go to
a bright star next to the object in question, then once the target star is centered in the scope,
synchronize with the AutoStar Controller, then go to the target with the controller. Using this process I
was able to locate a number of test objects. A couple of key points on this system. 1. Press and hold
the enter key for 3-4 seconds once your target is centered to bring up the Synchronize option. 2. Press a
number button to select the slew speed. Finally, slew was a bit jumpy, and there is some real backlash
on some of the movement. This is not unexpected for this price point mount, but may be able to be
improved with adjustment and did not cause any real issues since this was used for visual viewing.
Deep-sky imaging with autoguiding would be out of the question for this mount, but Moon, and
planetary imaging should be fine.
Extras of Questionable Value
The items listed below will also be included but may not work, or should be used as spare parts
Item
Description
Specifications
Mount

MEADE LXD 755

Software

Meade AutoStar Suite

Camera

Meade LP Camera

Computer Cable

USB-RS232 connection

Link

Hand controller does not work, and drive seems
to have issues. This mount for spare parts.
For this hardware last supported operating system
was Windows XP (per technical support)
Drivers no longer supported (Again, XP may be
required to run)
Of no use since Windows XP system would be
required to use

Additional Resources
 Scott’s Astronomy Page: Meade LXD55 10” Schmidt-Newtonian
 Mike Weasner’s LXD55/75 Site
 Meade LXD55 Instruction Manual (PDF)
 WarpsCorp OPTimizing your LXD55 – Setup & Goto (PDF)
 WarpsCorp Optimizing your LXD55 – Ultimate Collimation (PDF)
 WarpsCorp OPTimizing your LXD55 – OTA Enhancements (PDF)
Expectations
If you are considering taking photos with this system (more accessories required), here are some images other
have taken and are probably a good representation of what you can expect with this system/mount.
 Moon
 Planets
 Deep Sky
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CONTENTS
WARNING!
Never use a Meade® LXD55-Series
Telescope to look at the Sun! Looking at or
near the Sun will cause instant and irreversible damage to your eye. Eye damage is
often painless, so there is no warning to the
observer that damage has occurred until it is
too late. Do not point the telescope or its
viewfinder at or near the Sun. Do not look
through the telescope or its viewfinder as it is
moving. Children should always have adult
supervision while observing.

CAUTION: Use care to install batteries in
the orientation indicated by the illustration in
the battery slots of the battery holder. Follow
battery manufacturer's precautions. Do not
install batteries backwards or mix new and
used batteries. Do not mix battery types. If
these precautions are not followed, batteries
may explode, catch fire, or leak. Improperly
installed batteries void your Meade warranty.

® The name "Meade" and the Meade logo are trademarks
registered with the U.S. Patent Office and in principal countries throughout the world. "LXD55" and "Autostar" are
trademarks of Meade Instruments Corporation.
"Easy Align" U.S. patent 6,392,799 and other patents pending.
Intelligent Network Architecture to Facilitate Parallel Task
Management U.S. patent 6,304,376
© 2003 Meade Instruments Corporation.
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TELESCOPE FEATURES
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Fig. 1a: The LXD55-Series Telescope Optical Assembly (Schmidt-Newtonian model with Autostar handbox shown;
Electronic Controller model users, see Appendix D, page 55).
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Fig. 1b: Close up of Focuser and Viewfinder Assembly,
Scmidt-Newtonian shown. (See Fig. 1a for overview.) For
a close up of the refractor focuser assembly, see Fig. 10b,
page 13.
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Fig. 1c: The LXD55-Series Tripod
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Fig. 1d: The LXD55-Series Mount.









Fig. 1e: The LXD55-Series Computer Control Panel (see





2$ above).
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LXD55-Series:Your Personal
Window to the Universe
The Meade LXD55-Series models are versatile, high-resolution telescopes. Supplied
with either an Electronic Controller or an Autostar handbox, the LXD55-Series models
offer unmatched mechanical and electronic performance.
Caution: Using products
other than standard Meade
accessories may cause damage to the telescope’s internal electronics and may void
the Meade warranty.

The LXD55-Series telescopes reveal nature in an ever-expanding level of detail.
Observe the feather structure of an eagle from 50 yards or study the rings of the planet Saturn from a distance of 800 million miles. Focus beyond the Solar System and
observe majestic nebulae, ancient star clusters, and remote galaxies. Meade LXD55Series telescopes are instruments fully capable of growing with your interest and can
meet the requirements of the most demanding advanced observer.
Refer to Figures 1a through 1e for the following features:

B

Eyepiece Thumbscrew: Tightens the eyepiece (see
firm feel only.

C

Eyepiece Holder: Holds eyepiece in place. Holders supplied for both 1.25" and
2" eyepieces.

d Want to learn more

Diagonal (not shown, achromatic refractor models only): Provides a more
comfortable right-angle viewing position. Slide the diagonal directly into the eyepiece holder (see c) and tighten the thumbscrew on the eyepiece holder to a
firm feel only. See page 13 for a photo and more information.

about the eyepieces
available for your
LXD55-Series telescope?
See OPTIONAL
ACCESSORIES, page
37.

e

D


Want to learn more
about aligning the
viewfinder? See page
14.




h Want to learn more
about attaching the
viewfinder? See page
12.






about assembling your
telescope?

1@

EC Handbox users,
see Appendix D, page
55, for more information.
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8 x 50mm (achromatic refractors models) or 6 x 30mm (Schmidt-Newtonian
models) Viewfinder: A low-power, wide-field sighting scope with crosshairs that
enables easy centering of objects in the telescope eyepiece (see d).
Viewfinder Collimation Screws (6): Use these screws to adjust the alignment of
the viewfinder.
Viewfinder Front Cell and Locking Ring: Adjust the front cell to focus the
viewfinder. See step 3, page 14 for more details. The viewfinder is supplied with
a small dust cover placed over the front cell.
Viewfinder Bracket: Holds the viewfinder in place.
Focus Knobs: Moves the telescope’s focuser drawtube in a finely-controlled
motion to achieve precise image focus. The LXD55-Series telescopes can be
focused on objects from a distance of about 75 ft. to infinity. Rotate the focus
knobs to focus on objects.
Corrector/Dust Cover: Place the dust cover (not visible in photo) over the corrector when storing the telescope.

1)

Optical Tube: The main optical component that gathers the light from distant
objects and brings this light to a focus for examination through the eyepiece.

1!
1@
1#

Cradle Assembly: Attaches to mount base. See

1$

Cradle Rings (2): Part of the cradle assembly (see 1!); hold the optical tube firmly in place.

YOUR TELESCOPE,

page 11.

Eyepiece: Place the supplied Super Plössl 26mm eyepiece into the eyepiece
holder or the diagonal and tighten in place with the eyepiece thumbscrew (see
b). The eyepiece magnifies the image collected in the optical tube.

Note: The dust cover should be replaced after each observing session
and the power turned off to the telescope. Allow time for any dew that
might have collected during the observing session to evaporate prior to
replacing the dust cover.

1! Want to learn more
See ASSEMBLING

d) in place. Tighten to a

1# and 1$.

Autostar: See pages 9 and 10 for a description of features.
Cradle Ring Lock Knobs (2) and Washers (2): Slide washers onto lock knobs
before inserting. Tighten to a firm feel to secure the optical tube in place.

Caution When loosening
the Dec. lock, be sure to
support the optical tube
(18, Fig. 1a). The weight of
the tube could cause the
tube to swing suddenly.

1%

Viewfinder Bracket Screws (2): Tighten to a firm feel to hold viewfinder securely in place (see E). See page 12 for more information.

1^

Focus Lock Knob: Designed to prevent the focuser drawtube from moving when
a heavy accessory, such as a camera, is attached to the focuser assembly. For
normal observing with an eyepiece and diagonal, it is not necessary to use the
lock knob.

1&

Dec. Lock: Controls the manual movement of the telescope. Turning the Dec.
lock counterclockwise unlocks the telescope enabling it to be freely rotated by
hand about the Dec. axis. Turning the Dec. lock clockwise (to a firm feel only)
tightens the lock and prevents the telescope from being moved manually, but
engages the Dec. motor drive (see 3$) for Autostar operation.

1*
1(

Polar Viewfinder Cap: Remove this cap when using the polar viewfinder (see 2().

2)

Counterweight Shaft Base: Thread, along with the shaft, to the mount. See
page 11 for more information.

2!

Counterweight and Counterweight Lock Knob: Counterbalances the weight of
the optical tube, and adds stability to the mount. Tighten the lock knob on the side
of the counterweight to a firm feel to prevent the weight from sliding on the shaft.

2@
2#

Counterweight Shaft: Slide the counterweight onto this shaft (see 2!).

2$

Computer Control Panel (see Fig. 1e):

Declination (Dec.) Setting Circle: See APPENDIX A, page 48, for more information.

Counterweight Safety Cap: Prevents the counterweight from accidentally slipping off the end of the counterweight shaft.
A. Handbox (HBX) Port: Plug the Autostar or EC handbox coil cord (10,
Fig. 2) into this port.
B. 12v DC Power Connector: Plug the battery pack into this connector.
The telescope assembly also may be powered from either a 12v DC
auto cigarette lighter plug using the optional #607 Cigarette Lighter
Adaptor or from a standard 115v AC home outlet using the optional
#547 Power Adapter with Cable or #547F Power Adapter for 220v outlets. See OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES, page 38.
C. LED: Illuminates when power is supplied to the Autostar or EC handbox and the telescope’s motor drive.
D. ON/OFF Switch: Turns the Computer Control Panel and Autostar ON
or OFF.
E. AUX Port: Provides connection for current and future Meade accessories.
See OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES, page 38.

2%

2*

Want to learn more
about setting the latitude dials?
See STEP 6, page 12.
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F. Dec Port: Plug the coil cord from the Dec. motor assembly into this port
for Autostar to control the motor drive.
R.A. Motor Drive Assembly: Controlled by Autostar or EC handbox. Moves the
optical tube along the R.A. axis. The R.A. Lock (see 3#) must be tightened to a
firm feel in order for the R.A. motor to operate.

2^

Latitude Adjustment (2): Sets the latitude of your observing location. The two Thandle screws work in a "push - pull" operation—as you tighten one, loosen the
other. The T-handle above the star marking on top of one of the tripod legs is the
North T-handle screw (South in the Southern Hemisphere). The leg marked with
a star must be pointed North (South in the Southern hemisphere) during the polar
alignment procedure.

2&

Fine Azimuth Control Knobs: Fine tune the side-to-side movement of the telescope when centering Polaris in the telescope eyepiece or when using the polar
alignment viewfinder (see 2().

2*

Latitude Dial: Set the latitude of the observing site on this dial using the latitude
T-handle screws. For more information see Step 6, page 12.

7

2(

Want to learn more
about the polar alignment viewfinder?
See the The Polar
Alignment Viewfinder,
page 50.

2(

Polar Alignment Viewfinder: Allows you to precisely polar align the telescope.
Useful when performing astrophotography. See page 50.

3)

Polar Alignment Viewfinder Reticle and LED Knob: Rotate the knob to switch
on or off the LED that illuminates the reticle within the polar alignment finder. Be
sure to turn off the LED when finished with the polar viewfinder. Powered by (factory-supplied) batteries contained within.

3!

Right Ascension (R.A.) Setting Circle: See APPENDIX A, page 48, for more
information.

3@

R.A. Setting Circle Lock Knob: Rotate the knob to lock the R.A. Setting Circle
(see 3!) in place.

3#

R.A. Lock: Controls the manual movement of the telescope. Turning the R.A.
lock counterclockwise unlocks the telescope enabling it to be freely rotated by
hand about the R.A. axis. Turning the R.A. lock clockwise (to a firm feel only)
tightens the lock and prevents the telescope from being moved manually, but
engages the R.A. motor drive (see 2%) for Autostar or EC handbox operation.

3$

Dec. Motor Drive Assembly: Controlled by Autostar or the EC handbox. Moves
the optical tube along the Dec. axis. The Dec. Lock (see 1&) must be tightened to
a firm feel in order for the Dec. motor to operate.

3%
3^

Tripod Leg Adjustment Knobs (3): Tighten to a firm feel to secure tripod legs.

3&

Accessory tray: Set extra eyepieces and other accessory on this convenient
tray.

3*
3(

Tripod Leg Braces (3): Make the tripod more secure and stable. See Fig. 3.

4!

Fig. 1f: The LXD55-Series Battery
Pack and holder.

Tripod Leg Lock Knobs (one on each leg): Loosen these knobs to slide the
inner leg extension. Tighten the knobs to a firm feel to lock in the height of the tripod.

4!

Battery Pack and holder (see Fig. 1f): Plug into the 12v DC power connector
(B, Fig. 1e) of the computer control panel. Insert 8 (user-supplied) D-cell batteries to power motor drives and Autostar handbox.

install the batteries?

Caution: Use care to
install batteries as indicated by the battery compartment. Follow battery
manufacturer's precautions. Do not install batteries backwards or mix new
and used batteries. Do
not mix battery types. If
these precautions are not
followed, batteries may
explode, catch fire, or
leak. Improperly installed
batteries void your Meade
warranty. Always remove
the batteries if they are
not to be used for a long
period of time.

Accessory Tray Thumbscrew: Attach on the top side of the tray and tighten to a
firm feel to secure the tray to the tripod and keep the tripod stable. See HOW TO
ASSEMBLE YOUR TELESCOPE, page 11 for more information.

4)
4! Want to learn how to
See step 12, page 13.

Variable Height Tripod Legs (3): Supports the telescope mount. Note that one
legs has a star stamped on top of it. This leg must be pointed North (South in the
Southern hemisphere) during the alignment procedure. The mount attaches to
the top of the tripod.

LXD55 TIPS
Join an Astronomy Club, Attend a Star Party
One of the best ways to increase your knowledge of astronomy is to join an astronomy
club. Check your local newspaper, school, library, or telescope dealer/store to find out if
there’s a club in your area.
At club meetings, you will meet other astronomy and Meade enthusiasts with whom you
will be able to share your discoveries. Clubs are an excellent way to learn more about
observing the sky, to find out where the best observing sites are, and to compare notes
about telescopes, eyepieces, filters, tripods, and so forth.
Often, club members are excellent astrophotographers. Not only will you be able to see
examples of their art, but you may even be able to pick up some “tricks of the trade” to
try out on your LXD55-Series telescope. See page 36 for more information about photography with the LXD55-Series.
Many groups also hold regularly scheduled Star Parties at which you can check out and
observe with many different telescopes and other pieces of astronomical equipment.
Magazines such as Sky & Telescope and Astronomy print schedules for many popular
Star Parties around the United States and Canada.
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AUTOSTAR FEATURES
Important Note: The
model SN-6EC, model
SN-8EC, and model AR5EC are equipped with an
Electronic Controller
handbox, rather than the
Autostar Handbox.
Several of the following
procedures, such as
Tracking Objects and
Initializing Autostar (to
name but a few), are relevant only to models
equipped with the
Autostar handbox and do
not apply to the EC models. For more information
about the EC handbox,
see APPENDIX D: EC
HANDBOX, page 55.











Fig. 2: The Autostar Handbox.

Note: Autostar does not
require batteries; the telescope’s batteries supply
power to Autostar.

Tour the Cosmos with Just the Push of a Button
Control of most LXD55-Series telescope models (excluding the EC models; see margin note) is through the operation of Autostar. Nearly all functions of the telescope are
accomplished with just a few pushes of Autostar’s buttons. Some of the major features of Autostar are:

■

Automatic GO TO capability: Automatically move the telescope to any of the
more than 30,000 objects stored in the object library.
Take a guided tour of the best celestial objects to view on any given night of the
year.
Download the latest satellite data and software revisions directly from the Meade
website (www.meade.com) and share software with other Autostar enthusiasts.
Requires optional #505 AstroFinder™ Software and Cable Connector Kit. See
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES, page 38.
Access a glossary of astronomical terms.

■

Fully automatic tracking of celestial objects.

■
■
■

Features
The Autostar Computer Controller provides control of virtually every telescope function within a compact handbox. Autostar has soft-touch keys designed to have a positive feel. The LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) is backlit with a red LED (Light Emitting
Diode) for easy viewing in the dark. The backlit display, key arrangement, and
sequential menu structure make Autostar extremely user friendly.

B
■
■

C

2-Line LCD Display: This screen displays Autostar's menus and other information about the telescope.
Top line: Lists the primary menu.
Bottom line: Contains other menus that may be selected, menu options, telescope status, or information about a function that is currently being performed.
ENTER Key: Press to go to the next menu level or to choose an option in a
menu. The ENTER key is similar to the RETURN or ENTER key on a computer.
See MOVING THROUGH AUTOSTAR'S MENUS, page 19 and AUTOSTAR’S MENUS,
page 25.

9
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Tip:
If the "ENTER to Sync"
feature is accessed by
mistake, press MODE
to return to the previous
screen.

Note: If ENTER is pressed for two seconds or more and then released,
Autostar emits a beep and “ENTER to Sync” is displayed. "ENTER to
Sync" may be used only after your telescope has been aligned and is
pointing at an object. See page 30 for more details.



MODE Key: Press to return to the previous menu level. The top menu level is
“Select Item." The MODE key is similar to the ESCAPE key on a computer.
Note: Pressing MODE repeatedly while in the “Select Item” level moves
Autostar to the topmost screen: “Select Item: Object.”
Note: If MODE is pressed and held for two seconds or more, information
about the telescope's status displays. When the status displays, press the
Scroll keys (7, Fig. 2) to display the following information and more:
Right Ascension and Declination (astronomical) coordinates
Altitude (vertical) and Azimuth (horizontal) coordinates
■ Local Time and Local Sidereal Time (LST)
■ Timer and Alarm Status
■

E Want to learn more

■

about using the GO TO
function? See page
21.
Want to learn how to
perform a spiral
search? See page 21.

Definitions:
"Slew" means to move the
telescope's optical tube to
a selected object.

Press MODE again to return to the previous menu.

E

GO TO Key: Press to slew (move) the telescope to the coordinates of the currently selected object. While the telescope is slewing, the operation may be
aborted at any time by pressing any key except GO TO. Pressing GO TO again
resumes the slew to the object. Also, press GO TO after a slew is completed to
activate a "spiral search."

F

Arrow Keys: Press to slew the telescope in a specific direction (up, down, left,
and right), at any one of nine different speeds. See SLEW SPEEDS, page 16.

G

Number Keys: Press to input digits 0 to 9. When data is not being entered, the
Number keys can be used to change the slew speed. To operate, just press a
number key (1 is the slowest speed, 9 is the highest speed). Press the Number
key "0" to turn on and off the red utility light on the top of the handbox.

H

Scroll Keys: Press to access options within a selected menu. The menu is displayed on the first line of the screen. Options in that menu are displayed, one at
a time, on the second line. Press the Scroll keys to move through the options.
Press and hold a Scroll key to move quickly through the options.

I

? Key: Press to access the "Help" function. Help provides on-screen information
on how to accomplish whatever task is currently active.
Hold down the ? key and then follow the prompts on the display to access details
of Autostar functions in the Help feature. The Help system is essentially an onscreen instruction manual.
If you have a question about an Autostar operation, e.g., INITIALIZATION,
ALIGNMENT, etc., hold down the ? key and follow the directions that scroll on the
second line. When satisfied with the Help provided, press MODE to return to the
original screen and continue with the chosen procedure.
Coil Cord Port: Plug one end of the Autostar coil cord (see 1)) into this port
located at the bottom of the Autostar handbox and the other end into the HBX
port of the computer control panel (A, Fig. 1e).

J
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1)

Coil Cord: Plug one end of the Autostar coil cord into the HBX port (A, Fig. 1e)
of the computer control panel of the telescope and the other end into the Autostar
coil cord port (See J).

1!

RS232 Port: Plug in RS232 connections for downloading and connecting to computer. Useful for downloading the latest satellite data and software revisions
directly from the Meade website (www.meade.com) Requires optional #505
AstroFinder™ Software and Cable Connector Kit. See OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES,
page 38.

1@

Utility Light: Use this built-in red light to illuminate star charts and accessories
without disturbing your eye's adaptation to darkness. Press "0" to turn the light
on and off.

GETTING STARTED
Leg
Braces

As you unpack your telescope, carefully note the following parts. The assembly is
shipped in separate boxes.

Slot
over
Protrusion

Telescope Assembly
■
Equatorial mount with polar alignment finder
■
Heavy duty, adjustable aluminum tripod with leg braces, three tripod leg lock
knobs, and a captive mount locking knob
■
Complete optical tube assembly including primary mirror with dust cover and a
rack-and-pinion focuser and eyepiece holders for both 1.25" and 2" eyepiece
holders, tube cradle assembly with two rings and two lock knobs
■
Super Plössl (SP) 26mm eyepiece
■
Counterweight and counterweight shaft. The 8" and 10" models include extra
counterweights.
■
8 x 50mm (achromatic refractors models) or 6 x 30mm (Schmidt-Newtonian
models) viewfinder

Mounting
Thumbscrew

■

Fig. 3: Tripod assembly.

Motor Assembly
Factory-mounted dual electronic motor drive assembly
■
Autostar handbox, detachable coil cord, or Electronic Controller
■
Battery pack and holder
Accessories
■
Accessory shelf with mounting knob, hex keys, LXD55-Series T-Adapter (included with Schmidt-Newtonian models only)

Fig. 4: Place slots in tray over protrusions on leg braces.

Fine
Azimuth
Control
Knobs

How to Assemble Your Telescope
The giftboxes contain the optical tube assembly and the tripod with the equatorial
mount. The accessories are located within compartments custom-cut into the styrofoam block inserts.
1.

Remove the components from the giftboxes: Remove and identify the telescope’s equipment. Refer to Figures 1a through 1f for images of the parts and
the overall assembly of your telescope. When removing the tripod from the giftbox, hold the assembly parallel (horizontal) to the ground or the inner tripod leg
extensions will slide out as they are not locked in place.

2.

Adjust the tripod legs. Spread the tripod legs as far as they will open, so that
the leg braces are taut. See Fig. 3.

3.

Attach the accessory shelf to the tripod: Remove the mounting knob from the
center of the leg braces (39, Fig. 1c). Place the triangular accessory shelf on top
of the leg braces so that each corner of the triangle lies over a leg brace. Notice
that there is protrusion on each leg brace. There is a corresponding slot for each
protrusion on the accessory tray. See Fig. 4. Line up the slots with the protrusions
and slide the protrusions through the slots to hold the tray in place. Next, slide
the mounting thumbscrew through the hole in the center of the brace and tighten
to a firm feel.

4.

Attach mount to tripod base: Place the mount over the base of the tripod with
the computer control panel positioned above the tripod leg marked with a star and
with the protrusion on top of the tripod's base positioned between the fine
azimuth control knobs. See Fig. 5. Back off the azimuth control knobs wide
enough for protrusion to fit between them. Slide the hole in the center of the
underside of the mount onto the captive mount locking bolt in the center of the
base and tighten it by turning the knob below the base. Tighten to a firm feel.

5.

Attach the counterweight(s) to the counterweight shaft: Place the counterweight shaft base (20, Fig. 1d) over the threaded end of the shaft (22, Fig. 1d).
Thread the shaft and base assembly into the hole beneath the Dec. setting circle
as depicted in Fig. 6.

Protrusion
Star

Mount
Locking
Knob (not
visible)

Fig. 5: Attach the mount to the tripod.

Dec. Setting Circle
Shaft
Base
Counterweight
Lock
Knob

Shaft
Safety
Cap

Fig. 6: Attach Counterweight assembly.
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Look through the hole in the counterweight and note the pin blocking the hole. Tilt
the counterweight slightly and the pin moves out of position, clearing the hole. If
the pin does not move, unscrew the counterweight lock knob slightly until the pin
moves.
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Unscrew the safety cap (23, Fig. 1d) from the shaft. Holding the counterweight
(21, Fig. 1d) firmly in one hand, slip the counterweight to approximately the midpoint of the counterweight shaft (22, Fig. 1d). Tighten the counterweight lock
knob to a firm feel. Replace the safety cap.
Cradle Assembly
Slot

Secondary
Lock Knob
Cradle Lock Knob

Fig. 7: Attach cradle to base mounting slot and tighten locking knobs.
Cradle Rings

Lock
Knobs

Fig. 8: Place optical tube in rings
and loosely tighten cradle ring lock
knobs.
Note: Model SC-8 users:
After completing step 6,
refer to APPENDIX E, page
59, step 1, for information
on how to attach the SC
optical tube to the mount.

Viewfinder
Mounting
Screws and
Nuts

Fig. 9a: Viewfinder assembly,
Schmidt-Newtonian models.

Note: If the counterweight ever slips, the safety cap (23, Fig. 1d) prevents
the counterweight from sliding entirely off the shaft. Always leave the
safety cap in place when the counterweight is on the shaft.
6. Set the latitude: Setting the latitude is easier if it is set before you attach the optical tube to the assembly. Locate the latitude dial (28, Fig. 1d); note that there is
a triangular pointer above the dial located on the mount. The pointer is not fixed;
it moves as the mount moves.
Determine the latitude of your observing location. See APPENDIX C: LATITUDE
CHART, page 54, for a list of latitudes, or check an atlas. Move the latitude T-handle screws in order to move the mount until the pointer points to your latitude. The
two T-handle screws work in a "push - pull" operation—as you tighten one, loosen
the other. When the pointer points at your latitude, tighten both screws until they
make contact with the mount.
Also note that below the latitude T-handle screw located directly under the computer control panel is a star on top of the tripod leg. At your observing site, set up
the telescope assembly so that this leg approximately faces North (or South in
the Southern Hemisphere). Model SC-8 users, see APPENDIX E, page 59.
7. Attach the cradle assembly to the mount: Remove the optical tube from the
cradle and slide the cradle assembly (11, Fig. 1a) onto the cradle mounting slot.
See Fig. 7. The rounded base of the cradle assembly fits into the rounded portion of the mounting slot. Tighten both the cradle locking knob and the secondary
locking knob to a firm feel.
8. Position optical tube: Unscrew the cradle ring lock knobs (13, Fig. 1a) and open
the cradle rings. While firmly holding the optical tube (10, Fig. 1a), position it onto
the cradle rings (14, Fig. 1a) with the mid-point of the optical tube’s length lying
roughly in the center of the cradle ring assembly. Point the tube so that the front
end (this end comes shipped with the dust cover (9, Fig. 1a) over it) is oriented
as depicted in Fig. 1a. Then close the cradle rings (14, Fig. 1a) over the optical
tube. Loosely tighten the cradle ring lock knobs just to hold the tube securely in
place until you balance it. See BALANCING THE TELESCOPE, page 13.
9. Attach viewfinder bracket: Schmidt-Newtonian models (Fig. 9a): Locate the
viewfinder bracket screws (15, Fig. 1b and Fig. 9a) and remove the nuts from the
screws. Slide the holes in the viewfinder bracket over the viewfinder bracket
screws. Replace the nuts and tighten to a firm feel only.
Attach viewfinder tube: Back off the viewfinder collimation screws (5, Fig. 1b)
and slide the viewfinder tube into the bracket. Orient the viewfinder eyepiece as
depicted in Fig. 1b. Tighten the collimation screws to a firm feel. See ALIGNING
THE VIEWFINDER, page 14.
Attach viewfinder bracket: Achromatic refractor and Schmidt-Cassegrain
models (Fig. 9b): Slide the track on the bottom of the viewfinder bracket into the
slot in the viewfinder mounting assembly (which is already attached to the tube).
To secure the viewfinder to the mounting assembly, tighten the two thumbscrews
to a firm feel only.
Attach viewfinder tube: Back off the viewfinder collimation screws (5, Fig. 1b)
and slide the viewfinder tube into the bracket. Point the viewfinder eyepiece
toward the focuser assembly. See Fig. 10b. Tighten the collimation screws to a
firm feel. See ALIGNING THE VIEWFINDER, page 14.

Fig. 9b: Viewfinder assembly, refractor models. Slide bracket into slot.
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10. Insert the eyepiece: Schmidt-Newtonian models (Fig. 10a): Lift to remove the
dust cap from the eyepiece holder on the focuser assembly. Set the dust cap
aside in a safe place and replace it when you have finished observing to protect
the eyepiece assembly. Back off the eyepiece thumbscrews (1, Fig. 1a) and
insert the supplied SP 26mm eyepiece (3, Fig. 1a) into the the eyepiece holder.
Tighten the holder thumbscrews to a firm feel to secure the eyepiece.

Insert the eyepiece: Achromatic refractor and Schmidt-Cassegrain models
(Fig. 10b): Lift to remove the dust cap from the eyepiece holder on the focuser
assembly. Set the dust cap aside in a safe place and replace it when you have
finished observing to protect the eyepiece assembly. Back off the eyepiece
thumbscrews (1, Fig. 1b) and slide the diagonal into the holder and tighten the
thumbscrews to a firm feel only. Insert the supplied SP 26mm eyepiece (3, Fig.
1b) into the the diagonal. Tighten the diagonal's thumbscrews to a firm feel to
secure the eyepiece.

Eyepiece

Holder

Note: Two eyepiece holders are included with your telescope—for both
1.25" and 2" eyepieces. To change eyepiece holders, unscrew the attached
holder from the focuser and thread on the other holder.

Thumbscrew

Fig. 10a: Insert eyepiece into holder
and tighten thumbscrews.
Viewfinder
Eyepiece

11. Adjust the height of the tripod: Adjust the height of the tripod by loosening the
tripod lock knobs (Fig. 11). Extend the sliding inner section of each tripod leg to
the desired length; then tighten each knob. Adjust the tripod to a height that is
comfortable for viewing.
12. Install Batteries: Insert eight (user-supplied) D-size batteries into the battery
holder, oriented as shown in the diagram on the battery slots of the holder. Plug
the battery pack into the 12v DC connector (B, Fig. 1e) on the computer control
panel. See Fig. 12.

Eyepiece
Thumbscrews
Holder

Caution: Use care to install batteries as indicated by the battery compartment. Follow battery manufacturer's precautions. Do not install batteries backwards or mix new and used batteries. Do not mix battery types.
If these precautions are not followed, batteries may explode, catch fire, or
leak. Improperly installed batteries void your Meade warranty. Always
remove the batteries if they are not to be used for a long period of time.

Diagonal

Fig. 10b: Insert eyepiece into diagonal
and tighten thumbscrews.













Leg
Lock
Knob

Fig. 13b: Reticle LED assembly: (A) Reticle Container; (B) LED;
(C) Batteries; (D) Battery Holder; (E) Threaded Lid; (F) Thumbscrew.

Fig. 11: Adjust the tripod height
using the leg lock knobs.

13. Remove Plastic from Reticle LED: The polar alignment reticle LED (30, Fig. 1d)
contains two watch batteries. The reticle's LED is shipped with a plastic strip
between the two batteries to protect battery life. Unthread both the thumbscrew (F)
and the threaded lid (E). Remove the plastic strip before using. Refer to the reticle assembly in Fig. 13b and note the orientation of the batteries. Place the batteries (C) into the battery holder (D) before inserting into the reticle container (A).
Note: Remember to turn off the LED when you are not using the reticle.
14. Plug in Autostar or EC Handbox: Plug the Autostar or EC handbox cable into
the HBX port (A, Fig. 1e).

Balancing the Telescope

Fig. 12: Battery holder.
Polar
Viewfinder
Reticle LED

In order for the telescope to be stable on the tripod and also for it to move smoothly,
it must be balanced. To balance the telescope, unlock the Right Ascension or R.A.
lock (33, Fig. 1d). When this axis is unlocked, the telescope pivots on the R.A. axis.
Later in the procedure, you will also unlock the Declination or Dec. lock (17, Fig. 1d).
When unlocked, the telescope pivots on the Dec. axis. Most of the motion of the telescope takes place by moving about these two axes, separately or simultaneously.
Try to become familiar with these locks and observe how the telescope moves on
each axis. To obtain a fine balance of the telescope, follow the method below:
1.

Firmly hold the optical tube secure so that it cannot accidentally swing freely.
Loosen the R.A. lock (33, Fig. 1d). The optical tube now moves freely about the
R.A. axis. Rotate the telescope so that the counterweight shaft (22, Fig. 1d) is
parallel (horizontal) to the ground.

2.

Unlock the counterweight lock knob and slide the counterweight (21, Fig. 1d)
along the counterweight shaft until the telescope remains in one position without

Fig. 13a: Remove plastic from reticle
batteries
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tending to drift down in either direction. Then re-tighten the counterweight lock
knob, locking the counterweight in position.
3.

Achromatic refractor and Schmidt-Newtonian models: Again, hold the optical
tube so that it cannot accidentally swing freely. Lock the R.A. lock (33, Fig. 1d),
and unlock the Dec. lock (17, Fig. 1d). The telescope now is able to move freely
about the Dec. axis. Loosen the cradle ring lock knobs (13, Fig. 1a) so that the
main tube slides easily back and forth in the cradle rings. Move the main tube in
the cradle rings until the telescope remains in one position without tending to drift
down in either direction. Re-lock the Dec. lock (17, Fig. 1d).

The telescope is now properly balanced on both axes. Next, the viewfinder must be
aligned.

Aligning the Viewfinder
Collimation Screws

Viewfinder
Eyepiece

The wide field of view of the telescope's viewfinder (4, Fig. 1a) provides an easier way
to initially sight objects than the main telescope's eyepiece (3, Fig. 1a), which has a
much narrower field of view. If you have not already attached the viewfinder to the telescope tube assembly, follow the procedure described in step 9, page 12.
In order for the viewfinder to be useful, it must be aligned to the main telescope, so
that both the viewfinder and telescope's optical tube (10, Fig. 1a) point at the same
position in the sky. This alignment makes it easier to find objects: First locate an
object in the wide-field viewfinder, then look into the eyepiece of the main telescope
for a detailed view.

Viewfinder
Bracket

Fig. 14: Viewfinder Alignment.

Important Note: Objects
appear upside-down and
reversed left-for-right when
observed in the viewfinder.
With refracting telescope
models, objects viewed
through the main telescope
with the diagonal mirror in
place are seen right-side-up,
but reversed left-for-right.
This image inversion is of no
consequence when observing astronomical objects,
and in fact all astronomical
telescopes yield inverted
images.
During terrestrial observing,
where a fully-correctly-oriented image (right-side up and
correct left-for-right) is desirable, an optional Meade
#928 45° Erect-Image
Diagonal Prism is available.
See OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES, page 38.
Note that for SchmidtNewtonian models, no
means of image inversion is
available; while these telescopes may be used for terrestrial observing, the image
will not be correctly oriented
in either right-side-up or leftfor-right orientations.
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To align the viewfinder, perform steps 1 through 4 during the daytime; perform step 5
at night. Both the 6 x 30mm and the 8 x 50mm viewfinders align in an identical manner. Refer to Fig. 14.
1.

Remove the dust covers from the optical tube (9, Fig. 1a) and the viewfinder.

2.

If you have not already done so, insert the low-power SP 26mm eyepiece (3, Fig.
1b) into the eyepiece holder of the main telescope. See step 10, page 12.

3.

Look through the viewfinder eyepiece at an object at least one-half mile away
(Tip: Remove the viewfinder tube from the bracket to simplify this operation). If
the distant object is not in focus, turn the focus lock ring counterclockwise to
loosen the viewfinder front cell (6, Fig. 1b). Twist the front cell until focus is
achieved and retighten the focus lock ring.

4.

Unlock the R.A. lock (33, Fig. 1d) and the Dec lock (17, Fig. 1d) so that the telescope turns freely on both axes. Then point the main telescope at a tall, welldefined and stationary land object (e.g., the top of a telephone pole) at least 200
yards distant and center the object in the telescope's eyepiece. Focus the image
by turning the focus knobs (8, Fig. 1b). Retighten the R.A. and Dec. locks.

5.

Look through the viewfinder and loosen or tighten, as appropriate, one or more
of the viewfinder collimation thumbscrews (5, Fig. 1b) until the viewfinder’s
crosshairs are precisely centered on the object you previously centered in the
main telescope's eyepiece. You are now ready to make your first observations
with your telescope.
NEVER point the telescope directly at or near the Sun at any time!
Observing the Sun, even for the smallest fraction of a second, will
result in instant and irreversible eye damage, as well as physical
damage to the telescope itself.

5.

Check this alignment on a celestial object, such as a bright star or the Moon, and
make any necessary refinements, using the method outlined above in steps 3 and
4.

With this alignment performed, objects first located in the wide-field viewfinder will
also appear in the telescope's eyepiece.

Choosing an Eyepiece
A telescope’s eyepiece magnifies the image formed by the telescope’s main optics.
Each eyepiece has a focal length, expressed in millimeters, or “mm.” The smaller the
focal length, the higher the magnification. For example, an eyepiece with a focal length
of 9mm has a higher magnification than an eyepiece with a focal length of 26mm.

Note: Seeing conditions
vary widely from night-tonight and site-to-site.
Turbulence in the air, even
on an apparently clear
night, can distort images. If
an image appears fuzzy
and ill-defined, back off to a
lower power eyepiece for a
more well-resolved image
(see Fig. 15a and 15b
below).

Note: For a list of magnification ratings of the eyepieces available for the
LXD55-Series telescopes,
see OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES, page 37.

Your telescope comes supplied with a Super Plössl (SP) 26mm eyepiece which gives
a wide, comfortable field of view with high image resolution.
Low power eyepieces offer a wide field of view, bright, high-contrast images, and eye
relief during long observing sessions. To find an object with a telescope, always start
with a lower power eyepiece such as the Super Plössl 26mm. When the object is
located and centered in the eyepiece, you may wish to switch to a higher power eyepiece to enlarge the image as much as practical for prevailing seeing conditions. For
information about optional eyepieces for the LXD55-Series models, see OPTIONAL
ACCESSORIES, page 37.
The power, or magnification of a telescope is determined by the focal length of the telescope and the focal length of the eyepiece being used. To calculate eyepiece power,
divide the telescope's focal length by the eyepiece's focal length. For example, a
26mm eyepiece is supplied with the LXD55-Series. The focal length of the 8" LXD55Series model is 812mm (see SPECIFICATIONS, page 45).
Telescope Focal Length ÷ Eyepiece Focal Length
Telescope Focal Length
Eyepiece Focal Length
812 ÷ 26

=
=
=
=

Eyepiece Power
812mm
26mm
31

The eyepiece power, or magnification is therefore 31X (approximately).

Observing by Moving the Telescope Manually
After the telescope is assembled and balanced as described previously, you are ready
to begin manual observations. View easy-to-find terrestrial objects such as street
signs or traffic lights to become accustomed to the functions and operations of the telescope. For the best results during observations, follow the suggestions below:
■

■
■

When you wish to locate an object to observe, first loosen the telescope’s R.A.
lock (33, Fig. 1d) and Dec. lock (17, Fig. 1d). The telescope can now turn freely
on its axes. Unlock each axis separately and practice moving your telescope.
Then practice with two unlocked axes at the same time. It is very important to
practice this step to understand how your telescope moves, as the movement
of an equatorial mount is not intuitive.
Use the aligned viewfinder to sight-in on the object you wish to observe. When the
object is centered in the viewfinder’s crosshairs, re-tighten the R.A. and Dec. locks.
A telescope’s eyepiece magnifies the image formed by the telescope’s main
optics. Each eyepiece has a focal length, expressed in millimeters, or “mm.” The
smaller the focal length, the higher the magnification. For example, an eyepiece
with a focal length of 9mm has a higher magnification than an eyepiece with a
focal length of 26mm.
Low-power magnification eyepieces offer a wide field of view, bright, high-contrast
images, and relief of eye strain during long observing sessions. To observe an object
with a telescope, always start with a low power eyepiece such as the SP 26mm

LXD55 TIPS
Too Much Power?

Fig. 15a & 15b: Jupiter; examples of
the right amount of magnification and
too much magnification.

Can you ever have too much power? If the type of power you’re referring to is
eyepiece magnification, yes, you can! The most common mistake of the beginning observer is to “overpower” a telescope by using high magnifications which
the telescope’s aperture and atmospheric conditions cannot reasonably support.
Keep in mind that a smaller, but bright and well-resolved image is far superior to
one that is larger, but dim and poorly resolved (see Figs. 15a and 15b). Powers
above 400X should be employed only under the steadiest atmospheric conditions.
Autostar can calculate the best eyepiece for you to use. Try out the “Eyepiece
Calc” feature in the Utilities menu.
Most observers should have three or four additional eyepieces to achieve the full
range of reasonable magnifications possible with the LXD55-Series telescopes.
See OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES, page 37.
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supplied with your telescope. When the object is centered and focused in the eyepiece, switch to a higher power eyepiece to enlarge the image as much as practical for prevailing viewing conditions. For information about other eyepieces available for your telescope, see OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES, page 37.
■

Once centered, an object can be focused by turning one of the knobs of the
focusing mechanism (8, Fig. 1b). Notice that when observing astronomical
objects, the field of view begins to slowly drift across the eyepiece field. This
motion is caused by the rotation of the Earth on its axis. Objects appear to move
through the field more rapidly at higher powers. See TRACKING OBJECTS, page
17, for detailed information on how you can counteract the drift in the field of view.

Activate the Arrow Keys (Autostar Models Only)
Autostar's Arrow keys allow you to slew (move) the telescope up, down, right, or left.
The following procedure describes how to activate Autostar's Arrow keys:
Note: Autostar only
prompts you to enter
Country (or State) and
City as described in steps
3, 4, and 5, the first time it
is activated. These
prompts do not appear
again, unless you reset
Autostar (see RESET,
page 31).
However, if you need to
re-enter this information
(e.g., you change your
geographic location), you
can change the location
information by using the
Site option of the Setup
menu. See ADDING
OBSERVING SITES, page
32, for detailed information.

1.

After the batteries are installed and Autostar's cord is plugged into the HBX port
of computer control panel (A, Fig 1e), a copyright message lights on the Autostar
LCD display (1, Fig. 2).

2.

A message warning not to look at the Sun scrolls across the display. Press the
key prompted by Autostar to acknowledge that the Sun warning has been read
and understood.

3.

Press ENTER (2, Fig. 2) repeatedly until "Country/State" appears on the display.
(Ignore the prompts requesting Date and Time. See INITIALIZING AUTOSTAR,
page 19, for more information).

4.

Use the Scroll keys (7, Fig. 2) to cycle through the database of countries, states,
and provinces. Press ENTER when the correct location displays.

5.

Autostar then prompts you to enter the nearest city (listed alphabetically) to the
observing site. Use the Scroll keys to cycle through the database of cities. Press
ENTER when the correct city appears on the display.
Autostar then prompts you to enter the model number of your telescope. Use the
Scroll keys to cycle through the list of telescope models. Press ENTER when the
correct model appears on the display.
The display then reads "Align: Easy." You now can use Autostar's Arrow keys to
move the telescope to observe.

6.

7.

Note: If you go past the "Align: Easy" (or any other menu display you wish
to select), press MODE to return to the previous display(s).
8.

Press the Arrow keys (5, Fig. 2) to move the telescope up, down, right, or left.
You can move the telescope at different speeds.

Slew Speeds (Autostar Models Only)
Autostar has nine slew speeds that move the optical tube at rates that are directly proportional to the sidereal rate and have been calculated to accomplish specific functions. Press a Number key (6, Fig. 2) to change the slew speed, which is shown for
about two seconds on Autostar’s display.
The nine available speeds are:
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
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Key
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

=
1x =
=
2x =
=
8x =
= 16x =
= 64x =
= 128x =
= 1.5° =
=
3° =
= Max =

1
2
8
16
64
30
90
180
270

x sidereal (0.25 arc-min/sec or 0.004°/sec)
x sidereal (0.5 arc-min/sec or 0.008°/sec)
x sidereal (2 arc-min/sec or 0.033°/sec)
x sidereal (4 arc-min/sec or 0.067°/sec)
x sidereal (16 arc-min/sec or 0.27°/sec)
arc-min/sec or 0.5°/sec
arc-min/sec or 1.5°/sec
arc-min/sec or 3°/sec
arc-min/sec or 4.5°/sec

Speeds 1, 2, or 3: Best used for fine centering of an object in the field of view of a
higher power eyepiece, such as a 12mm or a 9mm eyepiece.
Speeds 4, 5, or 6: Enables centering an object in the field of a low-to-moderate power
eyepiece, such as the standard Super Plössl 26mm.
Speeds 7 or 8: Best used for rough centering of an object in the viewfinder.
Speed 9: Moves the telescope quickly from one point in the sky to another.

Note: If you wish to perform a more precise
polar alignment for the
purposes of astrophotography, see "Appendix B,"
page 50.

Observe the Moon

North

Point optical
tube to North

Point
counterweight
shaft straight
down over
mount.
Level
Mount

Point your telescope at the Moon (note that the Moon is not visible every night). Use
your EC handbox or Autostar to practice using the Arrow keys and the slew speeds to
view different features. The Moon contains many interesting features, including
craters, mountain ranges, and fault lines. The best time to view the Moon is during its
crescent or half phase. Sunlight strikes the Moon at an angle during these periods and
adds a depth to the view. No shadows are seen during a full Moon, making the overly bright surface to appear flat and rather uninteresting. Consider the use of a neutral
density Moon filter when observing the Moon. See OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES, page
38. Not only does it cut down the Moon's bright glare, but it also enhances contrast,
providing a more dramatic image.

Tracking Objects
As the Earth rotates beneath the night sky, the stars appear to move from East to
West. The speed at which the stars move is called the sidereal rate. You can setup
your telescope to move at the sidereal rate so that it automatically tracks the stars and
other objects in the night sky. The tracking function automatically keeps an object
more or less centered in the telescope’s eyepiece.
To automatically track objects, you first need to learn how to set the polar home position
of your telescope and then how to select "Targets: Astronomical" from the Autostar
Setup menu. EC handbox users, see APPENDIX D, page 55, for more information.

Point leg marked with
a star to North

Setting the Polar Home Position
1.

Level the mount, if necessary, by adjusting the length of the three tripod legs.

2.

Unlock the R.A. Lock (33, Fig. 1d). Rotate the Optical Tube Assembly until the
counterweight shaft is pointing straight down over the mount. See Figs. 16a and
16b.

3.

If you have not already done so, lift the telescope assembly and turn it so that the
tripod leg marked with a star faces approximately North (South in the Southern
Hemisphere). Release the Dec. lock (17, Fig. 1d) of the tripod, so that the optical tube (10, Fig. 1a) may be rotated. Rotate the optical tube until it points North
(or South in the Southern Hemisphere). Then re-tighten the lock. Locate Polaris,
the North Star, if necessary, to use as an accurate reference for due North (or
Octantis in the Southern Hemisphere). See LOCATING THE CELESTIAL POLE,
page 49.
If you have not already done so, determine the latitude of your observing location.
See APPENDIX C: LATITUDE CHART, page 54, for a list of latitudes of major cities
around the world. Use the latitude T-handle screws (26, Fig. 1d) to tilt the telescope mount so that the pointer indicates the correct latitude of your viewing location on the latitude dial (28, Fig. 1d). See step 6, page 12 for more information.

Fig. 16a: The polar home position,
side view.

4.

5.

If steps 1 through 4 above were performed with reasonable accuracy, your telescope is now sufficiently well-aligned to Polaris, the North Star, for you to begin
making observations.

Once the mount has been placed in the polar home position as described above, the
latitude angle need not be adjusted again, unless you move to a different geographical location (i.e., a different latitude).

Fig. 16b: The polar home position,
front view.

Important Note: For almost all astronomical observing requirements,
approximate settings of the telescope’s latitude and other settings are
acceptable. Do not allow undue attention to precise settings of polar home
position of the telescope to interfere with your basic enjoyment of the
instrument.
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Observe a Star using the Automatic Tracking Feature

Tip:
You can change the telescope's slew rate while
centering an object in the
eyepiece. See SLEW
SPEEDS, page 16 for
more information.

In this example, Autostar's Arrow keys are used to find a star, and then Autostar's
tracking capability automatically keeps the star centered in your telescope's eyepiece.
EC handbox users, see APPENDIX D, page 55, for information about tracking with the
EC handbox.
1.

If you have activated the Arrow keys and completed setting the telescope in the
polar home position, Autostar's display now reads "Align: Easy." Go to Step 2.
If you have not used Autostar yet or have just plugged it into the HBX port, perform the procedures described in ACTIVATE THE ARROW KEYS, page 16 and SETTING THE POLAR HOME POSITION, page 17. Then go to Step 2 of this procedure.
If you have been using Autostar to perform other functions and the display does
not read "Align: Easy," follow these steps:

Important Note: While
performing the automatic
tracking procedure, you
may use the Arrow keys
to move the telescope or
you may also loosen the
telescope locks (17 and
33, Fig. 1d) and move
the optical tube manually
to locate another object
in the sky. The tracking
function will continue to
be operational and the
telescope will track the
new object.

a. Press MODE (3, Fig. 2) repeatedly until "Select Item: Object" displays.
b. Press the Scroll Up key (7, Fig. 2) once. "Select Item: Setup" displays.
c. Press ENTER (2, Fig. 2). "Setup: Align" displays. Go to Step 3.
2.

Press MODE (3, Fig. 2). "Setup: Align" displays.

3.

Press the Scroll Down key repeatedly until "Setup: Targets" displays. Press
ENTER (2, Fig. 2).

4.

"Targets: Terrestrial" displays. Press one of the Scroll keys once (7, Fig. 2).
"Targets: Astronomical" now displays.

5.

Use the Arrow keys (5, Fig. 2) to locate a bright star in the night sky. Use the
viewfinder to help line up on the star. You may choose any unobstructed, bright
star for the purposes of this example. Use Autostar's Arrow keys to center the star
in the eyepiece. Once the star is centered, press ENTER to select
"Astronomical." The telescope's tracking motors then engage. It may take the
tracking motors several seconds to begin tracking. When they do, it may be necessary to once again center the star in the eyepiece. The tracking motors will
then keep any star you choose in the center of the eyepiece.

6.

Press and hold the ENTER key for a few seconds and then release to stop tracking. You may also stop tracking by choosing "Terrestrial" in the Targets menu.

Using Autostar's GO TO Capabilities (Autostar Models Only)
Before you can use Autostar's GO TO capabilities, you must first:
•
Learn how Autostar's keys move through the menus
•
Initialize Autostar
•
Place the telescope in the polar home position, if you have not already done so
(see SETTING THE POLAR HOME POSITION, page 17)
• Select "Align: Easy" from Autostar's menus

LXD55 TIPS

Which One’s the Alignment Star?
If Autostar has chosen an alignment star with which you are unfamiliar, how can
you be sure if the star in your eyepiece is really the alignment star?
The rule of thumb is that an alignment star is usually the brightest star in that
area of the sky. If you perform a GO TO to an alignment star and you're not sure
if you have located the alignment star or it isn't in the eyepiece, look through your
viewfinder. When you view an alignment star in the viewfinder, it stands out dramatically from the rest of the stars in that portion of the sky. The viewfinder will
help you locate a star more quickly than the eyepiece, because it has a much
wider field of view than the eyepiece. Using Autostar, set the slew speed to 6 or
higher and use the Arrow keys to center the alignment star in the viewfinder. If
your viewfinder has been aligned with the telescope, the alignment star should
now be in the eyepiece. Set the slew speed to 4 or less and center the star in
the eyepiece. Also see the "Spiral Search" tip on page 21.
If you have an obstruction, such as a tree or a building blocking your view of the
alignment star, or if you have any doubts at all about the star that has been chosen, no problem. Just press the Scroll Down key and Autostar will find another
star to align upon.
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Moving Through Autostar’s Menus (Autostar Models Only)
Autostar's menus are organized for quick and easy navigation.
Tip:
When multiple choices are
available within a menu
option, the current option is
usually displayed first and
highlighted by a right pointing arrow (>).

■
■
■
■
■

Press ENTER (2, Fig. 2) to go deeper into Autostar menu levels.
Press MODE (3, Fig. 2) to move back toward the top menu level.
Press the Scroll keys (7, Fig. 2) to move up and down through the options available for each menu level.
Press the Arrow keys (5, Fig. 2) to enter characters.
Press the Number keys (6, Fig. 2) to enter digits.

Initializing Autostar (Autostar Models Only)
This exercise describes how to initialize Autostar.
Definition:
Initialization is a procedure that ensures that
Autostar operates correctly.
When you first use
Autostar, it doesn't yet
know where the observation location site is or the
time or date of the observation session.
You will enter information,
such as the current time
and date, and observation
location.
Autostar uses this information to precisely calculate
the location of celestial
objects (such as stars and
planets) and to automatically move your telescope
correctly for various operations.

Note: Normally, you will enter the Time and Date at the beginning of each
observing session, but you will only perform the full Initialization procedure (i.e., entering the Location information and selecting the model number as well as entering the Time and Date) the first time you use Autostar
or after performing a Reset.
1.
2.

3.

4.

Make sure that the telescope is assembled correctly, and that the batteries are
installed as described previously.
Make sure the On/Off switch (D, Fig. 1e) is in the Off position. Plug Autostar's
cord into the HBX port (A, Fig. 1e), as previously described. Push the On/Off
switch to the On position.
A copyright message lights on Autostar’s LCD display and a message warning
not to look at the Sun scrolls across the display. Press the key prompted by
Autostar to acknowledge the message has been read and understood.
The Getting Started menu displays a scrolling message with two choices:
a.

5.

6.

7.

Press and hold down the ? key (8, Fig. 2) for about 2 seconds for information on Autostar functions and controls. When finished, press MODE (3, Fig.
2) to exit Help, or,
b. Press ENTER (2, Fig. 2) to bypass the Help tutorial and continue with
Initialization.
Autostar prompts you to enter the current date:
a. Press the Numbers keys (6, Fig. 2) to enter numbers 0 through 9. After the
desired number is displayed, use the Right Arrow key (5, Fig. 2) to move the
cursor from one number to the next in the day display (or use the Left Arrow
key to move in the other direction across the display, if necessary).
b. Use the Right Arrow key (5, Fig. 2) to move the cursor to the month. Use the
Scroll keys (7, Fig. 2) to cycle through the list of months. When the current
month is displayed, use the Right Arrow (5, Fig. 2) to move the cursor to the
year.
c. Use Number keys (6, Fig. 2) to enter all four digits of the current year. Use
the Right Arrow key (5, Fig. 2) to move the cursor from one number to the
next.
d. Press ENTER (2, Fig. 2) when the entire date has been entered.
Autostar then prompts you to enter the current time. Use the Number keys to
enter digits. The Right and Left Arrow keys move the cursor across the screen
as described in the previous step. Enter the current time (use a "0" for the first
digit if less than 10). Use the Up Arrow key (7, Fig. 2) to scroll through "AM,"
"PM,'" or "blank." The "blank" option (screen displays neither AM nor PM) selects
the 24-hour (i.e., military time) clock. Then press ENTER to start the clock.
Autostar then prompts you to enter the status of Daylight Savings Time. Press
one of the Scroll keys to toggle between the YES/NO settings. Select the desired
setting by pressing ENTER.
Note: Daylight Savings Time may be referred to by a different name in
various areas of the world.

8.

If you have previously entered the Country/State and City of your observing site
(as described in ACTIVATE THE ARROW KEYS, page 16), go to step 9. If you have
not entered this information, perform the following steps:
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a.

9.

Autostar prompts you to enter the Country or State (listed alphabetically) of
the observing site. Use the Scroll keys to cycle through the database of
countries, states, and provinces. Press ENTER when the correct location
displays.
b. Autostar then prompts you to enter the nearest city (listed alphabetically) to
the observing site. Use the Scroll keys to cycle through the database of
cities. Press ENTER when the correct city appears on screen.
Autostar then prompts you to enter the model number of your telescope. Use the
Scroll keys to cycle through the list of telescope models. Press ENTER when the
correct model appears on the display.
Note: Autostar only prompts you to enter Country/State and City and
model number the first time it is activated. These prompts do not appear
again, unless you reset Autostar (see RESET, page 31). However, if you
need to enter this information (e.g., you change your geographic location),
you can do so by using the Site option of the Setup menu. See ADDING
OBSERVING SITES, page 32, for detailed information.

10. System Initialization is complete and the display reads "Align: Easy." After performing the Initialization procedure, you MUST train your drive.

Training the Drive (Autostar Models Only)
Next, train the drive using Autostar. Perform this procedure the first time you use
Autostar with your telescope, after a Reset, or if you are experiencing any pointing
accuracy problems. Training the drive gives your telescope a higher degree of pointing accuracy.
Note: Use a terrestrial object, such as a telephone pole or lamp post, to
train the drive. It is best to perform this procedure during the daytime.
Complete this exercise once every 3 to 6 months to maintain the highest
level of telescope pointing accuracy.
1. If you have just performed INITIALIZING AUTOSTAR, go to step 2.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

If you have not yet initialized Autostar, go to page 19 and follow the procedure
described in INITIALIZING AUTOSTAR.Then go to step 2 of this procedure.
Keep pressing MODE until "Select Item: Object" displays.
Press the Scroll Up key once. "Select: Item: Setup" displays.
Press ENTER to access the Setup menu. "Setup: Align" displays.
Keep pressing the Scroll Up key until "Setup: Telescope" displays.
Press ENTER to access the Telescope menu. "Telescope: Focal Length" displays.
Keep pressing the Scroll Down key until "Telescope: Train Drive" displays.
Press ENTER to choose the Train Drive option. "Train Drive: Az/RA Train" displays.
Press ENTER to begin Az/R.A. (Right Ascension) training.
"Drive Setup: For this...." begins to scroll across the display. This is a reminder to
point your telescope at a terrestrial object. Loosen the R.A. and Dec. locks (17
and 33, Fig. 1d) and point the telescope at an object. Then re-tighten the locks.
Press ENTER when the telescope is pointing at the desired terrestrial object.
"Center reference object" displays. Center your target object using the Arrow
keys. When centered, press ENTER.
The telescope slews and "Press > until it is centered" displays. Press the Right
Arrow key until the target is centered again. Then press ENTER.
Note: If you pass the object when pressing the Arrow key, you cannot slew
the telescope back in the other direction. Press MODE until "Train Drive:
Az/RA Train" displays and begin the procedure over again.

13. The telescope slews and "Press < until it is centered" displays. Press the Left
Arrow key until the target is centered again. Then press ENTER.
14. "Train Drive: Az/RA Train" displays again. Press the Scroll Down key and "Train
Drive: Alt/Dec Train" displays. Press ENTER to begin Alt/Dec. (Declination) training.
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15. "Drive Setup: For this...." begins to scroll across the display. This is another
reminder to point your telescope at a terrestrial object. Loosen the R.A. and Dec.
locks (17 and 33, Fig. 1d) and point the telescope at an object. Then re-tighten
the locks. Press ENTER when the telescope is pointing at the desired terrestrial
object.
16. "Center reference object" displays. Center your target object using the Arrow
keys. When centered, press ENTER.
17. The telescope slews and "Press until it is centered" displays. Press the Up
Arrow key until the target is centered again. Then press ENTER.
18. The telescope slews and "Press V until it is centered" displays. Press the Down
Arrow key until the target is centered again. Then press ENTER. "Train Drive:
Alt/Dec Train" displays again. You have now completed this procedure. Continue
onto the next procedure, EASY ALIGNMENT.
V

Note: Two other alignment
methods, One-Star and
Two-Star Polar alignment,
are available as options in
the "Setup: Align" menu.
See page 49 for more
information.

Tip:
The GO TO key also
allows you to perform a
"spiral search." A spiral
search is useful when the
telescope slews to an
object, but that object is
not visible in the eyepiece
after the telescope finishes
its search. (This sometimes occurs during an
alignment procedure.)
Press GO TO when the
telescope stops slewing.
The telescope begins to
move in a spiral pattern at
a very slow speed (you
may change the slew
speed if you wish—see
SLEW SPEEDS, page 16)
around the search area.
Look through the eyepiece
and when the object does
become visible, press
MODE to stop the spiral
search. Then use the
Arrow keys to center the
object.

Easy Alignment (Autostar Models Only)
After completing the "Train the Drive" procedure, align your telescope using Autostar.
The fastest and easiest way to start observing with Autostar's Go To capabilities is to
align your telescope using the Easy Alignment.
1.

Keep pressing MODE until "Select Item: Setup" is displayed. Press ENTER.

2.

"Setup: Align" displays. Press ENTER. "Align: Easy" displays. Press ENTER.

3.

"German North" displays and a scrolling message prompts you to set your telescope in the polar home position. See SETTING THE POLAR HOME POSITION, page
17, for a description of this procedure. Press ENTER after you finish the procedure.

4.

Autostar then chooses two stars from its database to align upon. When the telescope slews to the star for alignment, it may not appear in the field of view in the
eyepiece. Use the Arrow keys to move the telescope until the star is visible and
centered in the eyepiece. The alignment star should be easily recognized and be
the brightest star in the area of the sky where the telescope is pointing. See WHICH
ONE'S THE ALIGNMENT STAR, page 18, for more information. When the star is centered, press ENTER. Repeat the procedure for the second alignment star.
Note: Autostar locates alignment stars based on the date, time, and location entered. The alignment stars may change from night to night. All that
is required is for the observer to center the selected star in the eyepiece
when prompted.

Go To Saturn (Autostar Models Only)
After performing the Train the Drive and the Easy Alignment procedures, the motor
drive begins operating and the telescope is aligned for a night of viewing. Objects in
the eyepiece should maintain (i.e., track) their position even though the Earth is rotating beneath the stars.
Important Note: Once aligned, only use the Autostar menus or Arrow
keys to move the telescope. Do not loosen the telescope locks, or move
the base manually, or alignment will be lost.
This exercise demonstrates how to select an object for viewing from Autostar’s database, i.e., Saturn. Note that Saturn is not visible all year long and it may be necessary
for you to choose another object from Autostar's database. However, the procedure
will be identical to the one used for observing Saturn.
1.

After the telescope is aligned, “Select Item: Object” displays. Press ENTER. If
“Select Item: Object” is not currently displayed, press MODE repeatedly until it
displays, then press ENTER.

2.

“Object: Solar System” displays. Press ENTER.

3.

“Solar System: Mercury” displays. Use the Scroll Down key until “Solar System:
Saturn” displays.

4.

Press ENTER. “Calculating” displays. Then “Saturn” and a set of coordinates displays. Saturn’s (and other planets’) coordinates change throughout the year.
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5.

Press GO TO. “Saturn: Slewing...” displays and the telescope slews until it finds
Saturn. You may need to use the Arrow keys to center Saturn precisely in the
eyepiece. Autostar then automatically slews (moves) the telescope so that it
tracks Saturn (or whatever other object you may have chosen). Saturn remains
centered in the eyepiece.

Using the Guided Tour (Autostar Models Only)

Fig. 17: The planet Saturn
is over 800 million miles
from the Earth.

This example demonstrates using “Tonight’s Best” Guided Tour.
1. After observing Saturn, keep pressing MODE until “Select Item: Object” displays
again.
2.

Press the Scroll Down key twice. “Select Item: Guided Tour” displays.

3.

Press ENTER. “Guided Tour: Tonight’s Best” displays. Press ENTER.
Note: If you wish to try out other Guided Tours, press the Scroll Down key
to scroll through other tour choices. When the tour you wish to select displays, press ENTER.

4.

“Tonight’s Best: Searching...” displays. After calculating, “Tonight’s Best: Jupiter”
displays.
Note: Different objects may be displayed on a tour list on any given night.
Press ENTER to display information about the object. Press GO TO to move the
telescope to the object.
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5.

Press MODE to return to the Tour list. Press the Scroll keys to scroll through the
list. Press ENTER when you find the next object you wish to observe.

6.

Press and hold down MODE for two seconds to leave the Guided Tour menu.

BASIC AUTOSTAR OPERATION
SETUP MENU
Easy alignment
permits all telescope
operations with only
a quick setup.

Important Note: The
model SN-6EC, model
SN-8EC, and model AR5EC are equipped with an
Electronic Controller
handbox, rather than the
Autostar Handbox. The
following sections (BASIC

Select Item:
Setup
UTILITIES MENU
Calculate eyepiece
magnifications;
set timer alerts;
create your own
landmark survey.

AUTOSTAR OPERATION,
AUTOSTAR MENUS, AND
USEFUL AUTOSTAR
PROCEDURES), are rele-

vant only to models
equipped with the
Autostar handbox and do
not apply to the EC models. For more information
about the EC handbox,
see APPENDIX D: EC
HANDBOX, page 55.

Object
Event
Guided Tours
Glossary
Utilities
Setup

Fig. 19: Menus set in a
loop.

Setup
Align
Date
Time
Daylight Saving
Telescope
Targets
etc.

Fig. 20: Menu options display on the second line.
Use the Scroll keys to
move up or down through
the list of options. Press
ENTER to select the
desired option.

Select Item:
Object

MEADE

The Universe of

Autostar

Select Item:
Utilities
GLOSSARY
What is an elliptical galaxy?
How far away is the Sun?
Expand your knowledge of
astronomy by displaying terms
and definitions, and other information.

OBJECT MENU
Want to see Mars? The Orion nebula?
The Andromeda galaxy? Select from
over 30,000 database objects and press
GO TO to move the telescope
automatically to an object.
Select Item:
Event
EVENT MENU
Display the time of
past, present, and future
astronomical events,
such as Moon phases
or meteor showers.
Select Item:
Guided Tour

Select Item:
Glossary

GUIDED TOUR
Autostar escorts you
on a tour of tonight's
best celestial objects
at your viewing location.

Fig. 18: The Autostar Universe.The six primary categories listed in the Select Item menu of
Autostar.

It is important to understand that menu selections are set in a loop (Fig. 19). This means
that pressing the Scroll Down key (7, Fig. 2) cycles down through all the available
options within a given category, then returns to the first option. The Scroll Up key (7,
Fig. 2) cycles up through the options in the opposite order. Note that this capability is a
quick way to get to an option that is near the bottom of the list. The following example
demonstrates this capability.
Example:
To navigate to the “Select Item: Setup” menu option when the “Select Item: Object”
menu is displayed:
1.

Press the Scroll Down key five times or the Scroll Up key once.

The screen in Fig. 20 displays two lines of information. The top line shows the current
menu level. The second line displays an option which may be selected within that
menu level. Some options are choices that select the next menu level down. The
Scroll keys move up and down within the list of available options, showing one option
at a time.
When the desired option is displayed on the second line, press the ENTER key to
choose that option and move down one menu level.
Press the MODE key to leave a level; e.g., the wrong menu option is chosen.
Important Note: No matter how many levels into Autostar are traveled,
each press of the MODE key moves up a level, until the top level, "Select
Item," is reached. Once in the Select Item level, press MODE to return to
the topmost level, "Select Item: Object."

Autostar Navigation Exercise
To demonstrate how the Autostar menu structure works, the following exercise calculates Sunset time so an evening observing session can be planned.
Note: Before proceeding with this exercise, Autostar must be properly initialized and aligned (see pages 19 and 21).
To Calculate Sunset time:
1. Press the MODE key several times, until “Select Item: Object” is displayed.
2.

Press the Scroll Down key once to display the “Event” option in the “Select Item”
menu.
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3.

Press the ENTER key to choose the "Event" option and move down a level.
"Event: Sunrise" is displayed.

4.

Press the Scroll Down key once to display the "Sunset" option in the Event menu.

5.

Press the ENTER key to choose the "Sunset" option and move down another
level.

6.

Autostar calculates the Sunset time based on the current date, time, and location.
Autostar then displays the results of the calculation.

7.

Press MODE once to start moving back up through the Autostar levels. The first
level up is the Event menu.

8.

Press MODE again to move up another level. This is the top level, "Select Item."

9.

Press MODE again to return to the starting point of "Select Item: Object."

Entering Data into Autostar
Tip:
When multiple choices are
available within a menu
option, the current option is
usually displayed first and
highlighted by a right pointing arrow (>).

■

Use the Number keys to enter digits.

■
■

Use the Arrow keys to scroll through numbers 0 through 9 and the alphabet. The
Down Arrow key begins with the letter "A;" the Up Arrow key begins with digit "9."
To move the cursor across the display:

■

Use the Right or Left Arrow key (5, Fig. 2) to move the cursor from one number
to the next in the display.
Press ENTER when the desired information has been entered.

Navigating Autostar
Autostar's menus are organized for quick and easy navigation:
■

Press ENTER (2, Fig. 2) to go deeper into Autostar's menu levels.

■

Press MODE (3, Fig. 2) to move back toward the top menu level.

■

Press the Scroll keys (7, Fig. 2) to move up and down through the options or lists.

■

Press the Arrow keys (5, Fig. 2) to move the cursor across the display.

■

Press the Help (?) key (8, Fig. 2) to access on-line help.

LXD55 TIPS
Look into the Future
The Autostar Date option in the Setup menu is much more than just an entry
of today's date; with it you can look far into the future or learn about past
events. Autostar can calculate the date and times of future events and, except
for eclipses, past events as well (based on the current calendar system). E.g.,
a Sunrise on March 6, 2043 A.D. or the Vernal Equinox in 1776 A.D. To use this
feature, enter the desired date in the Setup: Date menu and select an option in
the Event menu.
Autostar can calculate dates and times for Sunrises, Sunsets, Moonrises,
Moonsets, Moonphases, Solar and Lunar Eclipses (for the next 100 years),
meteor showers, equinoxes and solstices, and the minimums of Algol.
One very practical use of the Date and Time menus is to use the Sunset option
to determine when you can begin your astronomical observing on any given
evening.
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Solar System
Mercury
Etc.
Moon
Asteroids
Comets
Constellations
Andromeda
Etc.
Deep Sky
Named Object
Galaxies
Nebulae
Planetary Neb.
Etc.
Star
Named
SAO Catalog
Double
Variable
Etc.
Satellite
Select
Add
Delete
Edit
User Objects
Select
Add
Delete
Edit
Landmarks
Select
Add
Delete
Identify
Browse
Start Search
Edit Parameters

Select Item:
Event
Sunrise
Sunset
Moonrise
Moonset
Moon Phases
Next Full Moon
Next New Moon
Next 1st Qtr
Next 3rd Qtr
Meteor Showers
Quadrantids
Lyrids
Eta Aquarids
Delta Aquarids
Perseids
Orionids
Taurids
Leonids
Geminids
Ursids
Solar Eclipses
Lunar Eclipses
Min. of Algol
Autumn Equinox
Vernal Equinox
Winter Solstice
Summer Solstice

Fig. 21 The Complete Autostar Menu Structure.
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Select Item:
Guided Tour
Tour Objects
Tonight's Best
Star Groups
Stars of the Night

Select Item:
Glossary
A...
Accretion Disk
Etc.
B...
C...
D...
E...
F...
G...
H...
I...
J...
K...
L...
M...
N...
O...
P...
Q...
R...
S...
T...
U...
V...
W...
X...
Y...
Z...

Select Item:
Utilities
Timer
Set
Start & Stop
Alarm
Set
On & Off
Eyepiece Calc.
Field of View
Magnification
Suggest
Display Options
Sun Warning
Getting Started
Brightness Adj.
Contrast Adj.
Battery Alarm
Landmark Survey
Sleep Scope
Park Scope
Cord Wrap

Select Item:
Setup
Align
Easy
One Star
Two Star
Date
Time
Daylight Saving
Telescope
Model
Focal Length
Az/RA Ratio
Alt/Dec Ratio
Az/RA Percent
Alt/Dec Percent
Train Drive
Tracking Rate
Reverse L/R
Reverse Up/Dn
Calibrate Motor
High Precision
Targets
Astronomical
Terrestrial
Site
Select
Add
Delete
Edit
Owner Info
Clone
Download
Statistics
Reset

AUTOSTAR'S MENUS

Select Item:
Object

MENUS
Object Menu
Almost all observing with Autostar is performed using the Object menu category.
(Note: Exceptions include Guided Tour and Landmark Survey.) See GO TO SATURN,
page 21, for an example of observing using the Object menu. Also see USING THE
GUIDED TOUR, page 22.
Autostar contains many libraries of viewable objects, such as stars, planets, comets,
nebulae and so forth. When one of these objects is selected from a library, Autostar
moves your telescope (if properly aligned) and points it at the selected object.
The Object Menu options include:
Solar System is a library of the eight planets (Earth is not included) in order out from
the Sun, followed by the Moon, asteroids, and comets.
Constellation is a library of all 88 Northern and Southern Hemisphere constellations.
When this menu option is chosen and a constellation name appears on the first line
of the screen, press GO TO once to change the second line to the name of the brightest star in the constellation. Press GO TO a second time to slew the telescope to that
star. Use the Scroll keys to cycle through the list of stars in the constellation, from
brightest to dimmest.
Deep Sky is a library of objects outside our Solar System such as nebulae, star clusters, galaxies, and quasars.
Star is a library of stars listed in different categories such as named, double, variable,
or nearby.
Want to learn more about
observing satellites?
See page 34.

Want to learn more about
Landmarks?

Satellite is a library of Earth-orbiting objects such as the International Space Station,
the Hubble Space Telescope, Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites, and geosynchronous orbit satellites.
User Objects allows the user to define and store in memory deep-sky objects of specific interest that are not currently in the Autostar libraries. See Using Autostar to
Find Objects Not in the Libraries, page 33 for more information.
Landmarks stores the location of terrestrial points of interest in the permanent
Autostar database.
Important Note: To use the Landmark function, the telescope must be
located and aligned exactly as when the landmark was added to the database.

See page 34.

■

Select: To select a Landmark already in the database (see ADD below), choose
the "Select" option and scroll through the list. Press ENTER to select a
Landmark, then press GO TO and the telescope slews to the object.

■

Add: To add a Landmark, choose the "Add" option. Enter a name for the
Landmark. Locate and center the Landmark in the eyepiece, then press ENTER.

Identify is an exciting feature for an observer who wants to scan the night sky and
start exploring. After the telescope has been properly aligned, use the Autostar Arrow
keys to move about in the sky. Then follow this procedure:
Important Note: Only use the Arrow keys to move the telescope during
the Identify procedure. Do not loosen the telescope locks or move the
base or alignment is lost.
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1.

When a desired object is visible in the eyepiece, keep pressing MODE until the
“Select Item: Object” menu is displayed. Press ENTER to select this menu.

2.

Scroll through the Object menu options until the “Object: Identify” screen
appears.

3.

Press ENTER. Autostar searches the libraries for the identity of the object being
observed.

4.

If the telescope is not directly on an Autostar library object, the nearest library
object is located and displayed on the screen. Press GO TO and the telescope
slews to that object.

Browse allows you to search the library for objects with certain parameters, much like
a search engine. "Edit Parameters" lets you set various parameters for the search,
such as: Object Type, Minimum Elevation, Largest, etc. Once you have set the parameters of the search, select "Start Search" and press ENTER. Autostar will display the
results of the search.

Event Menu
The Event menu provides access to dates and times of astronomical events. The
Event database includes:
Want to learn more about
using the Date menu?
See the LXD55 TIPS box,
page 24.

Sunrise and Sunset calculates the time that the Sun rises or sets on the current date.
Find rise and set times for other dates by entering a new date into the “Setup: Date”
menu.
Moonrise and Moonset calculates the time that the Moon rises or sets on the current
date. Find rise and set times for other dates by entering a new date into the “Setup:
Date” menu.
Moon Phases displays the date and time of the next Full, New, 1st Quarter, and 3rd
Quarter Moon.
Meteor Showers provides information on upcoming meteor showers, such as the
Perseids, the Leonids, etc. Also lists the dates of the showers and when they reach
maximum.

WARNING!
Never use
a Meade®
LXD55-Series

Telescope to look at
the Sun! Looking at
or near the Sun will
cause instant and
irreversible damage
to your eye. Eye
damage is often
painless, so there is
no warning to the
observer that damage has occurred
until it is too late. Do
not point the telescope or its viewfinder at or near the Sun.
Do not look through
the telescope or its
viewfinder as it is
moving. Children
should always have
adult supervision
while observing.

Note: Meteors are fast moving objects that cover large areas of the sky and
are usually best observed with the naked eye.
Solar Eclipse lists upcoming Solar Eclipses, including the date and type (total, annular, or partial) of eclipse, and the location and time of the first and last contacts of the
Moon's shadow. Use the Scroll Up and Down keys to display the available data.
Remember, never use a telescope to look at the Sun! See WARNING! to the left.
Lunar Eclipse lists upcoming Lunar Eclipses, including the date and type (total, partial, penumbral) of eclipse. Use the Scroll Up and Down keys to display the available
data.
Min. (Minimum) of Algol is the minimum brightness of the dramatic eclipsing binary
star system, Algol. It is relatively close at a distance of 100 light years. Every 2.8 days
during a 10-hour period, Algol undergoes a major change in apparent magnitude as
one of the two stars passes behind the other. The combined magnitude of the two
stars thus dips from +2.1 to a minimum of +3.4 halfway through the eclipse as the second star is hidden. Autostar calculates minimum magnitude time at mid-eclipse.
Autumn and Vernal Equinox calculates the time and date of the fall or spring equinox of the current year.
Winter and Summer Solstice calculates the time and date of the winter or summer
solstice of the current year.

Glossary Menu
The Glossary menu provides an alphabetical listing of definitions and descriptions for
common astronomical terms and Autostar functions. Access directly through the
Glossary menu or through hypertext words embedded in Autostar. A hypertext word
is any word in [brackets], usually found when using the Autostar Help function or
when reading a scrolling message such as a description of a planet or star. Press
ENTER whenever a hypertext word is on screen and Autostar goes to the glossary
entry for that word.
To access directly from the Glossary menu, use the Scroll keys to scroll through the
alphabet. Press ENTER on the desired letter. Scroll to the desired entry and then
press ENTER to read the description.

Utilities Menu
The Utilities menu provides access to several extra features within Autostar, including
a countdown timer and an alarm. The Utilities functions include:
Timer selects a countdown timer. This feature is useful for functions such as
astrophotography and tracking satellites. To use the Timer, press ENTER, then
choose “Set” or “Start/Stop."
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■

Set: Enter the time to be counted down, in hours, minutes, and seconds, then press
ENTER.

■

Start/Stop: Activates the timer set previously. Use the Scroll keys to toggle
between ON and OFF. When ON is displayed, press ENTER to activate the timer.
When the timer runs out, four beeps sound and the timer is deactivated.

Alarm selects a time for an alarm signal as a reminder. To use the Alarm, press
ENTER, then choose "Set" or "Start/Stop."
■

Set: Enter the time of day for the alarm to sound, in hours, minutes, and seconds,
then press ENTER.

■

Start/Stop: Activates the alarm set previously. Use the Scroll keys to toggle
between on and off. When ON is displayed, press ENTER to activate the alarm.
When the alarm time arrives, Autostar beeps. Press ENTER to deactivate the
alarm.

Eyepiece Calc calculates information about an eyepiece for the specific telescope to
which Autostar is connected.
■

Field of View: Scroll through a list of available eyepieces. When an eyepiece is
selected, the field of view is calculated.

■

Magnification: Scroll through a list of available eyepieces. When an eyepiece is
selected, the magnification is calculated.

■

Suggest: Autostar calculates and suggests the best eyepiece for viewing, based
on the telescope and the object being viewed.

Display Options enables or disables Autostar’s two initial displays. If both displays
are disabled, Autostar begins with the Date display.

Tip:
If you notice that the text is
"smearing" on the Autostar
display, use the contrast
adjustment menu.

Want to learn more about
Landmarks?
See page 34.

■

Sun Warning: Turns the “Sun Warning” message on or off.

■

Getting Started: Turns the “Getting Started” message on or off.

Brightness Adj: Adjusts the brightness of the display using the Scroll keys. When complete, press ENTER.
Contrast Adj: Adjusts the contrast of the display using the Scroll keys. When complete, press
ENTER. The Contrast Adjustment feature is usually only required in very cold weather.
Landmark Survey automatically slews the telescope to all user-defined landmarks
with a short pause at each location. Press ENTER to start the survey. While a slew is
in progress, press any key to skip that object and go to the next landmark on the list.
To observe a landmark for a longer period, press MODE when paused on the object
to stop the survey. Press ENTER to restart the survey at the first object on the list.
Sleep Scope is a power saving option that shuts down Autostar and the telescope
without forgetting its alignment. With "Sleep Scope" selected, press ENTER to activate the Sleep function. Autostar goes dark, but the internal clock keeps running.
Press any key, except ENTER, to re-activate Autostar and the telescope.
Park Scope is designed for a telescope that is not moved between observing sessions. Align the telescope one time, then use this function to park the telescope. Next
time it is powered up, enter the correct date and time – no alignment is required.
Pressing ENTER causes the telescope to move to its pre-determined Park position.
Once parked, the screen prompts to turn off power.
Important Note: When the "Park Scope" option is chosen and the display
prompts you to turn off the telescope's power, Autostar is unable to be
returned to operation without turning the power off and then back on.
Cord Wrap moves the telescope in such a way as to prevent the cords and cables
attached to your telescope assembly from getting wound around the assembly and tangled as the telescope slews to objects. This menu is set to "On" and cannot be
changed by the user.

Want to learn more about
using the Date menu?
See the LXD55 TIPS box,
page 24.
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Setup Menu
The Setup menu’s primary functions are for setting up telescope alignment. However,
there are numerous other features available within the Setup menu, including:
Date changes the date used by Autostar. This function is useful to check events in the
past or future. For example, set the Date menu for a day three months in the future.
Then check the "Select Item: Event" menu for the Sunset time on that date. See
EVENT MENU, page 27.

Time changes the time entered into Autostar. Setting the correct time is critical for
Autostar to properly calculate locations and events. Time may be set to 24-hour mode
(military time) by selecting the "blank" option (i.e., no option is displayed) which follows the "AM" and "PM" options.
Daylight Saving is used to enable or disable Daylight Savings time.
Note: Daylight Savings Time may be referred to by different names in various areas of the world. Check local time to verify.
Telescope accesses several options, including:
■
Model: Allows you to select the telescope model connected to Autostar.
■

Focal Length: Displays the focal length of the selected telescope.

■

Az/R.A. Ratio and Alt/Dec. Ratio: The Az (Azimuth) or the R.A. (Right
Ascension) ratio and Alt (Altitude) or Dec. (Declination) ratio refers to the gears of
the telescope's motors. Do not alter these numbers.

■

Az/R.A. Percent: This option allows you to change the AZ (azimuth) or R.A. (right
ascension) backlash, i.e., the way the Arrow keys move the telescope along the
azimuth or R.A. axes. If you enter a value near 100, the telescope tube responds
more quickly (it responds immediately at 100%) as you hold down an Arrow key
and also slews (moves) the tube more quickly. If you enter a value near 0, it takes
longer for the tube to respond as you hold down an Arrow key and also slews the
tube more slowly. Experiment with this option. Try changing the percent value
until you get a "feel" for the Arrow keys that is comfortable for you.

■

Alt/Dec. Percent: The option operates identical to the Az/R.A. Percent option
(see above), but allows you to change the altitude or declination backlash, i.e.,
the way the telescope responds to the Arrow keys when moving along the altitude
or declination axes.
Train Drive: Trains the Altitude/Declination and Azimuth/R.A. motors to locate
objects with more precision.

■

■

If you are experiencing any problems with pointing accuracy, follow the procedure
described in TRAINING THE DRIVE, page 20, to insure accurate pointing and tracking.
Tracking Rate: Changes the speed at which the telescope tracks targets in the
sky.
a.

Sidereal: The default tracking setting for Autostar; sidereal rate is the standard rate at which stars move from East to West across the sky due to the
rotation of the Earth.

LXD55 TIPS
Observing Considerations
•

Try to pick an observing site away from street and house lights and car headlights. While this is not always possible, the darker the site, the better.

•

Give your eyes about ten minutes to adjust to the darkness before observing.
Give your eyes a rest from observing every ten or fifteen minutes to relieve
eyestrain.

•

Try not to use a standard flashlight. Experienced observers use red LED flashlights, the red utility light on the Autostar handbox, or tape red cellophane over
their flashlights to use for setup and map reading so they don’t have to continually readjust their eyes to the darkness. Be careful not to shine bright lights
if there are other observers in the area. Do not shine a flashlight into the telescope while someone is observing!

•

Dress warmly. It gets chilly when you’re sitting for prolonged periods.

•

Practice setting up your equipment during the day or in a lighted area to
become familiar with it before going to a dark site.

•

Use your 26mm eyepiece to view terrestrial objects and wider areas of space,
such as open star clusters. Use an optional 9mm eyepiece when you wish to
view something up close, such as craters on the Moon or the rings of Saturn.

•

Know your observing site. If you’re going to try out an unfamiliar site, check it
out in the daylight for possible obstructions and pitfalls.
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b.

Tip:
The Reverse L/R and U/D
functions are useful if you
are observing in the
Southern hemisphere.

Tip:
If the "ENTER to Sync"
feature is accessed by
mistake (holding the
ENTER key for more than
2 seconds), press MODE
to return to the previous
screen.

■

Lunar: Choose this option to properly track the Moon over long observing
sessions.
c. Custom: Allows entry of user-defined tracking rates.
Reverse L/R: Reverses the functions of the Left and Right Arrow keys (i.e., the
Right key moves the telescope to the left).

■

Reverse U/D: Reverses the functions of the Up and Down Arrow keys (i.e., the
Up key moves the telescope down).

■

Calibrate Motor: If the telescope motors appear to have a problem, use this
option to retest the motors before performing a Reset. This option is also used if
an Autostar unit is moved between telescopes, to match Autostar to the new telescope. To calibrate the motors, select this option and press ENTER.

■

High Precision: If High Precision is turned on, when looking for a faint celestial
object (i.e., a nebula or galaxy), Autostar first slews to a nearby bright star and
displays "ENTER to Sync." Center the star in the eyepiece, then press ENTER.
At that point the telescope has a high precision alignment to that part of the sky
and it then slews to the object that was originally requested.

Targets switches between Astronomical targets and Terrestrial targets. If
"Astronomical" is selected, the telescope tracking motor is activated and any object
you observe will remain centered in the eyepiece. If "Terrestrial" is selected, the tracking motor is turned off. To learn how to track an object automatically, see page 18.
Site provides access to several options including:
■
Select: Displays the currently selected observing site. Use the Scroll keys to
cycle through all available sites (see ADD below). Press ENTER when the site
you wish to select displays. Use this option when you move to a different geographic location.

Want to learn more about
adding and editing
sites? See page 32.
Time Zone
Atlantic
Eastern
Central
Mountain
Pacific
Alaska
Hawaii

Shift
-4 Hours
-5 Hours
-6 Hours
-7 Hours
-8 Hours
-9 Hours
-10 Hours

Table 1: Time Zone Shift.

■

Add: Allows you to add new observing sites to the database (up to six sites may
be stored). Scroll through the list of Countries/States. Press ENTER when the site
you wish to add displays. Then choose the desired city in the same manner.

■

Delete: Deletes a stored site from the database.

■

Edit: Edits a selected site, including: the name, latitude, longitude, and time
zone. Time Zone refers to the Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) time zone shift.
Users West of Greenwich, England use “-” hours, East of Greenwich use “+”
hours. For the United States, look up the time zone shift in Table 1.
Note: Autostar compensates for daylight savings time, if selected. See
SETUP MENU: DAYLIGHT SAVING, page 29.

Owner Info accesses the owner information menu, including:
Name: Users may enter both their first and last names using the Up and Down
Arrow keys to cycle through the alphabet. Use the Right and Left Arrow keys to
move through the text. Press ENTER when the entry is complete.

■

Note: The Download and
Clone functions require
the optional #505
Astrofinder Software and
Cable Connector Kit. See
the instruction sheet
included with the kit for
more information on how
to download.
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■

Address: Use the Up and Down Arrow keys to enter your street address, city,
state, and zip code. Press ENTER when the entry is complete.

Download transfers information from a personal computer or another Autostar.
During the operation, the warning “Downloading Do Not Turn Off” appears.
Clone uploads information from one Autostar handbox to another. Three options are
available:
■
Catalogs: Sends only user-defined object information, such as new satellite
orbits or comet data to another Autostar handbox.
■

Software: Sends only the basic Autostar software. This is useful if one user has
downloaded a new version of Autostar software from the Meade website
(www.meade.com) and wants to pass this software along to friends.

■

All: Everything–user-defined information and Autostar software–is sent to another Autostar.

Statistics provides basic statistical data about Autostar, including:
■
Characters Free: Shows how much room is available in user-defined object
memory.
■

Version: Shows the current version of the Autostar software.

Reset completely resets Autostar. Most values entered into the menus revert to factory defaults. Autostar requires initialization after a Reset before proceeding with
observations. See INITIALIZING AUTOSTAR, page 19.

LXD55 TIPS
Surf the Web
One of the most exciting resources for astronomy is the internet. The internet is full
of websites with new images, discoveries, and the latest astronomical information.
For example, when comet Hale-Bopp made its approach to our Sun in 1998,
astronomers around the world posted new photos daily.
You can find websites for almost any topic relating to astronomy on the internet. Try
the following key word searches: NASA, Hubble, HST, astronomy, Messier, satellite,
nebula, black hole, variable stars, etc.
Check out Meade’s website for the latest product and technical information. You can
download the latest software revisions, links to other astronomical sites, coordinates
of celestial objects and the latest satellite tracking information for your Autostar
handset. See page 34 for more information. You’ll find our website at:
http://www.meade.com/
Here are some other sites you might find interesting:
• Sky & Telescope:
http://www.Skyand Telescope.com
• Astronomy:
http://www.astronomy.com
• The Starfield:
http://users.nac.net/gburke/
• Astronomy Picture of the Day:
http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.goc/apod
• Heavens Above (satellite observing information):
http://www.heavens-above.com
• Photographic Atlas of the Moon:
http://www.lpi.ursa.edu/research/lunar_orbiter
• Hubble Space Telescope Public Pictures
http://oposite.stsci.edu/pubinfo/pictures.html
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USEFUL AUTOSTAR PROCEDURES
Before trying out the examples in this section, familiarize yourself with the basic operations of Autostar described earlier in this manual. The following examples assume
that you have a basic knowledge of Autostar and understand how to scroll to a desired
menu or menu option, and how to enter numbers and text. It also assumes that you
have initialized and aligned your telescope.

Adding Observing Sites
If you plan to observe using Autostar at different geographic locations, you can store
up to six observation sites in Autostar's memory to help simplify your telescope setup.
Perform these procedures using the Site options (Add, Select, Delete, Edit) of the
Setup menu.
To Add a Site to the user-defined site list:
In this example, you will choose a city and add it to the database list. You will then
select the site to enable it.
1.

Navigate to the "Setup: Site" menu. Press ENTER,

2.

Scroll through the options until "Site: Add" displays. Press ENTER.

3.

Scroll through the list of countries/states. Press ENTER when the country/state
you wish to add displays.

4.

Scroll through the list of cities. Press ENTER when the city you wish to add displays. The Site is now added to the database. You may add 5 sites using this
method (the sixth site is the site you added during the manual initialization
process).

5.

To choose a site, navigate to "Setup: Select." Press ENTER. Scroll through the
list of sites. When the desired site displays, press ENTER.

To Edit a Site
In this procedure, you will enter a location that is not available in the Autostar database by editing data of a nearby site. You will edit the location's name, latitude. longitude and the time zone shift. You will then select the site to enable it.
You will need to know the latitude and longitude of your location to perform this procedure.

Time Zone
Atlantic
Eastern
Central
Mountain
Pacific
Alaska
Hawaii

Shift
-4 Hours
-5 Hours
-6 Hours
-7 Hours
-8 Hours
-9 Hours
-10 Hours

Table 1: Time Zone Shift.
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1.

Using the Add option, choose a site on the list that is closest to your observing
site and press ENTER so that the site is added to your observing sites list.
Choosing a site already on the list (as opposed to using the "Custom" feature)
makes it easier to edit, as the "Time Zone" value may not need to be changed.

2.

Scroll to "Site: Edit" and press ENTER. "Edit: Name" displays. Press ENTER.

3.

The name of the site you have just entered to your list displays; if it does not,
scroll to the site.

4.

Using the Arrow keys, change the name of the site so that it now reads the name
of your observing location. Press ENTER. "Edit: Name" displays again.

5.

Press the Scroll Down key and "Edit: Latitude" displays. Press ENTER.

6.

Using the Number Keys, enter the latitude of your observing site and then press
ENTER. "Edit: Latitude" displays again.

7.

Press the Scroll Down key and "Edit: Longitude" displays. Press ENTER.

8.

Using the Number Keys, enter the longitude of your observing site and then press
ENTER. "Edit: Longitude" displays again.

9.

Press the Scroll Down key and "Edit: Time Zone" displays. Press ENTER. (If the
site you chose from the list in step 1 has the same Time Zone as the site you are
editing, just press ENTER again to go on to the next step.) "Time Zone" refers to
the Greenwich Time Zone shift. Users West of Greenwich, use "-" hours (one
hour per time zone) and users East of Greenwich use "+" hours. For the United
States, look up the shift in TABLE 1, at the left.

10. After entering the shift, press ENTER. "Edit Time Zone" displays.

11. Press MODE. "Site: Edit" displays.
12. Using the Arrow keys, scroll to "Site: Select." The site you have just edited displays. Press ENTER to select the site or press MODE to exit.

Using Autostar to Find Objects Not in the Libraries
In this procedure, you will enter coordinates of celestial objects that do not appear in
any of the Autostar libraries. You will enter the object's name and R.A. and Dec. coordinates (required information). You may also enter the object's magnitude and size
(optional information).
Although Autostar contains an extensive database of celestial objects (stars, nebulae,
planets, etc.) that you can observe, you may eventually want to view objects that are
not part of a library. Autostar provides a feature that allows you to enter an object's
R.A and Dec. coordinates in the "User: Objects" option of the Object menu and allows
automatic slewing of the telescope to the user-entered coordinates.
In order to use this menu option, you first need to look up the R.A. and Dec. coordinates of the object or objects you wish to observe. Check out your local library, computer store, or bookstore for astronomy books, CD Roms, or magazines (such as Sky
& Telescope or Astronomy), to find coordinates of celestial objects. The objects/coordinates you enter become part of your own permanent database, called "User
Objects."
To enter coordinates of an object into the "User: Objects" option of the Object
menu:
Tip:
Entering R.A. and Dec.
Coordinates of an object
without using the menus:
If you do not wish to navigate
through the menus, a more
direct way to enter coordinates is to press and hold
MODE for two seconds or
more. R.A. and Dec. coordinates display. Press GO TO.
"Object Position" and a set of
coordinates displays. Enter
the R.A. and Dec. coordinates
of any celestial object using
Number keys, overwriting the
coordinates currently displayed. As soon as the coordinates are entered, Autostar
slews the telescope to the
coordinates. Note that the telescope must be initialized
(see page 19), placed in the
Home position (see page 17),
and aligned (see page 21) for
this procedure to operate
properly.
However, if you wish to store
the coordinates of an object
in memory, use the method
described at the right.

1.

Make sure Autostar has been initialized and the telescope has been aligned.

2.

After the telescope is aligned, "Select Item: Object" displays. (If necessary, use
the Scroll keys to scroll through the menus, as previously described, to find this
option.) Press ENTER.

3.

"Object: Solar System" displays. Keep pressing the Scroll Up key until "Object:
User Object" displays and press ENTER.

4.

"User Object: Select" displays. Press the Scroll Down key once. "User Object:
Add" displays. Press ENTER.

5.

"Name" displays on the top line and a blinking cursor on the second line. Use the
Arrow keys, as previously described, to enter the name of the object you wish to
add to the database. When you are finished, press ENTER.

6.

"Right Asc.: 00.00.0" displays. Use the Number keys to enter the digits for the
Right Ascension coordinate of your object. When you are finished, press ENTER.

7.

"Declination: +00°.00' " displays. Use the Number keys to enter the digits for the
Declination coordinate of your object. If necessary, use the Scroll Keys to change
"+" to "-." When you are finished, press ENTER.

8.

Autostar then prompts you to enter the size of the object. This step is optional.
Use the Number keys to enter the size (in arc-minutes), if so desired, and press
ENTER to go to the next display. If you do not wish to enter this information, simply press ENTER.

9.

Autostar then prompts you to enter the magnitude of the object. This step is also
optional. Use the Number keys to enter this information, if so desired, and press
ENTER to go to the next display. "User Object: Add" displays again.

To GO TO a user-entered object
In this procedure, you will choose an object from the User Object list and GO TO the
object.
1.

With "User Object: Add" displayed, press the Scroll Up key once. "User Object:
Select" displays. Press ENTER.

2.

Use the Scroll keys (if necessary) to scroll to the desired object. Press ENTER.

3.

The name of the object and the Right Ascension and Declination coordinates display.

4.

Press GO TO and the telescope slews to the object.
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Observing Satellites
In this procedure, you will prepare your telescope to observe a satellite pass.
1.

Navigate to the "Object: Satellite" menu option and press ENTER.

2.

Use the Scroll keys to scroll through the list of satellites.

3.

Select a satellite from the list and press ENTER.

4.

"Calculating...." and then "Tracking..." displays. If the satellite is going to make a
pass, "Located" displays.

5.

Use the Scroll keys to display data about the pass: aos – acquisition of signal and
los – loss of signal. If you subtract the aos from the los, you can calculate how
long the satellite will be visible. Location information also displays.

6.

"Alarm" displays after the location information. Press ENTER and Autostar automatically sets the alarm to sound a minute before the satellite's scheduled
appearance. You may return to regular observations until the alarm goes off.

7.

When the alarm goes off, return to the Satellite menu and press a Scroll key until
the desired satellite is on the top line of the display.

8.

Press GO TO. Autostar slews the telescope to where the satellite should appear.
The motor drive stops and a countdown is displayed.
Note: If the scheduled appearance position of the satellite is obstructed
(i.e., by a building, tree, or hill), press ENTER and Autostar starts to move
the telescope along the expected satellite track. When the track clears the
obstruction, press ENTER again to pause the telescope, then continue
with this procedure.

9.

With about 20 seconds left on the countdown timer, start watching through the telescope viewfinder for the satellite to enter the field of view.

10. When the satellite enters the viewfinder field of view, press ENTER. The telescope starts to track with the satellite.
11. Use the Autostar Arrow keys to center the object in the viewfinder, then look
through the eyepiece to view the object.
Satellite orbits change and new satellites (including the Space Shuttle) are launched.
Visit the Meade website (www.meade.com) approximately once a month to get
updated information and instructions on how to download this data to Autostar. If
orbital parameters are more than one month old, the satellite pass may not happen at
the time predicted by Autostar. Downloading requires the optional #505 AstroFinder™
Software and Cable Connector Kit. See OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES, page 38.
Note: Satellite observing is an exciting challenge. Most satellites are in
low orbit, travelling at approximately 17,500 mph. When visible, they move
quickly across the sky and are only in the field of view for a few minutes,
requiring Autostar to slew the telescope rapidly. Best viewing is near
Sunrise or Sunset when the sky is still dark. Viewing in the middle of the
night can be problematic because the satellite may pass overhead, but not
be visible as it is in the Earth's shadow.
Tip:
To use the Landmark function, the telescope must be
located and aligned exactly
as when the landmark(s)
was added to the database.
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Landmarks
This menu option allows you to define and store terrestrial objects in the Landmark
database. First, a landmark needs to be stored in memory using the "Landmark: Add"
option. To view a landmark, use the "Landmark: Select" option. Landmarks may also
be viewed using the "Landmark Survey" option in the Utilities menu.
To Add a landmark to the database:
In this procedure, you will store the location of terrestrial landmarks in Autostar's
memory.
1. Note for future reference where the telescope is located. Select an easily recognizable reference object and center the object in the telescope eyepiece. Each time
you wish to view landmarks you have added to the database, setup the telescope
in this location and center the reference object in the eyepiece. If you do not use a
consistent point of reference, the telescope will not be able to locate the objects you
have added to the database.

Another setup method is to select an object from the Landmark database. See TO
SELECT A LANDMARK FROM THE DATABASE below. Then manually move the telescope's optical tube and center this object in the telescope eyepiece.
2.

Display the "Setup: Targets" menu option. Choose "Terrestrial" and press
ENTER. "Setup: Targets" displays again. Choosing this option turns off tracking
for astronomical objects which is not useful for the viewing of terrestrial objects
such as those in the Landmark database. Be sure to change this option back to
"Astronomical" when you wish to view celestial objects again.

3.

Press MODE once. "Select Item: Setup" displays.

4.

Press the Scroll Down key once and "Select Item: Object" displays. Press
ENTER. "Object: Solar System" displays.

5.

Press the Scroll Up key twice and "Object: Landmarks" displays. Press ENTER.
"Landmark: Select" displays.

6.

Press the Scroll Down key once. "Landmark: Add" displays. Press ENTER.

7.

"Landmark Name" displays. Using Arrow keys, enter a name for the landmark
you wish to add to the database. When finished, press ENTER.

8.

"Center Landmark. Press Enter" displays. Using only the Arrow keys (do not
manually move the telescope), move the telescope to the desired landmark and
center the object in the eyepiece. Press ENTER. The object is now stored in
memory.

9.

"Landmark: Add" displays. If you wish to add more landmarks, repeat steps 5
through 7.

To Select a landmark from the database
1. Make sure the telescope is located and aligned exactly as when the desired landmark was entered into memory.
2.

Display the "Landmark: Select" menu option. Press ENTER.

3.

Use the Scroll keys to scroll through the list of objects you have previously
entered. When the desired object displays, press ENTER to select the object.
Use the Scroll keys to scroll through location information about the object, if
desired. Press GO TO to slew the telescope to the landmark.

4.

Press MODE to exit.

To perform a Landmark Survey
This procedure allows you to perform a tour of the objects entered in the "Object:
Landmark" menu option—note that the Landmark Survey will function only if you have
previously entered objects in the Landmark menu.
1. Navigate to the "Utilities: Landmark Survey" menu and press ENTER.
2.

"Landmark Survey: Slewing..." displays. The telescope moves to the first object
on the Survey list and displays the name of the object.

3.

Press MODE to pause the Survey. Press ENTER to restart the survey at the first
object of the survey.

To Check on the Available Memory
Autostar has a limited amount of memory. Once you begin to store Landmarks, user
objects and other bits of information in Autostar, you will begin to use up memory. This
procedure allows you to check on how much memory is still available.
1.

Navigate to the "Setup: Statistics" menu option and press ENTER.

2.

"Statistics: 37.2K Char. Free" displays. This is the amount of memory that is still
available to the user.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Photography through an LXD55 Schmidt-Newtonian telescope requires an LXD55-Series TAdapter (supplied) attached to the telescope (Fig. 22). Through-the-telescope photography is possible with any 35mm camera body with a removable lens. In this way, the telescope effectively becomes the lens of the camera.
Unthread the focuser extension tube (Fig. 23) from the focuser drawtube to remove
from the focuser assembly. The T-Adapter (2, Fig. 22) threads onto the focuser, followed by the camera body (1, Fig. 22).

d

C

B

Fig. 22: LXD55-Series T-Adapter
attached to focuser assembly and
camera.
(1) Camera Body, (2) T-Adapter,
(3) Focus Knob.
Focuser
Extension
Tube

To orient an object in the viewfinder of the 35mm camera body, use a small jeweler’s
screwdriver to slightly loosen three adjustment screws around the outer knurled ring
of the T-Adapter. Rotate the camera body to achieve proper orientation of the object;
then re-tighten the adjustment screws.
Photography through a long lens such as the LXD55-Series requires special technique
for good results, and the photographer should probably expect to waste a roll or two
of film in acquiring this technique. Long-lens photography has its own rewards, however, rewards that short-focus lenses cannot duplicate.
A few tips on photography with the LXD55-Series telescopes:
1.

Use a cable-operated shutter release. Touching the camera body to initiate shutter operation almost certainly introduces undesirable vibrations.

2.

Focus the image with extreme care. While observing the subject through the camera’s reflex viewfinder, turn the telescope’s focus knob (3, Fig. 22) to achieve the
sharpest possible focus. Note that some 35mm cameras may have an optional
focusing screen (available from the manufacturer) for use with a long telephoto
lens. This screen provides a brighter and clearer image to focus, and is highly recommended.

3.

Correct shutter speeds vary widely, depending on lighting conditions and film
used. Trial-and-error is the best way to determine proper shutter speed in any
given application.
Note: The camera used with your telescope may have an exposure meter
that is still active when the standard lens is removed and the body is connected to the telescope with the T–Adapter. If used for terrestrial photography, the camera meter should be acceptable. If used for astrophotography, the meter probably will not provide good results since camera meters
are not made to compensate for a dark sky.

Fig. 23: Focuser Extension Drawtube
with eyepiece holder and eyepiece
attached.
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4.

Terrestrial photography through the LXD55-Series is sensitive to heat waves rising
from the Earth’s surface. Long distance photography is best accomplished in the
early morning hours before the earth has had time to build up heat.

5.

Photography of the Moon and planets through the LXD55-Series can be especially gratifying, but points 1 through 4 should be particularly noted in this case.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
A wide assortment of professional Meade accessories is available for the LXD55-Series
telescope models. The premium quality of these accessories is well-suited to the quality of the instrument itself. Consult the Meade General Catalog for complete details
on these and other accessories.

Eyepiece/Apparent Field

6” f/5
Power/Actual Field

8” f/4
Power/Actual Field

10” f/4
Power/Actual Field

Super Plössl Eyepieces (4-elements; 1.25” O.D.)

6.4mm/52°
9.7mm/52°
12.4mm/52°
15mm/52°
20mm/52°
26mm/52°
32mm/52°
40mm/44°
Fig. 24: Series 4000 Eyepieces.

119/0.44°
79/0.66°
61/0.85°
51/1.02°
38/1.36°
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24/2.18°
19/2.31°

127/0.41°
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Super Wide Angle Eyepieces (6-elements; 1.25” O.D., except as noted)

13.8mm/67°
18mm/67°
24.5mm/67°
32mm/67° (2" O.D.)
40mm/67° (2" O.D.)

55/1.21°
42/1.58°
31/2.15°
24/2.81°
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59/1.14°
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33/2.02°
25/2.64°
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Ultra Wide Angle Eyepieces (8-elements; 1.25” O.D., except as noted)

Fig. 25: #140 2x Barlow Lens.
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Fig. 26: #905 Variable Polarizer.
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20mm/52°
26mm/52°
32mm/52°
40mm/44°
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Ultra Wide Angle Eyepieces (8-elements; 1.25” O.D., except as noted)

Fig. 27: Series 4000 8 - 24mm Zoom
Eyepiece.
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14mm/84° (1.25" - 2" O.D.)
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179/0.47°
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86/0.98°
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299/0.28°
227/0.37°
143/0.59°
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Series 4000 8 - 24mm Zoom Eyepiece: The internal zoom optics of this eyepiece
move on smooth, precisely machined surfaces which maintain optical collimation at
all zoom settings. A scale graduated in 1mm units indicates the zoom focal length in
operation. An excellent addition to any eyepiece set.
#140 2x Barlow Lens: A 3-element design, doubles each eyepiece power while
maintaining uncompromised image resolution, color correction, and contrast. Insert
the #140 into the telescope’s eyepiece holder first, followed by the diagonal (as applicable) and eyepiece. The #126 2x Barlow Lens, a compact 2-element alternative to
the #140, may also be employed with any LXD55-Series telescope.

Fig. 28: Series 4000 Photo-Visual

#905 Variable Polarizer (1.25"): The #905 system includes 2 Polarizer filters mounted in a specially-machined cell, for glare-reduction in observing the Moon. Rotate the
thumbscrew at the side of the unit to achieve light transmission between 5% and
25% of its original value. The #905 inserts into the diagonal of the telescope, followed
by an eyepiece.
Series 4000 Photo-Visual Color Filters: Color filters significantly enhance visual
and photographic image contrast of the Moon and planets. Each filter threads into
the barrel of any Meade 1.25" eyepiece, and into the barrels of virtually all other eyepiece brands as well. Meade filters are available in 12 colors for lunar and planetary
applications, and in Neutral Density as a lunar glare-reduction filter.
Series 4000 Nebular Filters: A modern boon to the city-dwelling deep-space
observer, the interference nebular filter effectively cancels out the effects of most
urban light pollution, while leaving the light of deep-space nebular emissions virtually unattenuated. Meade Series 4000 Nebular Filters utilize the very latest in coating
technology, and are available with threaded cells for eyepieces or for attachment to
the rear cells of Meade Schmidt-Cassegrain models.

Fig. 29: Series 4000 Nebular Filters.

#928 45° Erect-Image Diagonal Prism: Primarily used for terrestrial viewing, this
prism presents a correctly-oriented image at a comfortable 45° viewing angle.
#505 AstroFinder™ Software and Cable Connector Kit: With Meade AstroFinder
loaded into your PC, Autostar-equipped telescopes, such as the LXD55-Series, may be
remotely controlled from the PC display. The #505 Connector Cable Set, permitting
connection of the LXD55-Series, Autostar, and PC, is included with each AstroFinder
package. A Cable Connector Kit is also available without the software.
#547 Power Adapter with Cable: Includes a 25 ft. cord and permits powering from a
standard home (115v AC) outlet. The #547F Power Adapter is available for 220v AC
outlets.
#607 Cigarette Lighter Adapter: Power a LXD55-Series telescope by means of an
automobile cigarette lighter plug. The LXD55 telescope may be powered for a full
night’s observing without risk of car-battery drain.

Fig. 30: #505 Cable Connector Kit.

#62 T-Adapter: The T-Adapter is the basic means of prime-focus photography through
all Meade Schmidt-Cassegrain models. Thread the T-Adapter on to the rear cell of
your telescope, followed by a T-Mount for your 35mm camera, and the camera body
is rigidly coupled to the telescope.
#777 Off-Axis Guider: The Off-Axis Guider provides a means during long-exposure
astrophotography for the photographer to monitor the tracking of the telescope to
assure that the telescope remains precisely positioned on the object being photographed. Like the T-Adapter, the Off-Axis Guider couples the camera body to the telescope but it also causes a small amount of the guidestar’s incoming light to be diverted at a right angle, where the star’s position can be examined for tracking errors with
an illuminated reticle eyepiece; position corrections can then be effected using
Autostar.
Piggyback Brackets: Piggyback photography is one of the most popular and easiest
ways to get started in astrophotography. Attach your 35mm camera, with its own
35mm-to-250mm lens, atop your LX200GPS in equatorial mode, and guiding the camera through the main telescope, wide-field photos of the Milky Way of remarkable
detail and clarity can be taken.
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Dew Shield: In moist climates, water particles suspended in the atmosphere may
condense on the front surface of the telescope's correcting plate. This dew formation
may be inhibited to a significant extent by the addition of a dew shield, essentially an
extension tube attaching to the front-cell of the telescope. #608 for Meade SchmidtCassegrain SC-8 model.
#905 Variable Polarizer (1.25"): #1A Skylight Filter: The #905 system includes 2
Polarizer filters mounted in a specially-machined cell, for glare-reduction in observing the Moon. Rotate the thumbscrew at the side of the unit to achieve light transmission between 5% and 25% of its original value. The #905 inserts into the diagonal of the telescope, followed by an eyepiece. The #1A Skylight Filter threads onto
the rear cell of the Meade Schmidt-Cassegrains SC-8 model and effectively seals the
interior of the telescope from dust. All other rear cell accessories may then be threaded to the #1A filter. The filter increases visual and photographic contrast, decreases
glare, and helps to penetrate haze.
#1205 Electric focuser: For use with LXD55 Schmidt-Cassegrain SC-8 model.
Meade electric focusers are uniquely designed to yield smooth, precise microfocusing of the image, without disabling the manual focus knob, which may be used for
rapid coarse focusing. Includes push-button hand controller with self-contained (user
provided) battery.
#1209 Microfocuser: For use with LXD55 Schmidt-Cassegrain SC-8 model.
Supplied with a handbox, the microfocuser threads directly to the rear cell of model
SC-8. Permits precise focusing of the image during visual or photographic application, during CCD applications maintains precise image centration on even the smallest CCD chips. Operates at four speeds, from extremely slow to fast; accepts both
2" and 1.25" eyepiece barrels. Requires 8 x AAA (user-supplied batteries).
Optional #497 Autostar™ Computer Controller for LXD55 EC Users: One of the
most important advances in telescope control in the past 25 years, the Meade
Autostar Computer Controller turns your LXD55 EC model into an automatic celestial
object locating system. Just plug Autostar into the telescope’s HBX port in place of the
standard-equipment Electronic Controller, do a quick telescope alignment, and you
are ready to observe any object in the Autostar’s 30,000-object database.
Any of Autostar’s database objects can be called up and entered on the hand controller display in seconds. The observer then simply presses the GO TO pushbutton
and watches as the telescope automatically slews to the object and places it in the
field of view. Autostar moves the telescope to automatically track (follow) the object
across the sky. Autostar brings into easy access objects that were previously unreachable for all but the most dedicated of amateur astronomers.
To find out more about these and other accessories available for your telescope,
check out the Meade General Catalog or contact your local Meade dealer.
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MAINTENANCE
General Maintenance
LXD55-Series telescopes are precision optical instruments designed to yield a lifetime
of rewarding applications. Given the care and respect due any precision instrument,
your LXD55 will rarely, if ever, require factory servicing. Maintenance guidelines
include:

a.

Avoid cleaning the telescope’s optics: A little dust on the front surface of the telescope’s correcting lens causes virtually no degradation of image quality and
should not be considered reason to clean the lens.

b.

When absolutely necessary, dust on the front lens should be removed with gentle strokes of a camel hair brush or blown off with an ear syringe (available at any
pharmacy). DO NOT use a commercial photographic lens cleaner.

c.

Organic materials (e.g., fingerprints) on the front lens may be removed with a
solution of 3 parts distilled water to 1 part isopropyl alcohol. You may also add 1
drop of biodegradable dishwashing soap per pint of solution. Use soft, white
facial tissues and make short, gentle strokes. Change tissues often.
Caution: Do not use scented or lotioned tissues or damage could result
to the optics.

Note: It is not necessary
for the user to collimate the
refractor models.
SC-8 Schmidt-Cassegrain
users see the following
section, ALIGNMENT OF
THE SCHMIDT-CASSEGRAIN
OPTICAL SYSTEM, page 42.

d.

Do not, for any reason, remove the correcting plate from its machined housing for cleaning or other purposes. You will almost certainly not be able to
replace the corrector in its proper rotational orientation and serious degradation of optical performance will result. Meade Instruments assumes no
liability for damage incurred to the telescope in this way.

e.

If the LXD55 is used outdoors on a humid night, water condensation on the telescope surfaces will probably result. While such condensation does not normally
cause any damage to the telescope, it is recommended that the entire telescope
be wiped down with a dry cloth before the telescope is packed away. Do not,
however, wipe any of the optical surfaces. Rather, simply allow the telescope to
sit for some time in the warm indoor air, so that the wet optical surfaces can dry
unattended.

f.

If your LXD55 is not to be used for an extended period, perhaps for one month or
more, it is advisable to remove the batteries from the telescope. Batteries left in
the telescope for prolonged periods may leak, causing damage to the telescope’s
electronic circuitry.

g.

Do not leave your LXD55 inside a sealed car on a warm summer day; excessive
ambient temperatures can damage the telescope’s internal lubrication and electronic circuitry.

Alignment (Collimation) of the Schmidt-Newtonian Optical
System
All Meade Schmidt-Newtonian telescopes are precisely collimated at the factory
before packing and shipment, and it is probable that you will not need to make any
optical adjustments before making observations. However, if the telescope sustained
rough handling in shipment, you may need to re-collimate the optical system. Such
re-collimation is not a difficult procedure in any case.
The collimation procedure for the Meade Schmidt-Newtonians is slightly different from
that of other Newtonian reflecting telescopes, because of the "fast" f/4 to f/5 focal ratio
of the primary mirror. In typical Newtonian reflectors with more conventional focal
ratios (i.e. longer focal ratios), when the observer looks down the focuser tube (without an eyepiece in the focuser), the images of the diagonal mirror, primary mirror,
focuser tube, and the observer's eye appear centered relative to each other. However,
with the short focal ratio primary mirror of the Schmidt-Newtonian, correct collimation
requires that the diagonal mirror be offset in 2 directions: (1) away from the focuser
and (2) towards the primary mirror, in equal amounts. This offset is approximately 1/8"
in each direction. Note that these offsets have been performed at the factory prior to
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Tip:
A useful tool for making
collimation easier is to make
a hole in the plastic cap that
comes with the eyepiece to
protect it during shipping.
Use a drill to make a 1/8"
hole in the center of the cap
and place it over the eyepiece holder for use during
the collimation procedure.
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Reflection of primary
mirror
Reflection of secondary
mirror (darkened due to
back lighting)
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Fig. 31a: The view you will see while collimating a Schmidt-Newtonian telescope.

shipment of your telescope. It is only necessary for you to confirm that the telescope
has not been badly jarred out of collimation, and to perform the final fine-tuning of Step
4, below.
Fig. 31a shows a correctly collimated Schmidt-Newtonian telescope, as it appears
when viewed through the focuser with the eyepiece removed.
To check and, if necessary, set the optical collimation, follow these steps.

Fig. 31b: The four collimation screws
on the diagonal mirror housing.

1. Observe through the focuser and orient your body so that the telescope's primary
mirror is to your right, and the correcting plate end of the telescope tube is to your left.
The diagonal mirror will appear centered as shown (2, Fig. 31a). If the diagonal
appears off center, then adjust the 4 collimation screws on the plastic diagonal mirror
housing.
2. If the reflection of the primary mirror (3, Fig. 31a) is not centered on the surface of
the diagonal mirror, adjust the 4 collimation screws on the plastic diagonal mirror
housing to center the reflection.
As described above, the 4 collimation screws (Fig. 31b) on the plastic diagonal mirror
housing are used for two different adjustments during the collimation procedure.

knurled knob

thumb screw

Fig. 31c: The six collimation screws
on the rear of the primary mirror cell.

Important Note: Do not force the 4 screws past their normal travel, and
do not rotate any screw or screws more than 2 full turns in a counterclockwise direction (i.e., not more than 2 full turns in their "loosening"
direction), or else the diagonal mirror may become loosened from its
support. Note that the diagonal mirror collimation adjustments are very
sensitive: generally turning a collimation screw 1/2-turn will have a dramatic effect on collimation.
3. If the reflection of the diagonal mirror is not centered within the reflection of the primary mirror, adjust the 3 collimation screws located on the rear of the primary mirror
cell.
Note: There are 6 screws (Fig. 31c) on the primary mirror cell. The 3
knurled knobs are the collimation screws, and the 3 smaller thumb screws
are locking screws. The locking screws must be loosened slightly in order
to adjust the collimation screws.
Proceed by "trial and error" until you develop a feel for which collimation screw to turn
in order to change the image in any given way.
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b

c

Fig. 32: Correct (1) and incorrect (2) collimation as viewed during a star test.

Note: A small paper ring is
attached to the primary mirror. This ring was attached
at the factory for purposes
of laser collimation. The ring
will not diminish your telescope's imaging capabilities
and does not need to be
removed.

4. Perform an actual star test to confirm the accuracy of steps 1 through 3. Using the
SP 26mm eyepiece, point the telescope at a moderately bright (second or third magnitude) star, and center the image in the main telescope's field of view.
5. Bring the star's image slowly in and out of focus until you see several disks surrounding the star's center. If steps 1 through 3 were done correctly, you will see concentric (centered with respect to each other) circles (1, Fig. 32).
An improperly collimated instrument will reveal oblong or elongated circles (2, Fig.
32). Adjust the 3 collimating screws on the primary mirror housing until the circles
are concentric on either side of the focus.
In summary, the 4 adjustment screws on the plastic diagonal mirror housing change
the tilt of the secondary mirror so that it is correctly centered in the focuser drawtube, and so that the primary mirror appears centered when looking into the focuser.
The 3 collimating knobs on the primary mirror change the tilt of the primary mirror
so that it reflects the light directly up the center of the drawtube.

Alignment (Collimation) of the Schmidt-Cassegrain Optical
System
The optical collimation (alignment) of any astronomical telescope used for serious
purposes is important, but in the case of the Schmidt-Cassegrain design of the model
SC-8, such collimation is absolutely essential for good performance. Take special care
to read and understand this section well so that your model SC-8 will give you the best
optical performance.
As part of final optical testing, every Meade Schmidt-Cassegrain is precisely collimated at the Meade factory before shipment. However, vibrations in shipping can
cause the optical system to become misaligned. Re-aligning the optics is, however, a
straightforward process.
To check the collimation of your SC-8, center a bright star that is overhead, or use a
“hot spot” of reflected Sunlight from a chrome car bumper, with the supplied 26mm
eyepiece. Allow the telescope to adjust to the temperature of your observation site
before proceeding; temperature differences between the optics and the outside air
can cause distortion in the images.
With the star or hot spot centered, de-focus the image. You will notice that the out of
focus star image looks like a ring of light surrounding a dark central spot; the dark central spot is in fact the shadow of the secondary mirror. Turn the focus knob until the
ring of light fills about 10% of the eyepiece field-diameter. If the dark central spot is
offset in (i.e., not concentric with) the ring of light, your telescope’s optical system is
misaligned and requires collimation.
Follow these steps for collimation of the optical system:
a.
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The only adjustments possible, or necessary, on the SC-8 models are from the
three screws (Fig. 33b) located at the edge of the outer surface of the secondary
mirror housing.

1

2

3

Fig. 33a: Defocused star images. Misaligned (1, 2), Aligned

Fig. 33b: Collimation screws.

Caution: Do not force the three collimation
screws past their normal travel and do not loosen them more than two full
turns in a counterclockwise direction or the secondary mirror may come
loose from its support. You will find that the adjustments are very sensitive,
usually requiring only one-half turn or less to produce the desired result.
b.

While looking at the defocused star image, notice which direction the darker shadow is offset in the ring of light or notice which part of the ring is the thinnest (1,
Fig. 33a). Place your index finger in front of the telescope so that it touches one
of the collimation set screws. You will see the shadow of your finger in the ring of
light. Move your finger around the edge of the black plastic secondary mirror support until you see the shadow of the finger crossing the thinnest part of the ring of
light. At this point, look at the front of the telescope where your finger is aiming. It
will either be pointing directly at a set screw, or it will be between two set screws
aiming at the set screw on the far side of the black plastic secondary mirror support. This is the set screw that you will adjust.

c.

Using the Autostar's Arrow keys at the slowest slew speed, move the defocused
image to the edge of the eyepiece field of view (2, Fig. 33a), in the same direction as the darker shadow is offset in the ring of light.

d.

Turn the set screw that you found with the pointing exercise while looking in the
eyepiece. You will notice that the star image will move across the field. If while
turning the defocused star image flies out of the eyepiece field, then you are turning the screw the wrong way. Turn the opposite direction and bring the image
back to the center of the field.

e.

If the screw you are turning becomes very loose, tighten the other two screws by
even amounts. If the screw you are turning gets too tight, unthread the other two
by even amounts.

f.

When you bring the image to center (3, Fig. 33a), carefully examine the evenness
of the ring of light (concentricity). If you find that the dark center is still off in the
same direction, continue to make the adjustment in the original turning direction.
If it is now off in the opposite direction, you have turned too far and you need to
turn in the opposite direction. Always double check the image in the center of the
field of the eyepiece.

g.

You may find after your initial adjustment that the dark center is off in a new direction (e.g., instead of being off side-to-side it is now off in an up-and-down direction). In this case repeat steps b through f to find the new adjustment screw.

h.

Now try a higher power eyepiece (e.g., 9mm or less) and repeat the above tests.
Any lack of collimation at this point will require only very slight adjustments of the
three set screws. You now have good collimation of the optics.

i.

As a final check of alignment, examine the star image in focus with the higher
power eyepiece as suggested (j), under good viewing conditions. The star point
should appear as a small central dot (commonly referred to as an “Airy disc”) with
a diffraction ring surrounding it. To give a final precision collimation, make
extremely slight adjustments of the three set screws, if necessary, to center the
Airy disc in the diffraction ring. You now have the best alignment of the optics possible with this telescope.
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Inspecting the Optics
A Note About the “Flashlight Test: If a flashlight or other high-intensity light source
is pointed down the main telescope tube, the view (depending upon the observer’s
line of sight and the angle of the light) may reveal what appears to be scratches, dark
or bright spots, or just generally uneven coatings, giving the appearance of poor quality optics. These items are only seen when a high intensity light is transmitted through
lenses or reflected off the mirrors, and can be seen on any high quality optical system, including giant research telescopes.
The optical quality of a telescope cannot be judged by the “flashlight test;" the true
test of optical quality can only be conducted through careful star testing.

Meade Customer Service
If you have a question concerning your LXD55-Series telescope, contact the Meade
Instruments Customer Service Department at:
Telephone: (949) 451-1450
Fax: (949) 451-1460
Customer Service hours are 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM, Pacific Time, Monday through
Friday. In the unlikely event that your LXD55-Series telescope requires factory servicing or repairs, write or call the Meade Customer Service Department first, before
returning the telescope to the factory, giving full particulars as to the nature of the
problem, as well as your name, address, and daytime telephone number. The great
majority of servicing issues can be resolved by telephone, avoiding return of the telescope to the factory. If factory service is required, you will be assigned a Return
Goods Authorization (RGA) number prior to return.
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SPECIFICATIONS
6" f/5 Model SN-6, SN-6EC Specifications
Optical design ..............................................Schmidt-Newtonian
Clear aperture..............................................6" (152mm)
Focal length ................................................762mm
Focal ratio (photographic speed) ................f/5
Resolving power ..........................................0.74 arc secs
Coatings ......................................................Meade EMC Super Multi-Coatings
Ultra-High Transmission Coating optional
Mounting ......................................................Die-cast aluminum
Input Voltage ..............................................12v DC
Alignment ....................................................German-type equatorial mount
Slew Speeds................................................SN-8: 1x sidereal to 4.5°/sec
in 9 increments
SN-8EC: 2x sidereal to 4.5°/sec
in 4 increments
Tripod ..........................................................Variable-height field tripod
Accessories ................................................6 x 30mm finder
T-Adapter
Super Plössl 26mm eyepiece
1.25" and 2" eyepiece holders
Battery pack for 8 D-cell batteries
(user-supplied)
SN-6: Autostar Controller
SN-6EC: Electronic Controller
Polar Finder Reticle Batteries......................Maxell LR41 or equivalent
Net telescope weight ..................................13 lbs.
Net tripod weight..........................................35 lbs.

8" f/4 Model SN-8, SN-8EC Specifications
Optical design ..............................................Schmidt-Newtonian
Clear aperture..............................................8" (203mm)
Focal length ................................................812mm
Focal ratio (photographic speed) ................f/4
Resolving power ..........................................0.56 arc secs
Coatings ......................................................Meade EMC Super Multi-Coatings
Ultra-High Transmission Coating optional
Mounting ......................................................Die-cast aluminum
Input Voltage ..............................................12v DC
Alignment ....................................................German-type equatorial mount
Slew Speeds................................................SN-8: 1x sidereal to 4.5°/sec
in 9 increments
SN-8EC: 2x sidereal to 4.5°/sec
in 4 increments
Tripod ..........................................................Variable-height field tripod
Accessories ................................................6 x 30mm finder
T-Adapter
Super Plössl 26mm eyepiece
1.25" and 2" eyepiece holders
Battery pack for 8 D-cell batteries
(user-supplied)
SN-8: Autostar Controller
SN-8EC: Electronic Controller
Polar Finder Reticle Batteries......................Maxell LR41 or equivalent
Net telescope weight ..................................24 lbs.
Net tripod weight..........................................45 lbs.
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10" f/4 Model SN-10 Specifications
Optical design ..............................................Schmidt-Newtonian
Clear aperture..............................................10" (254mm)
Focal length ................................................1016mm
Focal ratio (photographic speed) ................f/4
Resolving power ..........................................0.45 arc secs
Coatings ......................................................Meade EMC Super Multi-Coatings
Ultra-High Transmission Coating optional
Mounting ......................................................Die-cast aluminum
Input Voltage ..............................................12v DC
Alignment ....................................................German-type equatorial mount
Slew Speeds................................................1x sidereal to 4.5°/sec in 9 increments
Tripod ..........................................................Variable-height field tripod
Accessories ................................................6 x 30mm finder
T-Adapter
Super Plössl 26mm eyepiece
1.25" and 2" eyepiece holders
Battery pack for 8 D-cell batteries
(user-supplied)
Autostar Controller
Polar Finder Reticle Batteries......................Maxell LR41 or equivalent
Net telescope weight ..................................30 lbs.
Net tripod weight..........................................55 lbs.

5" f/9.3 Model AR-5, AR-5EC Specifications
Optical design ..............................................Achromatic Refractor
Clear aperture..............................................5" (127mm)
Focal length ................................................1180mm
Focal ratio (photographic speed) ................f/9.3
Resolving power ..........................................0.90 arc secs
Coatings ......................................................Meade EMC Super Multi-Coatings
Mounting ......................................................Die-cast aluminum
Input Voltage ..............................................12v DC
Alignment ....................................................German-type equatorial mount
Slew Speeds................................................SN-8: 1x sidereal to 4.5°/sec
in 9 increments
SN-8EC: 2x sidereal to 4.5°/sec
in 4 increments
Tripod ..........................................................Variable-height field tripod
Accessories ................................................8 x 50mm finder
1.25" diagonal
Super Plössl 26mm eyepiece
1.25" and 2" eyepiece holders
Battery pack for 8 D-cell batteries
(user-supplied)
AR-5: Autostar Controller
AR-5EC: Electronic Controller
Polar Finder Reticle Batteries......................Maxell LR41 or equivalent
Net telescope weight ..................................15 lbs.
Net tripod weight..........................................35 lbs.

6" f/8 Model AR-6 Specifications
Optical design ..............................................Achromatic Refractor
Clear aperture..............................................6" (152mm)
Focal length ................................................1200mm
Focal ratio (photographic speed) ................f/8
Resolving power ..........................................0.74 arc secs
Coatings ......................................................Meade EMC Super Multi-Coatings
Mounting ......................................................Die-cast aluminum
Input Voltage ..............................................12v DC
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Alignment ....................................................German-type equatorial mount
Slew Speeds................................................1x sidereal to 4.5°/sec in 9 increments
Tripod ..........................................................Variable-height field tripod
Accessories ................................................8 x 50mm finder
1.25" diagonal
Super Plössl 26mm eyepiece
1.25" and 2" eyepiece holders
Battery pack for 8 D-cell batteries
(user-supplied)
Autostar Controller
Polar Finder Reticle Batteries......................Maxell LR41 or equivalent
Net telescope weight ..................................27 lbs.
Net tripod weight..........................................45 lbs.

8" f/10 Model SC-8 Specifications
Optical design ..............................................Achromatic Refractor
Clear aperture..............................................8" (203mm)
Focal length ................................................2000mm
Focal ratio (photographic speed) ................f/10
Resolving power ..........................................0.56 arc secs
Coatings ......................................................Meade EMC Super Multi-Coatings
Ultra-High Transmission Coating optional
Mounting ......................................................Die-cast aluminum
Input Voltage ..............................................12v DC
Alignment ....................................................German-type equatorial mount
Slew Speeds................................................1x sidereal to 4.5°/sec in 9 increments
Tripod ..........................................................Variable-height field tripod
Accessories ................................................8 x 50mm finder
1.25" diagonal
Super Plössl 26mm eyepiece
1.25" and 2" eyepiece holders
Battery pack for 8 D-cell batteries
(user-supplied)
Autostar Controller
Polar Finder Reticle Batteries......................Maxell LR41 or equivalent
Net telescope weight ..................................24 lbs.
Net tripod weight..........................................45 lbs.

Autostar Specifications
Processor ............................................................................68HC11, 8MHz
Flash Memory ............................................................1.0MB, reloadable
Keypad ........................................................................20 key alphanumeric
Display ........................................................................2 line, 16 character LCD
Backlight......................................................................Red LED
Utility Light ..................................................................Yes
Coil Cord ....................................................................24"
Database ....................................................................30,223 objects

Autostar Dimensions
Length ........................................................................6.56" (16.6cm)
Width (LCD end) ........................................................3.19" (80cm)
Width (Connector end) ................................................2.25" (57cm)
Depth ..........................................................................0.81" (21cm)
Autostar net weight ....................................................1.12 lbs (0.51kg)

Maxell is a trademark of Hitachi Maxell, Ltd.
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APPENDIX A: CELESTIAL
COORDINATES
A celestial coordinate system was created that maps an imaginary sphere surrounding the Earth upon which all stars appear to be placed. This mapping system is similar to the system of latitude and longitude on Earth surface maps.
In mapping the surface of the Earth, lines of longitude are drawn between the North
and South Poles and lines of latitude are drawn in an East-West direction, parallel to
the Earth’s equator. Similarly, imaginary lines have been drawn to form a latitude and
longitude grid for the celestial sphere. These lines are known as Right Ascension
and Declination.
The celestial map also contains two poles and an equator just like a map of the Earth.
The poles of this coordinate system are defined as those two points where the Earth’s
north and south poles (i.e., the Earth's axis), if extended to infinity, would cross the
celestial sphere. Thus, the North Celestial Pole (1, Fig. 34) is that point in the sky
where an extension of the North Pole intersects the celestial sphere. The North Star,
Polaris is located very near the North Celestial Pole. The celestial equator (2, Fig. 34)
is a projection of the Earth’s equator onto the celestial sphere.
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Fig. 34: Celestial Sphere.

Just as an object's position on the Earth’s surface can be located by its latitude and
longitude, celestial objects may also be located using Right Ascension and
Declination. For example, you could locate Los Angeles, California, by its latitude
(+34°) and longitude (118°). Similarly, you could locate the Ring Nebula (M57) by its
Right Ascension (18hr) and its Declination (+33°).
■
Right Ascension (R.A.): This celestial version of longitude is measured in units
of hours (hr), minutes (min), and seconds (sec) on a 24-hour "clock" (similar to
how Earth's time zones are determined by longitude lines). The "zero" line was
arbitrarily chosen to pass through the constellation Pegasus — a sort of cosmic
Greenwich meridian. R.A. coordinates range from 0hr 0min 0sec to 23hr 59min
59sec. There are 24 primary lines of R.A., located at 15-degree intervals along
the celestial equator. Objects located further and further East of the zero R.A. grid
line (0hr 0min 0sec) carry higher R.A. coordinates.
■
Declination (Dec.): This celestial version of latitude is measured in degrees, arcminutes, and arc-seconds (e.g., 15° 27' 33"). Dec. locations north of the celestial
equator are indicated with a plus (+) sign (e.g., the Dec. of the North celestial pole
is +90°). Dec. locations south of the celestial equator are indicated with a minus
(–) sign (e.g., the Dec. of the South celestial pole is –90°). Any point on the celestial equator (such as the the constellations of Orion, Virgo, and Aquarius) is said
to have a Declination of zero, shown as 0° 0' 0."

Setting Circles
Setting circles included with the LXD55-Series models permit the location of faint celestial objects not easily found by direct visual observation. With the telescope pointed at
the North Celestial Pole, the Dec. circle (19, Fig. 1d) should read 90° (understood to
mean +90°). Each division of the Dec. circle represents a 1° increment. The R.A. circle (31, Fig. 1d) runs from 0hr to (but not including) 24hr, and reads in increments of
5min.
Using setting circles requires a developed technique. When using the circles for the
first time, try hopping from one bright star (the calibration star) to another bright star
of known coordinates. Practice moving the telescope from one easy-to-find object to
another. In this way, the precision required for accurate object location becomes evident.
Note You may also enter an object's R.A. and Dec. coordinates using the
"User: Objects" option of Autostar's Object menu. Autostar then automatically slews the telescope to the entered coordinates.
To use the setting circles to locate an object not easily found by direct visual
observation:
Insert a low-power eyepiece, such as a 26mm, into the focuser assembly. Pick out a
bright star with which you are familiar (or is easily located) that is in the area of the
sky in which your target object is located. Look up the R.A. coordinate of the bright
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star, and also of the object you wish to locate, in a star atlas. Point the object at the
bright star. Then loosen the R.A. setting circle lock knob (32, Fig. 1d) and turn the
R.A. setting circle to read the correct R.A. coordinate of the bright star; lock the R.A.
setting circle lock knob onto the object. Next, loosen the R.A. lock (33, Fig. 1d) and
turn the telescope in R.A. to read the correct R.A. coordinate of the object. Tighten the
R.A. lock (33, Fig. 1d). If the procedure has been followed carefully, the desired object
should now be in the telescopic field of a low-power eyepiece.
If you do not immediately see the object you are seeking, try searching the adjacent
sky area. Keep in mind that, with the 26mm eyepiece, the field of view of the LXD55Series is about 0.5°. Because of its much wider field, the viewfinder may be of significant assistance in locating and centering objects, after the setting circles have been
used to locate the approximate position of the object.
See USING AUTOSTAR TO FIND OBJECTS NOT IN THE LIBRARIES, page 33, for information on how to manually enter coordinates into Autostar.

Locating the Celestial Pole
Little Dipper

Polaris

Big Dipper

To get basic bearings at an observing location, take note of where the Sun rises (East)
and sets (West) each day. After the site is dark, face North by pointing your left shoulder toward where the Sun set. To precisely point at the pole, find the North Star
(Polaris) by using the Big Dipper as a guide (Fig. 35).

Cassiopeia

One- and Two-Star Polar Alignment
Fig. 35: Locating Polaris.

Autostar provides three different methods for Polar Alignment: Easy, One-Star and
Two-Star. See EASY ALIGNMENT, page 21, for that procedure.

One-Star Polar Alignment
Polar One-Star Alignment requires some knowledge of the night sky. Autostar provides a library of bright stars and one star from this library is chosen by the observer
for alignment. Polaris is chosen by Autostar. The rest of the procedure is almost identical to the EASY ALIGNMENT, page 21, except that Autostar prompts you to point the
telescope at Polaris and center it in the telescope's eyepiece.

Two-Star Polar Alignment
Polar Two-Star Alignment requires some knowledge of the night sky. Autostar provides a library of bright stars and two stars from this library are chosen by the observer for alignment. Polaris is chosen by Autostar. The rest of the procedure is almost
identical to the EASY ALIGNMENT, page 21, except that Autostar prompts you to point
the telescope at Polaris and center it in the telescope's eyepiece.
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Reticle LED Knob

Eyepiece

APPENDIX B: ENHANCING
POINTING PRECISION
The Polar Alignment Viewfinder
Typically Autostar's pointing capabilities are sufficient for most telescope observers,
and the use of the polar alignment viewfinder is unnecessary for them. However, for
those observers who need to meet the more demanding requirements of astrophotography, the polar alignment viewfinder allows the telescope mount to be more precisely aligned with true North. The polar alignment viewfinder contains a reticle, lit by
an LED (Figs. 36 and 37).
To align your telescope to North using the polar alignment viewfinder:

Fig. 36: The polar alignment
viewfinder.

1.

Set your telescope in the home position (see page 17). Then loosen the Dec.
lock (17, Fig. 1d) and rotate the optical tube 90°. Re-tighten the Dec. Lock.

2.

Loosen the R.A. Lock (33, Fig. 1d).

3.

Remove the polar viewfinder cap (18, Fig. 1d).

4.

If you have not already done so, remove the plastic separating the watch batteries inside the polar alignment reticle. See step 12, page 13.

5.

Turn the polar alignment reticle LED knob to turn on the LED and look through
the reticle.

6.

Northern Hemisphere: Move the telescope mount until Polaris is superimposed
on the graduated area of the reticle (between 40' and 60'). The center crosshair
denotes the North celestial pole. Southern Hemisphere: The four-sided figure in
the reticle represents a grouping of four stars in Octantis (Sigma, Tau, Chi, and
Upsilon) for use in the Southern Hemisphere. Move the telescope mount on its
R.A. axis until the four stars depicted in the reticle are superimposed on the four
star group that matches the reticle pattern.

7.

Use the latitude T-handle screws (26, Fig. 1d) and the fine azimuth control knobs
(27, Fig. 1d) to fine tune the mount adjustment until the reticle pattern is more
precisely superimposed over the appropriate position as described in step 6.

Fig. 37: The view inside the polar
alignment viewfinder reticle.

Note: Not all pointing positions are possible with the polar alignment reticle,
as the tripod is a limiting factor as to how far the optical tube and mount can
be moved.
8.

Tighten the R.A. Lock (33, Fig. 1d). Return the optical tube to the home position.
Note: Remember to turn off the polar alignment reticle LED.

Axis Alignment Procedure
In order for the equatorial mount to accurately point to astronomical objects using the
GO TO feature of the Autostar handbox, the optical axis of the optical tube must be
aligned with the R.A. axis of the mount. In most cases, the telescope will perform
adequately without making any adjustments, but performing one of the following
alignment methods before the initial use of the telescope, and periodically thereafter,
will increase the mount’s pointing accuracy.



When the optical axis is perfectly aligned to the R.A. axis and the declination set to 90°,
all objects will rotate about a point in the center of the eyepiece, as the mount is rotated
about the R.A. axis. A misalignment in elevation results in the center of rotation shifting
up or down. A misalignment in attitude results in the center shifting left or right.
The telescope is moved manually in Method #1 to correct for attitude misalignment
and then for elevation misalignment. Autostar moves the telescope in Method #2; this
method is recommended for beginners.

Method 1: Manual Alignment


Fig. 38: A. Elevation Alignment;
B. Attitude Alignment.

Procedure #1: To correct for attitude misalignment
Important Note: Throughout the following procedures, the directional references up/down/left/right are used. No matter which type of telescope model
you are using, these directions are to be interpreted relative to real-world
targets. For example, left/right moves the image along the horizon, and
up/down moves the image vertically.
Perform this procedure during the daytime. You will need to have a clear line of
sight to a wide, distinct landmark with a clear, horizontal feature.
1.
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Plug in Autostar and turn on the power as described previously in this manual.
You will use Autostar's Arrow keys in the course of this procedure.

2.

Loosen the R.A. Lock (33, Fig. 1d) and the Dec. Lock (17, Fig. 1d). Point the tube
so that it is above the tripod leg marked with a star. Retighten the Dec. Lock.
Move the counterweight shaft and mount so that it is parallel to the horizon. This
is position A. See Fig. 39. Retighten the R.A. Lock.

3.

If using a Schmidt Newtonian model, rotate the optical tube (you will need to
loosen the cradle ring lock knobs (13, Fig. 1a) to do so) to make sure the focuser
extends horizontally from the optical tube while in position A and do not rotate the
tube for the remainder of the alignment procedure.
If using a refractor model, use the diagonal assembly to rotate the eyepiece
during testing. However, be careful that the diagonal is placed flush against the
focuser and tightened in place using the thumbscrews. It is important that the
diagonal does not slip during the procedure.

4.

Adjust the tripod legs, polar axis altitude and/or polar axis azimuth so that the
wide, horizontal object you have chosen as a target is positioned across the middle of the eyepiece.

Procedure #1: Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Fig. 39: Position A.

Important Note: The image will appear right-side-up, but reversed left-forright, in the eyepiece of a refractor telescope. The image will appear
upside-down, but correct left-for-right, in the eyepiece of a ScmidtNewtonian telescope, if the eyepiece extends horizontally from the tube, as
described in Step #3.
5.

Loosen the R.A. Lock (Tip: Make sure you do not accidentally loosen the Dec.
Lock. If you do, restart the procedure beginning at Step #2). Rotate the telescope
180° in the R.A. axis ONLY, until the optical tube is in position B. See Fig. 40.
Note the position of your target in the eyepiece.

6.

Using the Autostar Up and Down Arrow keys ONLY, move the optical tube in Dec.
axis until your target is HALFWAY back to the center of the eyepiece.

7.

Rotate the telescope 180° in the R.A. axis ONLY, to return the optical tube to position A. Verify that your target is in the same location in the eyepiece vertically as
in the previous step (that is, it is not higher or lower or absent from the eyepiece).
Ignore side-to-side misalignment (that is, if it has moved to the right or left).

8.

Repeat steps 6 and 7, if necessary, alternating positions A and B, until the horizontal object is in the same vertical location in the eyepiece in both positions.

9.

The Dec. optical axis is now calibrated to be at 90 degrees. For Procedure #2,
DO NOT adjust the declination of the optical tube, either manually or with the
handbox.

Fig. 40: Position B.

Procedure #2: To correct for elevation misalignment
After performing the attitude correction, select an object that is at a very great distance
(at least a mile away) to approximate infinity. Ideally, the object should be unique, with
several identifiable objects to the left and right of it.

Procedure #2: Step 2

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

1.

Rotate the mount about the R.A. axis only and move the optical tube to position A.

2.

WITHOUT moving the declination axis from its position determined in the previous alignment, adjust the legs, latitude, and azimuth of the tripod to center the
object in the eyepiece.
Rotate the telescope 180° in the R.A. axis ONLY, until optical tube is in position B.

3.
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4.

Observe the position of the object in the eyepiece. Assuming that the declination
was properly set in the previous procedure, the object should have moved only
horizontally (that is, side-to-side) from its original position. It may be out of the
eyepiece altogether.

5.

Using the adjustment mechanism on the bottom of the cradle (Fig. 41), move the
reference object approximately half the distance towards the center of the eyepiece.
To adjust the cradle screws, use the supplied hex key to loosen the two outside
screws. Then adjust the position of the object by tightening or loosening the center screw. Perform this adjustment on both sets of screws. When finished, retighten the outer screws.
Before moving the optical tube, note the location that the telescope is centered
on relative to the reference object. Depending on the telescope type and accessories in use, you may need to move the optical tube opposite to the direction that
appears in the eyepiece. The best way to be sure is to move the optical tube
(using the cradle screws) a little, and verify that the correct direction was moved
through the eyepiece.

Fig. 41: Cradle adjustment screws.

6.

WITHOUT moving the declination axis from its position determined in the previous alignment, and WITHOUT adjusting the cradle position further, adjust the
legs, latitude, and azimuth of the tripod to center the object in the eyepiece again.

7.

Rotate the telescope 180° in the R.A. axis ONLY, to return the optical tube to position A.

8.

Repeat steps 5 through 8, if necessary, alternating between position A and position B, and bringing the reference object halfway of the remaining distance to center. Stop the procedure once the distance between the object in position A and
position B is less than one third the width of the eyepiece.

9.

As a final check, select another object and place it into the center of the eyepiece.
Rotate the mount about the R.A. axis. Watch the motion of that object. It is
acceptable if it moves slightly, but should remain in the eyepiece the entire time.

Tips
■

■

■
■

When moving to position A or B, it is usually sufficient to merely level the Dec.
axis by eye. Whether in position A or B, the counterweight shaft should appear to
be horizontal when looked at from several feet away.
If you are finding it difficult to lower the altitude of the tripod head without the
counterweight banging into the forward tripod leg, increase the length of the two
rear tripod legs to introduce a tilt into the whole mount.
Before starting the alignment procedure, it is helpful to have the tripod azimuth
adjustment knobs even, to allow an equal range of travel in either direction.
Make sure the focuser lock is tightened once focus is achieved. Otherwise, gravity may cause the focuser to move during rotation of the telescope and introduce
error into the procedure.

LXD55 TIPS
Star Charts
Star charts and planisphere are very useful tools and are great aids in planning a night of celestial viewing.
A wide variety of star charts are available in books, in magazines, on the internet and on CD Roms. Meade offers AstroFinder™ and other star locator software. Contact your Meade dealer or Meade's Customer Service department
for more information.
Astronomy and Sky and Telescope magazines print star charts each month
for up-to-the-minute maps of the heavens.
The Norton Star Atlas and Reference Handbook by A. Norton and Sky Atlas
2000 by W. Tirion and R. Sinnot are two of the most popular star charts on the
market.
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Method 2: Axis Alignment Using Autostar





Perform this procedure during the daytime. You will need to have an unobstructed
view of an easily sighted landmark, such as a light post. Use a low-power eyepiece,
such as the supplied 26mm. This procedure assumes that you have some familiarity
with Autostar's menu structure (you will need to locate the "Setup: Telescope"
menu). If necessary, refer to AUTOSTAR'S MENUS, page 25.
Note: For best result, perform this procedure after you have trained the
drive. See page 20.
1.

Adjust the latitude T-handle screws (26, Fig. 1d) so that the latitude is set to
45° or higher. See Step #6, page 12, for information about setting the latitude
controls.

2.

Refer to Fig. 42 while performing this step. The Dec. motor (B) must be positioned so that it is at the back of the mount. The optical tube (A) must be
approximately horizontal (i.e., parallel with the horizon) and the counterweight
shaft must be pointing straight down..




Motor at
back of
mount

If using a Schmidt-Newtonian model, loosen the cradle ring locks knobs (C)
and move the optical tube until the eyepiece (D) points downward as shown in
the Fig. 42. Re-tighten the cradle ring locks.

Fig. 42: Method #2 Setup. (A) Optical
Tube; (B) Dec. Motor; (C) Cradle
Ring Lock Knobs; (D) Eyepiece.

If using a refractor model, use the diagonal assembly to rotate the eyepiece
to a convenient viewing angle during testing. However, be careful that the diagonal is placed flush against the focuser and tightened in place using the thumbscrews. It is important that the diagonal does not slip during the procedure.
3.

Make sure that both the R.A. and Dec. locks (17 and 33, Fig. 1d) are tightened
to a firm feel.

4.

Turn on Autostar and go to "Setup: Telescope." Press ENTER.

5.

Press one of the Scroll keys until "LXD 55 Adjust" displays and then press
ENTER. A message displays that tells you to center a landmark. If the landmark
is not visible in your eyepiece, lift and move the entire telescope and tripod
assembly—try not to move the tube too far from the horizontal position (no
more than 5° up or down), as described in Step #2. You may also use the fine
azimuth controls (27, Fig. 1d) for side to side movement and the Autostar
Up/Down Arrows for small adjustments to the declination axis.

6.

Caution: Before pressing ENTER, step back from the telescope assembly,
as the telescope will begin to rotate about two axes. When the landmark is
centered (Step #5), press ENTER.
The telescope first moves 180° on the Dec. axis and then rotates 180° on the
R.A. axis. Autostar displays "Slewing....".
When the telescope has completed the 180° slew, the telescope will be under
the mount instead of over it. The counterweight shaft is now pointed upwards
and the cradle adjustment screws (Fig. 40) are easily accessible.

7.

Autostar again prompts you to center the landmark you have chosen in the
eyepiece. Use the Arrow keys to center the object and then press ENTER.

8.

The telescope moves again on the R.A. axis. Use the cradle screw adjustment
mechanism on the bottom of the cradle to center the landmark in the eyepiece.
To adjust the cradle screws, use the supplied hex key to loosen the two outside
screws. Then adjust the position of the landmark by tightening or loosening the
center screw. Perform this adjustment on both sets of screws. When finished,
retighten the outer screws. The axis is now aligned.
Note: This procedure maximizes the pointing accuracy of the telescope provided the telescope is always placed on the mount in the same fashion. A mark
made on the mount under the saddle will ensure this alignment is maintained.
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APPENDIX C: LATITUDE CHART
Latitude Chart for Major Cities of the World
To aid in the polar alignment procedure (see pages 17-21), latitudes of major cities around the world are listed below. To determine the latitude of an observing site not listed on the chart, locate the city closest to your site. Then follow the procedure below:
Northern hemisphere observers (N): If the site is over 70 miles (110 km) north of the listed city, add one degree for every 70 miles. If the
site is over 70 miles South of the listed city, subtract one degree per 70 miles.
Southern Hemisphere observers (S): If the site is over 70 miles (110 km) north of the listed city, subtract one degree for every 70 miles. If
the site is over 70 miles South of the listed city, add one degree per 70 miles.
NORTH AMERICA

SOUTH AMERICA

City

State/Prov./Country Latitude

City

Country

Latitude

Albuquerque
Anchorage
Atlanta
Boston
Calgary
Chicago
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Detroit
Honolulu
Jackson
Kansas City
Kenosha
Las Vegas
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Mexico City
Miami
Minneapolis
Nashville
New Orleans
New York
Oklahoma City
Ottawa
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Portland
Salt Lake City
San Antonio
San Diego
San Francisco
Seattle
Washington
EUROPE

New Mexico
Alaska
Georgia
Massachusetts
Alberta
Illinois
Ohio
Texas
Colorado
Michigan
Hawaii
Mississippi
Missouri
Wisconsin
Nevada
Arkansas
California
Mexico
Florida
Minnesota
Tennessee
Louisiana
New York
Oklahoma
Ontario
Pennsylvania
Arizona
Oregon
Utah
Texas
California
California
Washington
District of Columbia

35°
61°
34°
42°
51°
42°
41°
33°
40°
42°
21°
32°
39°
45°
36°
35°
34°
19°
26°
45°
36°
30°
41°
35°
45°
40°
33°
46°
41°
29°
33°
38°
47°
39°

Bogotá
São Paulo
Buenos Aires
Montevideo
Santiago
Caracas
ASIA

Colombia
Brazil
Argentina
Uruguay
Chile
Venezuela

4° N
23° S
35° S
35° S
34° S
10° N

City

Country

Latitude

Amsterdam
Athens
Bern
Copenhagen
Dublin
Frankfurt
Glasgow
Helsinki
Lisbon
London
Madrid
Oslo
Paris
Rome
Stockholm
Vienna
Warsaw

Netherlands
Greece
Switzerland
Denmark
Ireland
Germany
Scotland
Finland
Portugal
England
Spain
Norway
France
Italy
Sweden
Austria
Poland

52°
38°
47°
56°
53°
50°
56°
60°
39°
51°
40°
60°
49°
42°
59°
48°
52°
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N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

City

Country

Latitude

Beijing
Hong Kong
Seoul
Taipei
Tokyo
Sapporo
Bombay
Calcutta
Hanoi
Jedda
AFRICA

China
China
South Korea
Taiwan
Japan
Japan
India
India
Vietnam
Saudi Arabia

40°
23°
37°
25°
36°
43°
19°
22°
21°
21°

City

Country

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Latitude

Cairo
Egypt
Cape Town
South Africa
Rabat
Morocco
Tunis
Tunisia
Windhoek
Namibia
AUSTRALIA AND OCEANIA

30°
34°
34°
37°
23°

N
S
N
N
S

City

State/Country

Latitude

Adelaide
Brisbane
Canberra
Alice Springs
Hobart
Perth
Sydney
Melbourne
Auckland

South Australia
Queensland
New South Wales
Northern Territory
Tasmania
Western Australia
New South Wales
Victoria
New Zealand

35°
27°
35°
24°
43°
32°
34°
38°
37°

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

APPENDIX D: EC HANDBOX

Important Note:
The Electronic
Controllers available for
Meade's ETX and DS
telescope series are not
compatible and will not
operate with the LXD55
EC series models. Do
not plug in other telescope series' EC handboxes into the LXD55
computer control panel,
nor plug the LXD55 EC
series handboxes into
any other telescope
series computer control
panel.

Fast



Medium
Moderate




Slow






Fig. 43: Electronic Controller. (1) Arrow Keys; (2) Indicator
Lights; (3) SPEED Key; (4) Coil Cord; (5) MODE Key; (6) OUT
Key; (7) IN Key.

The model SN-6EC, model SN-8EC, and model AR-5EC come equipped with an
Electronic Controller (EC) handbox, rather than the Autostar Handbox. The Electronic
Controller provides you with the means to control the telescope motors from a compact handbox. The Electronic Controller (Fig. 3) has soft-touch keys designed to have
a positive feel, even through gloves.
The primary functions of the Electronic Controller are to move (slew) the telescope to
an object, to set operation for the Northern or Southern Hemispheres, and to indicate
the slew speed.
Users of the EC models should follow the procedures described in GETTING STARTED,
BALANCING THE TELESCOPE, ALIGNING THE VIEWFINDER, CHOOSING AN EYEPIECE,
and OBSERVING BY MOVING THE TELESCOPE MANUALLY, pages 11 - 16. Other sections relevant to EC users include: OBSERVE THE MOON and SETTING POLAR HOME
POSITION, page 17, and PHOTOGRAPHY, OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES, GENERAL
MAINTENANCE, SPECIFICATIONS, and CELESTIAL COORDINATES, pages 36 - 40 and
44 - 49. LATITUDE CHARTS, page 54, and BASIC ASTRONOMY, pages 61 - 62, may
also be useful. Note that SLEW SPEEDS, page 16, refers to Autostar functions only.
Slew speed functions of the Electronic Controller are covered in this appendix.
The following numbers refer to Fig. 43 above.
Light No.

Arrow Keys: Press one of the four Arrow keys to slew the telescope (i.e., up,
down, left, and right) at any one of four slew speeds (see SPEED KEY below).

Light Status

Light 1

On

Light 2

Blinking

Light 3

Off

Light 4
Fig 44: Indicator Light Key.
The procedures in this manual identify the status of the
four indicator lights as depicted above: on, blinking, or off.

Important Note: If you reverse directions while using the Arrow keys to
slew to objects, there may be a slight pause as the telescope motors compensate for the reversal of the internal gears.


Indicator Lights: The four red LED (Light Emitting Diode) lights indicate the current slew speed of the telescope.
Note: For purposes of this manual, the lights are identified as 1 through 4, with
1 being the top light and 4 being the bottom light.



SPEED Key: Press SPEED to change the speed at which the telescope slews to
an object. Each press of the SPEED key changes the slew speed to the next
slower setting. If the controller is already on the slowest slew speed (light 4),
pressing SPEED cycles back to the highest speed (light 1). Slew speeds are signified by the indicator lights (2, Fig. 43).



Coil Cord: Plug into the HBX connector of the Computer Control Panel.
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MODE Key: Press and hold MODE to place the Electronic Controller into the
Mode function, i.e., to select operation for the Northern or Southern Hemisphere.
See TRACKING RATES, page 57.



OUT Key: Use this key to decrease the tracking rate. See TRACKING RATES,
page 57.



IN Key: Use this key to increase the tracking rate. See TRACKING RATES, page
57.

Modes of Operation
• When both the A and B screws are in place, the Northern hemisphere polar mode
is selected when power is applied (i.e., the motor drive is activated for operation in
the Earth’s Northern Hemisphere). This is the factory default mode.
• Remove mode screw B (2, Fig. 44) to make the Southern Hemisphere polar mode
the automatic default of the Electronic Controller when power is applied (i.e., the
motor drive is activated for operation in the Earth’s Southern Hemisphere ).
Meade Instruments Corporation

35-4702-00
CC
Tested to comply
with FCC Standards

C
FC

B

A

FOR HOME OR OFFICE USE

B

C

Fig. 45: Mode screws on rear of
Electronic Controller. (1) Mode Screw
A; (2) Mode Screw B.

Definition: Sidereal.
As the Earth rotates
beneath the night sky,
the stars appear to move
from East to West. The
speed at which the stars
move is called the sidereal rate. You can setup
your telescope to move
at the sidereal rate so
that it automatically
tracks the stars and
other objects in the night
sky. The tracking function
automatically keeps an
object more or less centered in the telescope’s
eyepiece.
See pages 17 and 18 for
more information.
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• Remove mode screw A to disable the tracking function. Select either the Northern
hemisphere polar mode or the Southern Hemisphere polar mode, as described
above, to make the tracking function available. See CHANGING THE POLAR MODE,
page 58, for more information.
Note: Removing either A or B screw affects only the telescope’s default
mode; you may still make mode changes when desired using the MODE key.
Slew Speeds
The Electronic Controller has four slew speeds that are directly proportional to the
sidereal rate. Press SPEED to change the slew speed (use the Arrow keys to slew
the telescope in the desired direction). Note each slew speed corresponds to one of
the four LED's of the Electronic Controller.
Light 1 (top LED): The fastest speed. Use to move the telescope quickly from one
point in the sky to another.
Light 2: Best for centering an object in the viewfinder.
Light 3: Best for centering an object in the field of a low-to-moderate power eyepiece,
such as the standard SP 26mm.
Light 4: The slowest speed. Use to center an object in the field of view of high-power
eyepieces, such as the optional 6.7mm or 12.4mm.
The four available speeds are:
Light 1 =1200 x sidereal (300 arc-min/sec or 5°/sec)
Light 2 = 32 x sidereal (8 arc-min/sec)
Light 3 =
8 x sidereal (2 arc-min/sec)
Light 4 =
2 x sidereal (0.5 arc-min/sec )
The two slowest speeds (2x and 8x sidereal) can be used for manual tracking of
astronomical objects while observing through the eyepiece.
To move the telescope using the Electronic Controller:
1. Insert a low-power eyepiece (e.g., SP 26mm) into the eyepiece holder (2, Fig. 1)
and tighten the eyepiece thumbscrew (1, Fig. 1).
2.

Tighten the R.A. and Dec. locks (17 and 33, Fig. 1), if necessary.

3.

Verify that the On/Off switch (24D, Fig. 1) on the telescope’s Computer Control
panel is off.

4.

Plug in the Electronic Controller coil cord (4, Fig. 42) to the HBX port (24A, Fig.
1) on the Computer Control panel.

5.

Flip the power switch to ON. The LED (24C, Fig. 1) on the Computer Control
panel lights.. The Speed indicators lights will cycle off and on in sequence.

6.

Press any key on the Electronic Controller and the telescope slews momentarily
in the vertical and horizontal directions to test the motors.

7.

When the test is complete, light 1 remains on; lights 2, 3, and 4 turn off.

8.

Use the four Arrow keys (1, Fig. 42) to slew the telescope to the desired object.
To change the slew speed, press SPEED.

9.

Fine-adjust the position of the object with the Electronic Controller Arrow keys so
that it is centered in the viewfinder. The object is now ready to be viewed through
the telescope’s eyepiece.

Tracking Rates
In polar mode the Electronic Controller normally tracks objects at the sidereal rate (see
TRACKING OBJECTS, page 17). For most observing sessions (once the telescope has
been polar aligned and the tracking motor activated), there is little need to change this
speed.
For objects, like the Moon or a comet, that move at slightly different rates, the Electronic
Controller Arrow keys (1, Fig. 42) are sufficient to move the telescope slightly as the object
very slowly moves off-center through the eyepiece field.
To change the tracking rate, for extended observations of an object not moving at the
sidereal rate, follow the procedure for the appropriate hemisphere:

Step 2.

Step 3.

Use the following procedure to change tracking rates when using the Northern
Hemisphere polar mode. Refer to Fig. 46a.
1. Press and hold MODE (5, Fig. 42) until the Mode function is active (i.e., lights 1
and 2 are on steady; lights 3 and 4 signify whatever tracking mode was last chosen).
2. Press SPEED (3, Fig. 42) until lights 1, 2, and 3 are on steady with light 4 blinking. The telescope is now in the Northern Hemisphere polar mode.
3. Press IN (7, Fig. 42) and light 4 comes on steady. The tracking rate is now 0.5%
faster than sidereal. If the object you're tracking is moving faster than the sidereal rate, look through the eyepiece and press IN. Each time you press IN, the tracking rate increases by 0.5%. Note that when the Mode function is active, the
tracking motor stops. To restart the tracking motor, press MODE again.
Experiment with this function to get the right speed: Press IN to set the tracking
rate. Then press MODE and look through the eyepiece. Continue pressing IN and
MODE until the object remains centered with little or no drifting in the eyepiece.
Note: The tracking rate can be increased by up to 65%.

Step 4.

Step 5.

4.

To use a rate slower than sidereal, press OUT (6, Fig. 42) until light 4 blinks again
(sidereal rate). Press OUT again and light 4 goes out, signifying a tracking rate
0.5% slower than sidereal. Note that when the Mode function is active, the
tracking motor stops. To restart the tracking motor, press MODE again.
Experiment with this function to get the right speed: Press OUT to set the tracking rate. Then press MODE and look through the eyepiece. Continue pressing
OUTand MODE until the object remains centered with little or no drifting in the
eyepiece.

5.

Press and hold MODE until only a single light is on. This exits the Mode function.
If Northern or Southern Hemisphere polar mode was chosen, the motor drive
starts operating at the sidereal rate.
Use the four Arrow keys (1, Fig. 42) to slew the telescope to the desired object.
To change the slew speed, press SPEED.

Fig. 46a: Indicator Light Key
for changing tracking rates in
the Northern Hemisphere
Polar mode.

Note: The tracking rate can be decreased by up to 65%.

Step 2.

Step 4.

Step 3.

6.

Step 5.

Use the following procedure to change tracking rates when using the Southern
Hemisphere polar mode. Refer to Fig. 46b.
1. Press and hold MODE (5, Fig. 3) until the Mode function is active (i.e., lights 1 and
2 are on steady; lights 3 and 4 signify the tracking mode last chosen).
2. Press SPEED (3, Fig. 3) until lights 1 and 2 are on steady, light 3 is off, and Light
4 is blinking.
3. Press IN (7, Fig. 3) and light 4 comes on steady. The tracking rate is now 0.5%
faster than sidereal. Note that when the Mode function is active, the tracking
motor stops. To restart the tracking motor, press MODE again. Experiment
with this function to get the right speed: Press IN to set the tracking rate. Then
press MODE and look through the eyepiece. Continue pressing IN and MODE
until the object remains centered with little or no drifting in the eyepiece.

Fig. 46b: Indicator Light Key
for changing tracking rates in
the Southern Hemisphere
Polar mode.
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Note: The tracking rate can be increased by up to 65%.
4.

To use a rate slower than sidereal, press OUT (6, Fig. 3) until light 4 blinks again
(sidereal rate). Press OUT key and light 4 goes out, signifying a tracking rate
0.5% slower than sidereal. Note that when the Mode function is active, the
tracking motor stops. To restart the tracking motor, press MODE again.
Experiment with this function to get the right speed: Press OUT to set the tracking rate. Then press MODE and look through the eyepiece. Continue pressing
OUT and MODE until the object remains centered with little or no drifting in the
eyepiece.
Note: The tracking rate can be decreased by up to 65%.

5.

6.

Step 3.

Step 4.

Press and hold MODE until only a single light is on. This exits the Mode function.
If Northern or Southern Hemisphere polar mode was chosen, the motor drive
starts operating at the sidereal rate.
Use the four Arrow keys (1, Fig. 3) to slew the telescope to the desired object. To
change the slew speed, press SPEED.

Changing the Polar Mode
To use the Electronic Controller to change to Northern or Southern Hemisphere polar
mode, use the following procedure. This procedure also allows you to select a
"Tracking Disabled" setting. Refer to Fig. 47.
1.

Step 5.

Step 6.

Step 8.

Fig. 47: Indicator Light Key for
Changing the Polar Mode.

Complete the SETTING THE POLAR HOME POSITION procedure, described on
page 17.
2. Complete steps 2 through 8 as described in TO MOVE THE TELESCOPE USING THE
ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER, page 56, to initialize the Electronic Controller.
3. Press and hold MODE until lights 1 and 2 are on steady Ignore lights 3 and 4;
they may or may nor appear as depicted in the figures to the left (how these lights
appear depend upon what has previously has been set).
4. Press SPEED once. This changes the system to polar mode for the Earth’s
Southern Hemisphere, with the motor drive set to operate at the sidereal rate.
5. Press SPEED a second time. This changes the system to polar mode for the
Earth’s Northern hemisphere, with the motor drive set to operate at the sidereal
rate.
6. Press SPEED a third time to disable tracking.
7. Use the SPEED key as described in the above steps to cycle among these three
modes (Southern Hemisphere polar, Northern Hemisphere-polar, or Tracking
Disabled) until the desired mode is shown by the appropriate light configuration.
8. Press and hold MODE until just one light is on. This exits the Mode function. If
you choose Northern or Southern Hemisphere polar mode, the motor drive starts
operating at the sidereal rate.
9. Use the four Arrow keys to slew the telescope to the desired object. To change
the slew speed, press SPEED.
Optional Autostar™ Computer Controller for LXD55 EC Users
One of the most important advances in telescope control in the past 25 years, the
Meade Autostar Computer Controller turns your LXD55 EC model into an automatic
celestial object locating system. Just plug Autostar into the telescope’s HBX port in
place of the standard-equipment Electronic Controller, do a quick telescope alignment, and you are ready to observe any object in the Autostar’s 30,000-object database.
Best of all, the Meade Autostar is easy to use. Even the most novice observer will
locate dozens of fascinating celestial objects the very first night out. Study Saturn and
its ring system; the primary cloud belts of Jupiter as well as its four major satellites;
the moon-like phases of Mercury and Venus; prominent features on Mars. The Moon
stands out in stark, almost three-dimensional detail—craters, mountain ranges, and
fault lines. In our galaxy, the telescope displays hundreds of nebulae, star clusters,
double and multiple stars, and variable stars—plus dozens of external galaxies in all
their variation of form and structure.
Any of Autostar’s database objects can be called up and entered on the hand controller display in seconds. The observer then simply presses the GO TO pushbutton
and watches as the telescope automatically slews to the object and places it in the
field of view. Autostar moves the telescope to automatically track (follow) the object
across the sky. Autostar brings into easy access objects that were previously unreachable for all but the most dedicated of amateur astronomers.
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Slot
Groove

APPENDIX E: MOUNTING
THE MODEL SC-8 SCHMIDTCASSEGRAIN OPTICAL
TUBE
How to Attach the Optical Tube to the Mount
The LXD55 model SC-8 Schmidt-Cassegrain assembles and operates identically to
all the other LXD55 models equipped with an Autostar handbox, with one exception:
the optical tube is attached to the mount with a mounting bracket rather than the cradle ring assembly. The optical tube is shipped with the mounting bracket already
attached. To attach the mounting bracket /optical tube assembly to the mount, perform
the following steps.

Screws at the
back-end of
the bracket
Locking Knobs

Fig. 48: Mounting the SC bracket and
optical tube to the mount.

1.
2.

e
Slid ard
w
For

Screws at the
back-end of
the bracket

3.

Perform steps 1 through 6 as described in HOW TO ASSEMBLE YOUR TELESCOPE,
pages 11 and 12.
Slide the mounting bracket into the cradle assembly mounting slot. For most
applications, set the groove in the bracket next to the cradle locking knob, so that
the bolt of the cradle locking knob will enter the groove when the knob is tightened. Tighten both the cradle locking knob and the secondary locking knob to a
firm feel. See Fig. 48.
If you are using heavy accessories (such as a camera, microfocuser, etc.) on the
back end of the tube, you may need to balance the tube differently to keep the
tube from drifting downward: Slide the mounting bracket and tube forward, until
the screws at the back end of the tray touch the mount. See Figs. 48 and 49.
Then tighten the cradle locking knob and the secondary locking knob to a firm
feel.
Continue the assembly with step 9 as described in HOW TO ASSEMBLE YOUR TELESCOPE, page12, and complete all the subsequent steps. All other procedures
are identical as described earlier in this manual.

Fig. 49: Adjusting the balance of the
optical tube when using heavy accessories.
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APPENDIX F:
BASIC ASTRONOMY
In the early 17th century Italian Scientist Galileo, using a telescope smaller than your
LXD55, turned it skyward instead of looking at the distant trees and mountains. What
he saw, and what he realized about what he saw, has forever changed the way
mankind thinks about the universe. Imagine what it must have been like being the first
human to see moons revolve around the planet Jupiter or to see the changing phases of Venus! Because of his observations, Galileo correctly realized Earth's movement and position around the Sun, and in doing so, gave birth to modern astronomy.
Yet Galileo's telescope was so crude, he could not clearly make out the rings of
Saturn.
Galileo's discoveries laid the foundation for understanding the motion and nature of
the planets, stars, and galaxies. Building on his foundation, Henrietta Leavitt determined how to measure the distance to stars, Edwin Hubble gave us a glimpse into the
possible origin of the universe, Albert Einstein unraveled the crucial relationship of
time and light, and 21st-century astronomers are currently discovering planets around
stars outside our solar system. Almost daily, using sophisticated successors to
Galileo's telescope, such as the Hubble Space Telescope and the Chandra X-Ray
Telescope, more and more mysteries of the universe are being probed and understood. We are living in the golden age of astronomy.
Unlike other sciences, astronomy welcomes contributions from amateurs. Much of the
knowledge we have on subjects such as comets, meteor showers, double and variable stars, the Moon, and our solar system comes from observations made by amateur astronomers. So as you look through your Meade LXD55-Series telescope, keep
in mind Galileo. To him, a telescope was not merely a machine made of glass and
metal, but something far more—a window of incredible discovery. Each glimpse offers
a potential secret waiting to be revealed.
Autostar Glossary
Be sure to make use of Autostar’s Glossary feature. The Glossary menu provides an
alphabetical listing of definitions and descriptions of common astronomical terms.
Access directly through the Glossary menu or through hypertext words embedded in
Autostar. See GLOSSARY MENU, page 27, for more information.
Objects in Space
Listed below are some of the many astronomical objects that can be seen with your
LXD55-Series telescope:
The Moon
The Moon is, on average, a distance of 239,000 miles (380,000km) from Earth and is
best observed during its crescent or half phase when Sunlight strikes the Moon’s surface at an angle. It casts shadows and adds a sense of depth to the view (Fig. 50).
No shadows are seen during a full Moon, causing the overly bright Moon to appear
flat and rather uninteresting through the telescope. Be sure to use a neutral Moon filter when observing the Moon. Not only does it protect your eyes from the bright glare
of the Moon, but it also helps enhance contrast, providing a more dramatic image.
Fig. 50 The Moon. Note
the deep shadows in the
craters.

Using your LXD55-Series telescope, brilliant detail can be observed on the Moon, including hundreds of lunar craters and maria, described below.
Craters are round meteor impact sites covering most of the Moon’s surface. With no
atmosphere on the Moon, no weather conditions exist, so the only erosive force is
meteor strikes. Under these conditions, lunar craters can last for millions of years.
Maria (plural for mare) are smooth, dark areas scattered across the lunar surface.
These dark areas are large ancient impact basins that were filled with lava from the
interior of the Moon by the depth and force of a meteor or comet impact.
Twelve Apollo astronauts left their bootprints on the Moon in the late 1960's and early
1970's. However, no telescope on Earth is able to see these footprints or any other
artifacts. In fact, the smallest lunar features that may be seen with the largest telescope on Earth are about one-half mile across.
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Planets
Planets change positions in the sky as they orbit around the Sun. To locate the planets on a given day or month, consult a monthly astronomy magazine, such as Sky
and Telescope or Astronomy. You can also consult Autostar for information about
planets. Scroll to the "Object: Solar System" menu and scroll through the lists of planets. When a planet you are interested in displays, press ENTER. Use the Scroll keys
to display information about the planet, such as the planet's coordinates, and the rise
and set times (Tip: enter a date in the Date menu and you can determine if a planet(s) will be visible during the night of the entered date by checking its rise and set
times). Listed below are the best planets for viewing through the LXD55-Series.

Fig. 51: The giant planet,
Jupiter. The four largest
moons can be observed
in a different position
every night.

Venus is about nine-tenths the diameter of Earth. As Venus orbits the Sun, observers
can see it go through phases (crescent, half, and full) much like those of the Moon.
The disk of Venus appears white as Sunlight is reflected off the thick cloud cover that
completely obscures any surface detail.
Mars is about half the diameter of Earth, and appears through the telescope as a tiny
reddish-orange disk. It may be possible to see a hint of white at one of the planet’s
Polar ice caps. Approximately every two years, when Mars is closest to Earth in its
orbit, additional detail and coloring on the planet's surface may be visible.
Jupiter is the largest planet in our solar system and is eleven times the diameter of
Earth. The planet appears as a disk with dark lines stretching across the surface (Fig.
51). These lines are cloud bands in the atmosphere. Four of Jupiter’s moons (Io,
Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto) can be seen as “star-like” points of light when using
even the lowest magnification. These moons orbit Jupiter so that the number of
moons visible on any given night changes as they circle around the giant planet.

Fig. 52: Saturn has the
most extensive ring structure in our Solar System.

Saturn is nine times the diameter of Earth and appears as a small, round disk with
rings extending out from either side (Fig. 52). In 1610, Galileo, the first person to
observe Saturn through a telescope, did not understand that what he was seeing
were rings. Instead, he believed that Saturn had “ears.” Saturn’s rings are composed
of billions of ice particles ranging in size from a speck of dust to the size of a house.
The major division in Saturn's rings, called the Cassini Division, is occasionally visible through the LXD55-Series. Titan, the largest of Saturn’s moons can also be seen
as a bright, star-like object near the planet.
Deep-Sky Objects
Star charts can be used to locate constellations, individual stars and deep-sky
objects. Examples of various deep-sky objects are given below:
Stars are large gaseous objects that are self-illuminated by nuclear fusion in their
core. Because of their vast distances from our solar system, all stars appear as pinpoints of light, irrespective of the size of the telescope used.
Nebulae are vast interstellar clouds of gas and dust where stars are formed. Most
impressive of these is the Great Nebula in Orion (M42), a diffuse nebula that appears
as a faint wispy gray cloud. M42 is 1600 light years from Earth.

Fig. 53: The Pleiades is
one of the most beautiful
open clusters.

Open Clusters are loose groupings of young stars, all recently formed from the same
diffuse nebula. The Pleiades is an open cluster 410 light years away (Fig. 53).
Through the LXD55-Series, numerous stars are visible.
Constellations are large, imaginary patterns of stars believed by ancient civilizations
to be the celestial equivalent of objects, animals, people, or gods. These patterns are
too large to be seen through a telescope. To learn the constellations, start with an
easy grouping of stars, such as the Big Dipper in Ursa Major. Then, use a star chart
to explore across the sky.
Galaxies are large assemblies of stars, nebulae, and star clusters that are bound by
gravity. The most common shape is spiral (such as our own Milky Way), but galaxies
can also be elliptical, or even irregular blobs. The Andromeda Galaxy (M31) is the
closest spiral-type galaxy to our own. This galaxy appears fuzzy and cigar-shaped. It
is 2.2 million light years away in the constellation Andromeda, located between the
large “W” of Cassiopeia and the great square of Pegasus.
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LXD55 TIPS
Further Study....
This manual gives only the briefest introduction to astronomy. If you are interested
in pursuing further studies in astronomy, a few topics are suggested below that are
worth reading up on. Try looking up some of these in the optional Autostar glossary.
Also included below is a small sampling of books, magazines, and organizations
that you might find helpful.
Topics
1. How is a star born? How does a solar system form?
2. How is the distance to a star measured? What is a light year? What is red shift
and blue shift?
3. How are the craters on our Moon formed? Is there water under the surface of
the Moon?
4. What is a black hole? A neutron star? A gamma burster? An Einstein lens?
5. What are stars made of? Why are stars different colors? How is the elemental
composition of a star determined? What is an Lyman Alpha forest?
6. What is the difference between a Type 1 and a Type II supernova?
7. What is the importance of studying the composition of comets? Where do
comets come from?
8. How old is our Sun? Will our Sun evolve into a planetary nebula or go supernova?
9. What is the Inflationary Big Bang? What is dark matter? What are MACHO's?
10. How are extrasolar planets discovered? What is an accretion (or protoplanetary) disk?
11. What are the differences between elliptical, spiral, and irregular galaxies? Can
globular clusters be older than the universe itself?
Books
1.

The Guide to Amateur Astronomy by Jack Newton and Philip Teece

2.

The Sky: A User’s Guide by David Levy

3.

Turn Left at Orion by Guy Consolmagno & Dan Davis

4.

Astrophotography for the Amateur by Michael Covington

5.

Observing for the Fun of It by Melanie Melton

6.

Will Black Holes Devour the Universe? and 100 Other Questions about
Astronomy by Melanie Melton

Magazines
1.
2.

Sky & Telescope
Box 9111, Belmont, MA 02178
Astronomy
Box 1612, Waukesha, WI 53187

Organizations:
1.

2.
3.

Astronomical League
Executive Secretary
5675 Real del Norte, Las Cruces, NM 88012
The Astronomical Society of the Pacific
390 Ashton Ave., San Francisco, CA 94112
The Planetary Society
65 North Catalina Ave., Pasadena, CA 91106

And watch Jack Horkheimer, Star Gazer, on your local PBS station.
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LXD-55
SETUP AND GOTO!
HOW TO

QUICK SETUP

VOLUME 1

There has been much discussion regarding the “proper” way to set up the LXD-55 GEM (German
Equatorial Mount) for Polar Alignment and Accurate GoTo’s using the AutoStar 497.
These are the procedures which I have been using and refining to give me the most efficient
combination of speed and accuracy.
There will undoubtedly be those with differing methods, debates on whether some steps are necessary. All I can say is that for the past two years, this method has consistently given me excellent
tracking and accurate GoTo’s.
All modifications and enhancements are done at the risk of the owner.

Pre-Setup...
Regardless of which scope you own, if the optics are not
aligned properly (collimated) your fancy expensive
eyepieces, tracking mounts and computerized locator will
not do you much good. If the lenses and / or mirrors are
not properly aligned, you simply will not be able to achieve
the best views your scope can offer. Make sure your scope
is properly collimated before you go outside.

Tip: You can find many different articles on collimation by
doing a search of the web. There are also the routines that I
use in the “Ultimate Collimation” Tips & Tricks Guide.
Before you go outside with your new scope, you may elect
to perform some of the enhancements and mods as described in the original Tips & Tricks guide or as discussed
in the Yahoo LXD55Telescopes user group. I am going to
assume you are satisfied with the condition of your mount
and scope and will only refer the mods or changes that I
feel are absolutely necessary.

o Align the Polar Scope to the RA Axis as described in the
LXD-55 Manual on pages 50 and 51. Pay no attention to
the orientation of the trapezoid, or the little circle. All you
care about is that while you rotate the mount around the
RA Axis, the cross-hair stays centered on your designated
target.

Tip: Replacing the three small adjustment set screws in the polar scope
with the same thread Allen head
screws will make this process a lot
easier and much more of a permanent nature. If you have a distant target to use such as a street lamp or
remote radio tower beacon, they will
make excellent targets. If not, you do as I do and use the
round shiny key lock on my neighbors garage door about
300 yards away.
Don’t fret the details! Unless you are planning on using the
setting circles and dialing in the coordinates of the objects
you want to observe, close is good enough.

o Set your mount up for an accurate Polar Home Position. Remove the arrows that came on the mount from the
factory. Refer to the Tips & Tricks guide and follow the
instructions for establishing a good Polar Home Position.
Print out a sheet of the arrows at the end of the guide to
accurately mark your mount.

o Set up your scope where you have a clear view of a
distant target. Balance your OTA and then perform the
LXD-55 Adjust” procedure to align the OTA to the RA Axis.
Use Method 2 as described on page 53 of the manual.

Tip: This procedure can be tedious and frustrating. Take
your
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time and be patient as your scope is going to go through
some strange contortions and will end up with the eyepiece
is some strange positions. Just follow the instructions as presented by the AutoStar and you will be rewarded.
Many have expressed fears of the dovetail (saddle plate) coming loose from the saddle or the rings separating from the
dovetail. Just make sure that the dovetail is secure in the
saddle and make small fine adjustments of the screws on the
underside of the dovetail.
This is a picture of my mount with a 120mm
Orion refractor mounted and undergoing
the alignment procedure. If you want to
insure that you never have to worry about
the rings separating or the dovetail coming off the saddle, you can perform the
captive bolt modification which I have described
several times in the
LXD55Telescopes group. There are also
pictures in the files section of the Yahoo
Group: WarpsCorp.
Let’s make your future setups a little bit easier. The steps
we just did are normally a one time effort. They only need
to be repeated should you feel your scope setup has gotten
way out of whack.

Making It Easier...
Now a couple of things to make your nightly setup go a
little faster and easier.

o Print some more of the adhesive arrows from the Tips
& Tricks guide. Confirm that your OTA is properly balanced in the mount and that the mount is balanced on
both the RA and DEC axis.
Place a set of alignment arrows on the outside edge of each
ring (SN series) or at each end of the cradle (AR series).
This will allow you to easily mount your OTA in a prebalanced position when you set up. It will also help maintain alignment of the OTA to the RA Axis that you just
went through by indicating how much to tighten down the
rings over the OTA.
Take another set of arrows and place them on the counterweight shaft marking the position of each counterweight.
This will allow you to easily install the counterweights in
a pre-balanced position and save you the time of rebalancing your setup.

Tip: Before going outside to setup for the first time, save
yourself allot of money and a lot of trouble by replacing the
included battery holder with a rechargeable 12v battery pack.
Cut the plug off of the original battery pack to splice onto
your new power pack.

I use a GreatLands 12v 7ah battery pack from target which
has a fuse protected output, 2-12v cigarette type taps, and
one each of a 3, 6 and 9volt tap. It came with an AC adapter
/ charger as well as a adapter to charge from the cigarette
lighter of a car. One charge will get me through 5-6 viewing
sessions. I have a second identical unit that I use to power
my electric focusers, digital camera, cam corder, illuminated
reticles and other accessories.
A rechargeable battery pack will give you longer service and
will eliminate the erratic behavior of the AutoStar and motors
which can be caused by low batteries.
OK, you are done with the hard part... time to go outside
and enjoy the heavens!

Final Setup...
o Take the mount outside and setup with the North Leg
(the one with the star) pointing as close to north as you
can get - a compass will help here. Install the counterweights as you marked with the alignment arrows. The
counterweights should ALWAYS be over the north leg.
Level the mount. I have a small bubble level mounted to
the top of one of the legs.

Tip: I always spread out a 6’ x 6’ heavy duty cloth painters
tarp under my mount. It keeps everything a lot cleaner and
should I drop something during the night, makes it a lot easier
to find and retrieve.

o Put the scope in Polar Home Position using the alignment arrows you installed on the mount. The DEC motor
should be on the west side of the mount.

o Before you mount the OTA in the rings, remove the
polar scope cover (both ends), turn the mount 90 degrees
towards the west or east and sight through the polar scope.
Make any adjustments necessary to place the cross-hair
directly on Polaris. Pay no attention to the orientation of
the other markings in the polar scope - using the fine azimuth adjustment knobs and the latitude adjustment
handles, put the cross-hair directly on Polaris.

o Mount the OTA in the rings and adjust so that all of the
alignment arrows you applied are lined up. It should be
balanced. Sight through the polar scope one more time
and make any needed adjustments to re-center Polaris.
Return the scope to Polar Home Position.

Tip: I do a lot of solar viewing and daylight setups. To aid in
alignments, I took three small (2” diameter) juice cans, filled
them with concrete and pounded them into the ground directly under each leg. Now just by setting the legs on the
center of the juice cans, I get a fairly close polar alignment sufficient

for use during the day and a good starting point for alignments at night.

Powering Up...

Each time you repeat the procedure of slewing to Polaris,
you are refining and fine tuning your Polar alignment. I
find that three times is usually enough to get me almost
dead on which allows tracking of 25-30 minutes with little
movement from dead center.

o Plug the AutoStar into the HBX port and connect your You can keep refining until you are satisfied with your
power pack to the power plug. Turn on the power and
follow the AutoStar instructions to enter your time, date,
location, daylight savings, etc. I am assuming you have
already chosen your type of scope and mount in the AutoStar menu and have the latest version of the AutoStar
software downloaded into the handbox.

Tip: I got tired of trying to get the time exact and since I use
several different sites for observing, I grew tired of “guessing”
at close coordinates. I installed the StarGPS system and
now when I power on, in about two to three minutes, the exact time, date and my exact location are automatically downloaded from satellite. Highly recommended accessory.

o Perform a “Calibrate Motors” from the AutoStar menu.

alignment. As you continue, it will get easier and easier to
the point where the entire Powering Up procedure will
take you less than 15 - 20 minutes.

I hope this procedure will be of help to the new
members of our group and hopefully even some of
the “pros” can gain something from it or offer
something to make it easier.

When the mount stops slewing, repeat it one more time.

There will no doubt be questions and objections
o Perform a “Train Drives” from the AutoStar menu. Make to some of my methods... however, the simple fact
sure you do it for both drives. Choose an object far away is that it works for me every time and has allowed
and if possible, use a cross hair eyepiece. Once you have me to enjoy many satisfactory hours at the eyechosen a target and have it centered in the cross-hair eye- piece seeing what I want to see, rather than lookpiece, take the time now to accurately align your finder
ing for what I wish I could see.
scopes on the same target. After you have trained the
drives, either manually or using the AutoStar, return the
scope to Polar Home Position.

o Perform a “One Star” alignment. Follow the directions
and use a cross-hair eyepiece if possible. Once the scope
stops slewing, use the latitude adjustment handles and
azimuth knobs to center Polaris in the eyepiece. Once centered, it will slew to the second star. Remember what star
it chooses. Once you have centered this star press enter to
complete the alignment. If you get an “Alignment Successful” message, proceed to the next step. If not, redo the
“One Star” alignment.

Please feel free to e-mail me with any questions
or comments.
Clear Skies.... and Good Viewing....
Warp
E-Mail: warpcorp@swbell.net

SN10 / AR6 / Orion 120 / Orion 80
o In the AutoStar menu, choose Polaris as a target. Once 2 x LXD 75 w/6” Newt - on order
it slews to Polaris, make adjustments with the manual azimuth knobs and latitude handles to center Polaris in the
ep.

o Choose the star that AutoStar chose as the second star
and slew to it. Once the slew is completed, center the star
using the arrow keys on the AutoStar. Once centered, hold
down the enter key to perform a “Synch” on that star.

o Now choose Polaris again as a target. Repeat the above
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OPTIMIZING YOUR LXD55
SN REFLECTOR & AR REFRACTOR
MODS & ENHANCEMENTS

ULTIMATE COLLIMATION

VOLUME 2

This guide represents the work and ideas of members of the Yahoo User’s Group: “LXD55Telescopes” and
WarpsCorp. More information can be had by becoming a member and active participant of these groups.
All ideas, comments and questions are welcome and hopefully you will find it an abundant resource for
ideas and answers to your questions.
The ideas and procedures contained within have been implemented and tried by users of the group and
submitted in good faith in an attempt to maximize your enjoyment of your LXD55 Telescope.
All modifications and enhancements are done at the risk of the owner.
Having said this, please feel free to discuss and seek further information within the group.

Collimation...
Regardless of which scope you own, if the optics are not
aligned properly (collimated) your fancy expensive
eyepieces, tracking mounts and computerized locator will
not do you much good. If the lenses and / or mirrors are
not properly aligned, you simply will not be able to achieve
the best views your scope can offer. That is why I consider
this to be the starting point of setting up your scope. The
following is the procedure I follow whenever I set up a
scope for the first time. I refer to it (tongue in cheek) as
the Ultimate Collimation. This is a one time procedure
which should not have to be repeated in its entirety unless
you change focusers, remove elements of the optical path
or suspect that the scope has suffered severe trauma. Once
you complete this process, only minor tweaks and adjustments will be needed as you pursue those elusive fuzzies
and search out lunar and planetary detail.
You will need some basic tools. These are all available
from better dealers across the country.

Note: The products mentioned are ones which myself or
other users have had personal experience with. This does
not represent an endorsement of any particular product or
dealer. The prices are for reference only as this is what I
found available.

There are those that will say all you need is a film
cannister with a sight hole - and for them that may work.
However, after investing several hundreds or even
thousands of dollars in a nice scope - the prices these tools
cost are insignificant if it means improving the views.
For a Newtonian type reflector,
I recommend a Laser/Cheshire
combination ($79.00), Cheshire
/ cross-hair sight tube ($25.00)
and as an option, a auto-collimator eyepiece ($29.00).
http://www.telescope.com
http://www.amateurastronomy.com/tools.html
I also own a Cats-Eye Collimation tool which is very easy
to use and see. You can read more on it at:
http://home.earthlink.net/~flyj/cecphome.html
If you have a refractor, a
Cheshire cross-hair sight tube
and laser will also make this
easier. A very nice economical
Cheshire can be found at:
www.scopestuff.com
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The auto-collimator looks like a simple eyepiece with a
sight hole in the top. On the inside of the top, there is a
precisely aligned circular mirror mounted to reflect light
into the sight path. You can learn more about this device
at:
http://www.amateurastronomy.com/tools.html
For those wanting to know more on collimation theory:
http://www.efn.org/~mbartels/tm/collimat.html
http://www.astro-tom.com/telescopes/newtonian.htm
http://home.earthlink.net/~flyj/mccluneytext.html

Newtonian (Reflector) Collimation...
READ THE ENTIRE PROCEDURE BEFORE YOU BEGIN. ENTIRE
PROCESS TAKES ABOUT THREE HOURS - BUT THE REWARDS ARE
WORTH IT - SHARPER / CLEARER IMAGES.

Tip: Plan ahead. Since you will be disassembling the OTA,
now is a good time to plan on any other accessories you may
want to mount to the OTA, flocking the interior of the tube,
adding a focuser, etc.
What you need: laser collimator / Cheshire cross-hair sight
tube / saran wrap / 1/16" drill / black fine tip marker /
white construction paper / ruler / scotch tape
/ patience.
Optional: auto-collimator eyepiece / white
cotton gloves / latex
gloves / long nose
forceps.
I normally wear white
cotton gloves with disposable plastic gloves
underneath whenever
handling optics. The plastic prevents any oils from my
skin being absorbed into the cotton.
BEFORE REMOVING THE PRIMARY OR THE SECONDARY CELL /
CORRECTOR PLATE ASSEMBLY, MARK ITS EXACT POSITION WITH
MASKING TAPE SO YOU CAN RE-INSTALL IT IN THE EXACT POSITION. DO THIS NOW AS SHOWN I N THE PICTURE .

Tip: Notice in the photo that the four stock socket head screws
holding on the corrector have been replaced with standard
socket head screws which are much less likely to strip. Pull
one screw out and take it down to your local hardware store
- get the same thread size but just slightly longer. Get a total
of eight screws and eight matching washers - to take care of
both the corrector and the primary cell. I usually mark the
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cell / OTA with tape in four places when removing them.
Step 1: Insure that your focuser is perpendicular to
the Optical Axis of the OTA.
Remove the Corrector Plate/Secondary assembly and the
Primary cell by removing the allen head screws in the gray
metal circular cell around the outside of the OTA. Do NOT
remove the corrector lens from the circular gray metal
cell. Remove the focuser and the finder scope mount from
the OTA.
Take several sheets of white copy paper and tape securely
together to form a piece long enough to wrap smoothly
and tightly (no sags or gaps) around the inside of the OTA.
Make sure one edge is straight and square. Align the front
straight edge of the paper flush with the edge of the OTA.
Make it a smooth tight fit and tape the ends to form a
cylinder. With the paper in place, mark the positions of
the screw holes for the focuser. Remove the cylinder, cut
out the holes for the screws slightly larger than the nuts
that hold it on (you need the paper to fit back in the tube
as smoothly as possible once the
focuser is reinstalled.
Reinstall the focuser. Rack out the focuser so there is no
intrusion into the OTA. Mount your laser in the focus
tube. Make sure it is snug. You may have to shim it with
a wrap or two of scotch tape. Once it is in the focuser, turn
it and watch the dot on the opposite side of the tube. The
dot should remain stationary. If it does not, either the
laser within the collimator is not
centered or the
collimator itself is not centered in the
focus tube.
Rack the focuser in and out and watch for movement of
the dot. Again, it should remain stationary.
Adjusting
the tension knob on the focuser may help this. If you can
not get it to stay stationary, rack it all the way in and out
and pick the mid point of movement (an average if you
will). Leave or lock the focuser in this position.
Reinsert the paper cylinder carefully aligning it with the
front edge of the OTA. Turn on the laser and from the
inside of the OTA, mark the red dot on the paper with the
black marker. Turn off the laser - do NOT remove it or
move the focuser. Remove the paper cylinder and very
carefully punch a clean 1/16" hole where you marked with
the marker. Now flatten the cylinder so that the two long
edges are aligned and the crease at one end is centered
through the hole you just made. You now have a long
rectangle with a hole punched in one of the creases. Take
a ruler and measure along the crease EXACTLY how far
from the long edge of the paper is to the hole. Transfer
this measurement to the opposite end and mark the
position on the that crease. Unfold the crease so you have
a cylinder again and punch a 1/16" hole in this second mark
you just made.

Tip: Make this measurement and mark as precisely as
possible as this will be the alignment target for your focuser.
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Reinsert the cylinder back into the OTA, line up the front
edge with the OTA, turn on the laser and make slight
adjustments to the position of the cylinder within the OTA
until the beam shines through the first hole you punched.
The front edge of the paper should still be lined up with
the edge of the OTA. If the beam is striking the second
hole you punched - all is good - tighten down the focuser evenly tightening all four screws so that the laser dot
does not move off its target of the second hole. If it
does not hit the "target", make adjustments to the four
screws and shim the focuser with black construction
paper or felt until it does. If your focuser has a collimatable base, use the screws provided for those adjustments. Carefully tighten everything down.
Your focuser is now very, very close to perpendicular to
the OTA optical axis. You can verify this with your crosshair eyepiece if you have one. The cross-hairs should be
on the mark on the opposite side of the tube. Once you are
satisfied with your results - Go to the next step. Leave
the laser or sight tube aligned (turned off) in the
focuser.
Step 2: Aligning the secondary.
Print out the "Secondary Target" templates which are
posted in the files section and in this document. Very carefully cut one out and punch a small pin hole in the exact
center (printed cross-hair intersection.)
Carefully wrap the saran wrap over the surface of the
secondary. Pull it tight and tape it down to the sides of the
secondary with scotch tape. I leave a folded over tab on
each piece of scotch tape so that I can reach in through the
focuser when finished and remove it with a pair of forceps.
Carefully position the target template over the secondary
and mark the exact center with black marker. Reinstall
the corrector / secondary assembly aligning it with the
marks you made previously so it is in its correct orientation.

Tip: After you replace the corrector cell, carefully remove
ONE of the three small socket collimating screws under the
front cap. Do NOT touch the
center screw at this time. Take
the screw down to your local
hardware and get three
replacements of the same thread
with larger heads. This will
make future adjustments much
easier in that you can use a
larger Allen wrench and not
have to worry about stripping
out the socket on the soft stock
screws.
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Turn on the laser or use your cross-hair eyepiece to verify
that the mark you just made on the secondary is under
the cross-hair or the laser dot. If it is not, adjust the secondary by loosening the allen screws holding the cell and
moving the entire cell forward or backwards.
If there is not enough movement available for the cell, you
may have to loosen the center screw under the pop off cap
on the front of the corrector plate. The secondary is held
in place in a “push-pull configuration where the center
screw is pulling the secondary against the three outer adjustment screws. Careful - very fine - adjustments are
needed - no big turns.
You always want to take up any “slack” and keep the
secondary held tight. As you loosen the center screw - you
must tighten the outer ones. If you loosen the outer ones
- you must tighten the center. If you get too much slack,
the secondary will become loose and could rotate relative
to the corrector - this will add more adjustments to the
alignment procedure. Never loosen more than one screw
at a time as you don't want the secondary turning if you
can help it.
Once you have the target centered, tighten everything up.
Reach in with the forceps and very carefully grab the scotch
tape tabs and pull them off - removing the saran wrap.
Step 3: Aligning the primary.
MARK THE ORIENTATION OF THE PRIMARY MIRROR CELL TO
THE OTA WITH MASKING TAPE STRIPS AS DESCRIBED FOR THE
FRONT CORRECTOR CELL.
Carefully remove the four socket screws in the primary
cell. These can be later replaced with the longer larger
Allen head screws as we did with the front corrector cell.
Very carefully determine that the center mark on your
primary is indeed the center of the mirror. There is a
Mirror Template in the first Tips & Tricks Guide. You can
print it out on a piece of clear transparency or regular
paper. If it is not centered, you will either have to remove
the existing ring and install your own, or leave it where it
is. Pure filtered acetone applied with a Q-Tip to the paper
ring will allow you to lift it with a pair of tweezers. Use
clean cotton swabs to dab up excess glue and acetone. Do
NOT smear it over the surface of the mirror. You can use
a cloth loose-leaf reinforcement ring to replace the original donut. Use a permanent marker to color it black before applying.
What your level of tolerance is will be your own choosing.
Once you have determined that the center is marked correctly, then determine if the mirror is centered in the cell.
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Carefully measure from the slot in the cell that the OTA
slides into to the center of the mirror (or use the template
for mirror spotting). If it is centered, you are set. If it is
not, then we have more work to do.
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE MARKED THE ORIENTATION OF THE PRIMARY MIRROR POSITION IN THE CELL USING MASKING TAPE AS
YOU DID WITH CORRECTOR CELL AND THE PRIMARY CELL.
Carefully remove the 6 screws holding the mirror clips
and remove the primary. NOTE: On the newer SN series
of scopes, the primary is siliconed into the primary cell.
This may prevent you from removing the primary mirror
from the cell. If you do not feel comfortable removing the
primary, thensimply verify the center mark is accurate.
REMOVE THE PRIMARY MIRROR AND SIT IT ASIDE IN A SAFE
PLACE.
Find the exact center of the empty mirror cell. You can
measure with a ruler, use a compass, or the center spot
template. Drill a 1/16" hole through the exact center of
the cosmetic plastic disc attached to the cell. Remount the
empty primary cell. Turn on the laser and adjust the
secondary collimating screws (three small screws) until
the laser exits through the 1/16" hole. Now the secondary
to primary path is very closely aligned with the central
optical axis of the OTA - this is a good thing.
Now remove the empty cell and remount the primary into
the cell. Turn on the laser. If your primary is centered
within the cell and if the center mark is accurate, the laser should be hitting the center of primary center spot
donut. If it is not, you will have to "shim" / shift the primary within the cell until it does. Trial and error is the
proven method here.

Tip: Now is a good time to perform that clipectomy to remove
those spike inducing mirror
clips by siliconing the mirror to
the primary cell. I used 9 globs
of silicone, set the mirror in the
cell, installed the clips using
round toothpicks to "wedge"
shim the mirror while the silicone was curing. Once you get
the laser centered on your
doughnut ring target - set the mirror aside and allow the silicone to cure for 24 hours.
You can read more on this procedure at Paul LeFevre”s web
site:
www.lefevre.darkhorizons.org/lxd55/clipectomy.htm

good, when you turn the laser back on, the dot should be
in the exact center of the mirror cell (assuming you have
not had any major temperature swings during this
process). I did mine in the basement where temperature and
humidity is pretty much constant. Even if you have to
make a slight tweak adjustment after final assembly - it
is allot more accurate than when it arrived after careful
handling by UPS.

Tip: If you look closely at the
picture of my primary mirror cell,
you will notice that under each
of the three large knurled collimating screws is a white nylon
washer. These washers serve
a dual purpose. They prevent
the knob from scraping away at
the paint of the primary cell and
they make the adjustment “feel”
of the knobs a lot smoother and easier. Again, your local
hardware store should have these available.
From this point on, after set up and temperature
acclimation - a quick 1 minute laser alignment is all that
is needed to get really sharp detailed views. Put the laser
in the focuser, adjust the secondary screws till the beam is
in the center of the donut, adjust the primary knobs till
the beam reflects back up on itself. This is where the Orion
Deluxe Laser really makes this process easy. You can view
the beam returning on itself while standing at the back of
the scope and making the adjustments. I finish using the
lock down screws on the primary cell as my fine tune collimation screws after I get close with the big knobs.
A final test of how good your collimation is can be done
with a device (EP) called the Auto-collimator. When it is
inserted into the focus tube, if all is aligned perfectly, you
will get a "closed" optical path. All you will see is a dark
circle in the center of the secondary as it is the reflection
of the dark of your eye's pupil.
The f/ratio will have no effect on this as you are not
"projecting" any holograms. You are simply aligning the
light path from your eye -> secondary -> primary ->secondary ->eye. Simple geometry and a few tweak
adjustments.
After all is said and done, when you focus on a bright star
with an ep of 12mm or higher power, you should be able to
focus to a pinpoint, and then by racking in and out, the
pinpoint should diffuse into a series of concentric circles
on both sides of the focus point. If the circles are not concentric, then you need to tweak the primary just a bit.
You can always go back to the laser to make sure the
secondary is still in line with the focuser and the center
dot on the primary.

After 24 hours - reinstall the primary mirror cell. If all is
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Refractor Collimation...

choose to use. If it is centered, your focuser is square with
the objective and you can proceed to the next step - #2.

READ THE ENTIRE PROCEDURE BEFORE YOU BEGIN. ENTIRE
PROCESS TAKES ABOUT ONE HOUR - BUT THE REWARDS ARE
WORTH IT - SHARPER / CLEARER IMAGES.

If it is not aligned, loosen the three screws of the collar of
the focus cell. This should allow you “rock” or “wiggle” the
entire focus cell - allowing you to move or adjust the cell
moving the laser dot closer to the center target.

While refractor telescope assemblies, in general are
ususally less succeptable to collimation errors, there is still
the possibility that your scope could be better fine tuned
and thus give you better views.
Step 1: Insure that your focuser is perpendicular to
the Optical Axis of the OTA

Tip: If using a laser, placing a mirror in front of the scope will
allow you to see the laser dot move on the target as you
make adjustments to the focus cell.

What you need: laser collimator or Cheshire crosshair
sight tube / scotch tape / round toothpick / crosshair target / phillips screwdriver / patience.

If the focus cell refuses to “rock”, you may have to remove
it to eliminate the sticky tape that Meade wrapped around
the OTA between the tube and the cell. I had to use a
rubber mallet and a small block of wood to give a few gentle
but firm taps against the edge of the focus cell to get it to
release.

The Meade AR-5 and AR-6 refractors do not have focus cell
adjustment provisions - however, with patience, the correct alignment can still be accomplished.

One removed, clean off the stickey tape with alcohol or
acetone. I then replaced it with a single layer of cloth
electrical friction tape and re-installed the focus cell. Since
the holes and screws in the cell or self centering, I used a
fine bit in my dremel tool to very slightly elongate each of
the three screw holes along the axis of the OTA.

Remove the OTA from the
mount and lay it down on a
padded level table so that you
do not have to worry about it
rolling around while making the adjustments. Remove
the diagonal and install the 2’ to 1.25” adapter in the end
of the focuser. Position the OTA in front of you so that the
focus cell is hanging out over the edge of the table (facing
you).

Note: If you are going to grind out the holes, it is absolutely
imperative that you do NOT get any metal shavings up into
the OTA. The easiest way to avoid this is to take a clean lintfree cloth and tightly stuff it into the end of the open OTA.
When finished, hold the OTA with the open end pointed downward and carefully pull out the towel.

Carefully remove the dew shield from the front of the scope
and set it aside. Cut out the crossshair target at that end
of this guide. Have someone shine a bright flashlight down
the OTA from the focuser end.

Tip: I simply insert a small pen light in the focuser and tighten
down the retaining screw on the collar.
Take the printed target and carefully punch a tiny hole at
the exact center of the crosshairs with the toothpick.
Carefully tape the target over the objective end of the
OTA using the shadow cast by the flashlight to help you
center the target over the objective. Once centered, secure the tape over the edges of the objective cell - do NOT
let the tape touch the lens. Remove the flashlight.
Insert the laser or the crosshair Cheshire into the focuser
and tighten it in place as you would the diagonal. The
laser should exit through the small hole you punched in
the target / or the cross hairs should be centered on the
cross hairs of the target depending on which device you
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It should now be easier to adjust the focus cell until the
laser exits the hole in the target or the crosshairs of the
Cheshire or centered on the target. Carefully tighten down
the screws in such a manner that the laser or Cheshire
maintains the alignment.
Step 2: Collimating the front objective (AR6 only)
Place the Cheshire sight tube in the focus tube and lock it
in place. Looking through the peep hole of the Cheshire
should shhow the crosshairs of the Cheshire lined up on
the center of the cross hairs of the target. You may have
to slightly adjust the Cheshire in the focus tube to make
this alignment.
Shine a bright light into the window of the Cheshire - a
goose neck high intensity desk lamp works well for this.
Looking though the sight tube you will see three small
illuminated circles - two are usually very visible with the
third being very faint. These are the reflections of the
metal Cheshire insert reflecting off the surfaces of the glass
in the lens. All three circles should be centered on top of
one another - centered on the target If this is the
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case, You are finished with
the front objective adjustments. If not - if you can see
individual non-centered
circles - you will have to adjust the front objective.

tube on the target. Very slight adjustments are needed as
you do NOT want the screws to be loose.

This is accomplished by utilizing the three pairs of
“push-pull” screws around
the outside of the objective.
Each pair of screws consists of one “pull” screw which
screws into the metal collar and actually holds the front
lens cell in the mounting ring. The second screw of each
pair is the “push” screw which pushes the lens cell out
from the mounting ring allowing you to adjust the “tilt” of
the lens cell so that it is perpendicular to the optical axis
of the OTA.

You should have a very close collimation which can be fine
tuned with adjustments to the front using a star test AFTER the scope has equalized to the outside temperature.

By making fine adjustments to each of these pairs of screws,
it should be possible to get all three of the
reflected
circles centered upon the center of the target.
Be patient, sometimes only very fine adjustments are
needed. Once aligned, tighten the screws to “lock” the cell
in place. Remove the Cheshire sight tube.

Once centered, tighten the set screw holding the diagonal
being careful to maintain the alignment. Slight adjustments to the four screws may need to be done again.

Tip: Once I have everything in alignment, I never loosen or
remove the diagonal. I loosen the threaded collar on the
focuser and rotate the entire focus tube to put the diagonal in
a comfortable viewing angle as necessary. While this will
indeed affect the alignment, I have found that the variance
due to “play” in the threads is a lot less than that introduced
by the re-positioning and rotating of the diagonal itself.
Examples of a good star test!

Courtesy of: http://zebu.uoregon.edu/~mbartels/kolli/kolli.html

At this point, the front lens cell and focuser should be in
alignmnet to each other and the OTA.

Put That Film Cannister To Use...

Step 3: Aligning the diagonal

Now that you don’t need that old film cannister peep hole
any more, let’s put it to good use to keep excess moisture
out of your OTA.

Now that the focuser is squared and the front objective
aligned, the final step is to ensure that when you insert
the diagonal, it doen’t undo what you just accomplished.
Mount the OTA back on your tripod /gem mount and put
it in Polar Home position.
Insert the diagonal into the focuser and position it so it is
pointing straight up relative to the OTA in it’s mounted
position. Tighten the knurled knob to hold it in place.
Tighten the threaded collar on the focuser to keep the
diagonal from rotating.
Insert the laser or Cheshire back into the diagonal and
tighten it down as you would an eyepiece. Chances are
the laser or crosshair will be slightly off-center of the target still taped over the objective. If it is centered - you are
close enough. If not, continue on.
Most quality diagonals have four screws on the bottom
holding the bottom and the mirror in the diagonal. These
screws are ususally the self tapping type and are fairly
tight within their threads. By very carefully and very
slightly loosening or tightening these screws, you can adjust the angle of the mirror to recenter the laser or sight
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First, get a new lid, or a new cannister. Take a 1/8” drill
and perforate the bottom and lower two-thirds of the canister. Call your local Walgreens Pharmacy and ask them
to save you the sodium silicate dessicant packs that are
packed with all of their prescription packages. I called
two and in two days had a shoe box full of the pakets.
Cut the packets open and pour the contents out into a clean
pyrex measuring bowl or cookie sheet. Bake in the oven
for 1 hour at 450 degrees. Take out and let cool. After
cooling, I poured them into a strainer and shook out any
small particles or dust.
Take a square of clean lint free cotton cloth, pour the cooled
crystals into the center and tie it up into a pouch. I used a
small cloth drawstring bag that held bubble gum being
sold at my local Walgreens. Turn the bag inside out and
wash it before you use it. Stuff the pouch into the perforated cannister, replace the top and insert as a plug for
your focus tube. Once a month, remove the crystals from
the pouch and bake again to “recharge” their effectiveness.
Clear Skies & Good Viewing To All...
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Primary Mirror Center Spot Template
Objective Target
Meade AR5 / AR6 / SN6 / SN8 / SN10

7

Meade SN10 - Secondary Mirror Alignment Template
with 1/8” offsets

Print on a sheet of Standard UPS Shipping Labels. Available anywhere where they print their own
labels. There are two 8.5 x 5.5 labels on a page of heavey self adhesive white paper.
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Installation Instructions for Meade
LXD55 / 75 Belt Drive Conversion &
Motor Gear Box Tune-Up
MOUNTS & DRIVES

TIPS & TRICKS SERIES

FEBRUARY 2007

WARPSDRIVE
There has been much discussion regarding loose gears, setscrews, rubber-banding and inconsistencies in the
tracking and go-to capabilities of some LXD55 / 75 mounts.
This modification kit will provide the parts needed to replace the final section of the gear train - the motor and worm
gear with precision toothed pulleys and Kevlar timing belts to eliminate any gear slop in the final drive stage and
greatly reduce the “rubber-banding” effect. Since it requires some dissassemblu of the motor units, It also includes
photos and instructions for cleaning and re-lubing of the Motor Gear Boxes and adjustment of the worm.
In general, the mount just seems to behave and perform better with this modification. The end result is a completely
reversible modification that fits within the standard motor housings.
ALL MODIFICATIONS AND ENHANCEMENTS ARE DONE AT THE RISK OF THE OWNER.

Pre-Setup Check Your Inventory...

Items are packaged as follows:

Kit Contains:

1 - Medium Bag Labeled MP containing:
2 - 30 Tooth Black Pulleys - Motor Shaft
1 - Kevlar Toothed Timing Belt

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

2
2
2
6
2
8
4
2
1
1
1
2

-

30 Tooth Motor Shaft Pulleys
32 Tooth Worm Shaft Pulleys
Long 4-40 Stainless Set Screws
Medium 4-40 Stainless Set Screws
Toothed Belts
Stainless Steel Allen Motor Housing screws
Button Head or Beveled Motor Case Screws
Flat wooden popscicle stick
Allen .050 wrench for set screws
Allen 3/32 wrench for 8 stainless screws
Allen 2mm wrench to fit button screws
Popscicle Sticks

Tip: Use the above check
boxes to verify and
identify the individual
parts. Keep the parts in a
tray or on a cloth covered
surface so that the tiny set
screws can not roll off of
your work surface and out
of your work space

1 - Large plastic bag labeled WarpsDrive containing:

1 - Medium Bag Labeled WP containing:
2 - 32 Tooth Black Pulleys - Worm Shaft
1 - Kevlar Toothed Timing Belt
1 - Small bag labeled MP-1 containing:
4 - Short Stainless Steel Set Screw
1 - Allen wrench (.050) for all set screws
1 - Small bag labeled WP-1 containing:
2 - Short Stainless Steel Set Screw
2 - Long Stainless Steel Set Screw
1 - Small bag labeled MC or MC-A containing:
4 - Buttonhead Steel Screws (MC)
4 - Beveled Steel Screws (MC-A)
1 - Allen Wrench (2mm)
1 - Small bag labeled MH containing:
8 - Black Coated Stainless Steel Screws
1 - Allen wrench (3/32)
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Additional Items you will need:
o

3/16” Allen wrench to loosen screw holding RA
motor assembly to mount.

o

5/32” Allen wrench to loosen screw holding DEC
motor assembly to mount.

o

o

1.5mm Allen wrench to loosen the 4 screws
holding motor housing to motors.
Small Phillips head screw driver
to fit the 4 screws holding the
black motor housings together.

o

1 - 2 hours time and patience.

o

Cleaning alcohol, cotton swabs,
etc.

o

Optional Tools
Small towel or pad on which to work.

Procedure - Set Up:
o

Read entire directions BEFORE starting)

o

Move the mount to a comfortable position next to
your work space - make yourself comfortable - the
conversion takes about 1 - 2 hours depending upon
your comfort level with tools and experience. Verify
that you have all the partsneeded as listed above.
Lay them out on the table so you are not hunting
for them during the conversion. Some of the parts
are very tiny.

Tip: A borrowed muffin pan from your wife's pantry makes a
good parts sorting bin while you are working.
o

Disconnect all power from the mount.

o

Unplug all connections at the LXD control panel on
the RA Drive.

o

Remove the OTA and dovetail from the mount.

o

Remove the Counterweights and Counterweight
Shaft from the mount.

o

Loosen the DEC and RA Locks - Put the mount in
Polar Home Position.

Note: Now would be a good time to test / adjust your worm
toalignment to minimize slop and play and to clean them of
the stock grease. Re-lube with a high quality lubricant. This
is a tedious adjustment but one of the most rewarding when
it comes to tracking, slewing, go-to's, etc.

Adjusting The Worm:
After removing the motors, remove the worm
housings from the mount
by unscrewing the center
of the three screws
shown in the picture.
There are also two screws
accessable from the top
of the saddle.

Pull
Shim

Pull
Pull
Push

Push

Shim

Brass
Nut

Note: The three screws pictured final adjustments for alignment of the worm.The center bolt screws into the mount to
pull the worm against the worm gear. The two outer bolts
adjust the angle of the worm. Ideally, the center axis of the
worm shaft should be tangent to the circumference of the
worm. Do NOT touch these bolts while removing the worm
housing as they are adjusted from the factory. Only after
reinstalling the worm housing to the mount should you make
fine tune adjustments with the two outer bolts to adjust the
“tilt” of the worm relative to the worm gear. The two outer
bolts work in a push-pull arrangement with the center bolt.
Tightening the two upper bolts will pull the worm housing
slightly upward which will also tighten the worm against the
gear. I found that a thin shim washer of nylon or brass over
these two upper bolts between the saddle and worm housing
aided in fine tuning this adjustment.
This is a picture of a stock worm in it’s housing. The
large brass nut on the end opposite the gear is for adjusting the amount of
“play” of the worm. Removing this nut exposes a threaded
sleeve which holds the
worm in place. Adjusting the inner sleeve will
be the critical adjustment. The worm does NOT have to “spin” freely - just
turn in a smooth non-binding motion.
If properly adjusted, you should be able to grab the top
of the mount (saddle) and feel no movement if you try
to twist the mount around the RA or DEC axis.
Clean out the stock sticky grease and re-lube with
Lubriplate or SuperLube. You should be able to hand
turn the gear (or pulley) on the end of the
worm shaft with a
smooth non-binding
feel. When the gear
moves, the mount
should move - no slop
- no loose movement.
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Dissassembly Of The RA Motor Housing:

Dissassembly Of The DEC Motor Housing:

This is the hardest part of the conversion, so once you
get through this - you are home free.

o

Looking from the top of the mount, use the small
Phillips screw driver to loosen each of the 4 screws
down inside the
Loosen These
holes near each
corner of the black
plastic
motor
housing.
This
Holds The
should release the Motor Release
Worm Block
Screw
bottom half of the
housing - carefully
remove it (being
careful of the
Loosen These
delicate encoder)
and set it aside.
Loosen These
Carefully loop the coiled cable up over the mount
out of the way in a manner which will not stress
the delicate connections to the motor controller
board.

o

Using the Allen wrench,
loosen the 4 button head
screws
which
are
recessed in the 4 holes
centrally located in the
top half of the black
plastic motor housing. Buttenhead
This will release the
Screws
upper half of the b l a c k
plastic motor housing
from the motor. Set the
cover aside. You now
have a bare motor
assembly still attached to
the mount by the one
large Allen bolt visible from the top of the mount.

o

Using a 3/16” Allen wrench, insert in the hole at
the rear of your mount - just above T-Handle ALT
adjustment bolt and engage the bolt which holds
the RA Motor Assembly to the mount. Remove the
screw as you hold the motor housing in place with
your other hand. As soon
as it releases, place the
motor housing on the
table in front of you with
DEC Drive
the control panel facin
down.

o

Using the small Phillips
screw driver, insert in RA Drive
the four holes in each
corner of the black
plastic motor housing and gently unscrew the 4 tiny
screws which hold the top and bottom halves of the
black motor housing together (DEC drive pictured
here - RA drive disassembles in the same
manner). Once loose, separate the two halves
being careful not to strain any wire connections.
Note the positioning of internal wire and the choke
for reassembly later.

Rest the motor on the table being EXTREMELY
careful NOT to touch the now exposed very delicate
encoder wheel at the end of the motor opposite the
gear. Do NOT touch it or allow it to contact the
table or work surface. Using a 1.5mmAllen wrench,
remove the 4 small
button
screws
holding the black
plastic motor case
to the motor. Set
this motor case to
the side. You now
have
a
fully
exposed
LXD55
/
Encoder Wheel
75
motor.
Extremely Fragile

o

o

Using the .050 Allen wrench loosen the set screw
in the gear and gently pull the gear off of the shaft.
Clean the shaft if has any left over thread locker
adhering to it using some fine sandpaper, steel wool,
x-acto knife - whatever it takes. Wipe the shaft off
with some alcohol to remove any oils or residues.

Using the .050 Allen wrench, loosen the set screw
on the motor gear and remove
Gear Removed
the gear from the shaft. Clean
WarpsDrive Screws Installed
the shaft as you have did
previously on the RA assembly.
Manually turn the gear on the
DEC wormto check for slop
and excess play. Now is a good
time to clean and adjust as
previously described. If you
aresatisfied with the worm's adjustment, proceed.
o

There are two different screw replacement sets. There
are the standard button-head screws in bag MC and
the zero-clearance screws in MC-A.

Note: Now is the time to do the Motor Gear Box Tune-Up if you plan on doing so. Or you can proceed to the DEC motor
dissassembly and do the gear box tuneup when both motors are removed from their mounts.
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Replacing The Motor Block Screws:
This next procedure will be repeated for both the
DEC and RA motor assembly.
o

Looking at the motor
block without the gear,
you will notice there are
Remove These
3 black Allen head
screws protruding from
the motor block. The
two closest to the
motor shaft (covered by
the gear you just
removed) will have to be
replaced with the button head or beveled screws
included in the kit to allow for tighter clearance to
allow the new converted drive to fit inside the stock
black plastic motor housing.

Note: If you are doing the Motor Gear Box Tune-Up, perform
the following three steps after you have removed the motor
from the block
o

Remove all three of the original black screws
holding the motor into its mounting block. Very
carefully push the motor slightly back in its
block until the protruding motor shaft is flush with
the front of the block. Be
careful of putting any strain
on the electrical wiring.

o

Holding the motor upside
down so that the motor shaft
and screw holes are facing
downward, carefully drill out
the two inner holes with the
bevel bit. The metal is soft
and very little pressure is
needed. When you finish, the beveled holes should
look like the ones in the picture. Test fit the screws
to be sure you have gone deep enough with the bit.

Note: Now is the time to do the Motor Gear Box Tune-Up if
you plan on doing so before replacing the screws. Resume
the re-assembly at this point after you finish the Motor Gear
Box Tune-Up.
o

o

Using the 3/32” Allen
wrench (from the MH
bag, remove (one at a
time) the two screws
closest to the motor
shaft and replace with
the button head screws
using the 2mm wrench
from the MC bag.

Bevel-Head Screws
Bag MC-A
Button-Head Screws
Bag MC

Repeat this procedure for the remaining drive
using the remaining two button head screws from
the MC bag.

Zero Clearance Modification:

o
Shake and blow
out any shavings that
may have gotten
through to the inside
and then reassemble
the block with the
new screws.

The new beveled screws should be
flush or just slightly countersunk
below the surface of the
mounting block as pictured.

Progress Summary:

o

If you want to gain an extra 1/16” clearance
between the pulley and the motor housing, you can
use the four stainless steel bevel head screws
which are included the kit bag MC-A.

At this point, you should now have
two motor assemblies that are ready for their pulleys
and to be mounted back onto the mount. You should
have already completed:

o

To use the beveled screws,
you will need a countersink
/ beveled bit like the one
pictured here. They are
available at most major
hardware stores for around
$4.00.

o

Motor Gear Box Tune-Up.

o

Replacement of the motor mounting screws.

o

Worm cleaning, re-lubing and adjustment.

o

Adjustment of the worm to the worm gear.

Buy cheap as you only need it
for four holes.

If you are ready to remount the motors and pulleys,
please proceed to Page 9.
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Note: This procedure can be done with the encoder in place - if you are
careful. Removing the encoder requires a very tiny 0.9mm allen wrench
and the tiny set screw is easily stripped. If you try to remove it - proceed
with extreme patience and care.

Motor Gear Box Tune-Up:

Setup / Tool Check...
Tools You Will Need:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Assorted Allen Wrenches (see pictures)
Small Phillip’s Screwdriver
Wire Cutters / Sharp Scissors
Toothpicks
Tweezers
Single Edge Razorblade
Lubricating Grease
Application Paddles (wood coffee stirrers)
1 - .050 Allen wrench for set screws
1 - 3/32” Allen Wrench
Shallow Dish and Fresh Turpentine
Old Toothbrush
Q-Tips
Ultra Flat Black Paint (optional)
Red Felt Tip Marker
Shrink Tubing / Electrical Tape

These are the wrenches that I regularly use in
working on my mounts. The ball-ended Allen wrenches
are available at Home Depot for about $19.00 a set.
They are made by Husky and include the following sizes:
Metric: 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

Here you see the bare motor assembly removed from
it's plastic housing. Notice the delicate encoder (shiny
slotted disc on the left end of the motor). It is absolutely essential that this wheel be straight, clean, tight
on the shaft and
nearly centered
with the emitter
and the receiver.
Centering does
not have to be
absolute - just be
sure it is not
bent or rubbing
against either of
the emitter or the
receiver.
The white wire
block at the upper left appears to be a removable plug
- it is not. Do not pull or try to pry it loose from the
board.
Caution: Caution: do NOT touch the encoder disc with your fingers as you
will leave an oil residue which will attract dust and pollen in the air. If you
do touch it, clean it with a very soft, fine brush and denatured alcohol or
acetone.

SAE.050,1/16, 5/64, 3/32, 7/64, 1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 1/4, 5/16, 3/8
The ball end seems to offer a
much better grip on some of
the tiny set screws used in this
mount.
It has easily
removed and tightened
setscrews that other normal
wrenches seem to just spin
in. Highly recommended.

Another set of micro
wrenches that I find
indespensible when
working with these
mounts and their
many tiny set screws.
GOOD ENCODER POSITIONING
WITH 0.9MM ALLEN KEY

This is a picture of my finished motor assembly with
replacement encoders that have been painted with several very light mist coats of Krylon Ultra Flat Black.
The replacement encoders are available from:
http://www.lxd55.com/order/encoders/
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TThe plug with the red and
black wires are the wires going
to the motor and is removable.
Note the orientation of the wires
and mark the pin for the red
wire with a red marker.
Caution: This small controller board has
several integrated circuits on it and is therefore succeptable to damage due to static discharge. I recommend touching something that is grounded to drain any charge from yourself each
time you sit down to work on or handle the board. In 40+ years of handling
electronics, I've never had a piece of electronics damaged by static electricity - but you don't want this to be the first time.

Remove the three allen head
screws on the end of the motor
housing where the "keyed" shaft
emerges from the housing.
Once these
three screws
are removed,
the motor will
slide out of the housing.
Note: Take note of how the wires are routed
and be careful not to stress them as you slide
the motor out of the housing. The encoder
can be with a very tiny 0.9mm Allen wrench to loosen the set screw.

After removing the red / black
wire plug and marking the red
pin, use a small Phillip's screwdriver to remove the 4 shiny
screws holding the controller
board to the motor housing. Be
careful so you don't slip off of the
screw and damage the board.
Note: There are 4 very small nylon spacers under the board on each screw which
holds the board away from the motor housing. Be careful not to drop and loose these
tiny spacers.
Once the controller board is removed from the housing, take a
small pair of wire snips or wire cutters and cut the two
wires as pictured. If you look closely, you can see where
the wires have been cut previously and then spliced
and covered with shrink
tubing. If you cut and
splice in this same area
- everything will look the
same as a stock setup.
You will notice a small
metal "donut" that the
wires are wrapped
around. This is a ferrite
choke to suppress any
RF energy emisiions which may be emitted by the motor wires - causing interference in nearby radios/tv's
or even the AutoStar hand controller.
Note: Since I did not see the need for
this choke, I removed the ferrite donut
and thus shortened the wires considerably. Running the motors in house
next to my TV, computer, wireless lan
and and stereo exhibited no unwanted
interference. This option would be your
call.

Caution: The connections of the wires to the motor are very delicate. Do
not pull or put un-neccessary strain on these wires. If you do happen to
pull one loose - it probably can be fixed by carefully soldering it back to
one of the tabs visible from the encoder end of the motor. A wrap of
electrical tape around the end of the motor holding the wires against the
motor body will keep the wires tucked against the motor and remove the
opportunity for excess stress.
Carefully remove the two screws that hold the gear cover
casing to the motor. Be
careful not to let the gear
housing come off - hold it
in place as you remove the
screws.
Hold the motor so that the
motor shaft and shiny
gear housing is pointed
upward. As you hold the
motor shaft in place by
placing your finger on the
end of the shaft, slide the
motor housing up and off
to expose the internal
gearing. Note the position
of the gears before removing any of them.
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REMOVING THE GEARS...
Once the gears are exposed,
grasp the larger "keyed" motor
shaft and lift it out of the housing. Be careful as there is a
washer/bearing sitting directly
on top of the large black gear
and there is a very tiny little
washer that goes over the small
spindle at the bottom of the
shaft. The gear itself is attached
to the shaft and does not move.

THE MAIN KEYED GEAR AFTER IT IS REMOVED FROM THE
HOUSING. BE CAREFUL NOT TO LOOSE THE TWO WASHERBEARINGS AS PICTURED BELOW.
THE INTERNAL GEAR CLUSTER SHOWING THE STOCK STICKY
GREASE AND LOTS OF PLASTIC DEBRIS

This washer sits on top
of the plastic gear.

Main Keyed Shaft

Upper Shaft

Brass Bushing

This washer fits over
small pin at bottom of
shaft..

Lower Shaft
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Remove the large black gear from the lower shaft.
MAIN SHAFT REMOVED. THE OTHER TWO SHAFTS DO NOT
COME OUT - THE GEARS SLIP OVER THE SHAFTS.

Remove the large black
gear from the upper shaft.

LARGE GEAR FROM UPPER SHAFT
LARGE GEAR & BRASS BUSHING FROM
LOWER SHAFT
Remove the small brass bushing / bearing from the
lower shaft.

Remove the small white gear from the shaft.

Note: Directly under the brass bushing is another small washer between
the brass bearing and the gear face.

The small pinion gear on the
motor shaft does not come off.
BRASS BUSHING FROM
LOWER SHAFT
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CLEANING THE GEARS...
I used a white (easy to see small
washers that drop off of the
shafts and gears while cleaning)
cool whip container (cause I like
cool whip) with about 3/4" of
fresh turpentine (mineral spirits
will also work) and an old toothbrush to clean the sticky original grease from the gears.
Once cleaned, it's time to re-lube and re-install the gears
in the reverse order of removal.
I've tried several different
lubricants and had settled on
white lithium grease but change
happens and I have now
changed
my
"preferred"
lubrication to SuperLube. It is
100% synthetic, clear, resists
water, has PTFE particle
suspension, does not run and
is super slick.

Once you have the gears lubed up and back in place,
carefully put the gear casing back in place and tighten
down the two screws holding it in place. Carefully turn
the encoder end of the shaft a couple of times to
ensure you have nothing binding and smooth rotation.
(
I touched the two bare ended motor windings to a AA
battery to allow the motor to turn a few rotations
reverse the wires to rotate it in the opposite direction and confirmed all was operating as it should).

REASSEMBLE THE MOTORS...
Follow the directions in reverse till you have the motor
mounted back inside the housing. Solder the
conections to the motor wires, remount the controller
board (don't forget the spacers under the board), plug
the two red/black wire plug back in place with the red
wire towards the middle of the board (away from the
encoder) and you are finished.
Enjoy Smoother - Quieter motoring!

You can read more about here:
http://www.super-lube.com/product_description.htm
I purchased mine from:
http://precisionreloading.com/superlube.htm
Note: In its out of the tube or tub form,
SuperLube is extremely good - although a
little "stiff". In my mounts, I made my own
custom formulation by filling a shot glass
almost to the rim with the SuperLube and
then adding about 3/4 of a cap of 100% pure
synthetic motor oil (Mobile 1, Penzoil, etc just make sure it is NOT a blend but 100%
synthetic). Mixing this up gave me a very
nice viscosity which gave super smooth buttery like movement in all parts of my mount with no running and no breakdown.
Re-assemble the gear box in reverse order adding
lubricant to each shaft, each washer/ bearing, each
gear face all gear teeth. Make sure to put a large dab
on the end of each shaft, on the inside of the gear
housing where the indents are to hold the gears and
on the motor pinion gear. I was not afraid to use a lot
of lube as the gear box is pretty much sealed and the
SuperLube does not run - I covered the whole gear
cluster with lube.

DRIVE GEARS REPLACED WITH
WARPSDRIVE BELT CONVERSION TIMING PULLEYS

BEFORE CONVERSION

AFTER CONVERSION
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Assemble The Pulleys:
At this point, you should have completed any
mechanical adjustment, cleaning, re-lubing or other
items you want to accomplish. These steps will mount
the pulleys and re-assemble the motors to the mount.
Repeat these steps for both motors and both worms.
o

Take one of the 2 smaller pulleys from bag MP and
remove the standard black set screws using the
.050 wrench from bag MP-1.

o

Take 2 of the 4 short set screws from bag MP-1 and
carefully thread it into each of the holes in the
pulley.

Press the pulley onto the
motor shaft getting it as
close to the motor body as
possible without it
rubbing on the two button
head screws you just
replaced in the motor
body.I used a business
card as a “guage” in between the pulley and the
head to set my spacing. If you have a set of feeler
guages, you can use the thinnest one that will
prevent the pulley from
touching the head of the
button head screw. Tighten
the remaining set screws
against the motor shaft. Do
not over tighten so as to strip
out the set screw head remember, you now have 2
set screws holding the pulley to the shaft.

o

o

If you haven’t already, using the .050 Allen wrench,
loosen the set screw on the worm gear shaft,
remove it and clean the shaft as you did with the
motor shaft. Wipe with alcohol to remove any oils
or residue.

o

Take one of the 2 larger pulleys from bag WP and
remove the standard black set screws using the
.050 wrench from bag MP-1.

o

Take 1 of the 2 short set screws and 1 of the 2 long
set screws from bag WP-1 and carefully thread it
into each of the holes in the pulley.

o

Press the pulley on to the worm shaft lining up the
long set screw with the flat area of the shaft. Tighten
the long set screw and then the short set screw.

You now have installed 2 black motor pulleys each with
2 new short knurled cup point stainless steel set
screws installed and 2 black worm pulleys (pictured
yellow in the photos as it was a prototype) with 1 short
and 1 long knurled cup
point stainless steel set
screw installed. These new
screws will provide a better
grip on the shaft and the
serations in the cup are
designed to resist conter
clockwise rotation. They
should virtually eliminate the
“loose set screw” problem which occurs in these
mounts.And to further decrease the opportunity for a
pully to come loose there are now two set screws per
pulley.
Note: Refer to the photos to check for the overhang of the
worm pulley past the end of worm shaft. In the photos, the
yellow pulley is the worm pulley (prototype photo). The worm
shaft will be slightly recessed into the worm pulley to allow
for better alignment between the two pulleys once they are
remounted to the mount. Some experimentation may be
needed with trial and error fittings to get the best alignment
without the pulley rubbing against the black motor housing.
Alignment does NOT have to be perfect in that the belts
doallow for a small degree of error and flexing.

Re-Assembly Of Motors To The Mount:
RA Motor Re-Assembly (Option 1):
Note: Read Option 2 Before Proceding
o

Be careful of the delicate encoder wheel: Place the
half of the black plastic motor housing (without the
control panel) on top of the motor and attach with
4 of the 8 supplied Allen screws (bag MH) using the
included Allen wrench.

o

Place a toothed belt over th motor pulley.

o

Making sure that the belt
is hanging loose and not
binding,assemble the
bottom half of the black
plastic housing by lining
up the 4 screw channels
and retightening the 4 self
tapping screws (that you
Self Tapping Phillips Screws
previously removed) in
each corner using the small Phillips screwdriver.

Note: Do NOT overtighten these 4 screws or you could strip,
crack or break the channel.
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o

Holding the motor housing in
one hand against the mount,
re-thread the large Allen bolt
you previously loosened from
the back of the mount to secure
the housing to the mount. Do
NOT tighten, just have it tight
enough to hold the motor
housing from falling off. While
gently lifting up on the motor
housing with one hand, use
the popscicle stick or other blunt tool of your choice
to lift the belt up and over the worm pulley. This
may be tight. Lifting, fiddling with the position of
the motor housing will aid in giving you some slack.
Once the belt is over both
pulleys, pull downward on
the motor housing with one
hand (to take up any excess
slack in the belt) while you
tighten the large Allen bolt to
firmly secure the motor assembly to the mount.

with open access for installing the belt and
making tension adjustments.
Note: The shiny foil that you
see in the picture are small
strips of DynaMat. This is a
self adhesive sound and vibration dampening material
that is used extensively in the
car audio business. As in
these other pictures, you can
see that I have lined all of my
motor housings with the
DynaMat which helps to reduce vibration and motor noise
and then spray painted them with Krylon Ultra Flat Black Spray
Paint. If you can not find a local car audio dealer that handles
it, you can buy if directly from:
http://www.dynamat.com
o

Note: A slight “twisting” pressure on the motor housing will aid in taking up slack. The belt
does not have to be absolutely tight - you want just a very
slight amount of slack.
o

Visually inspect through the access "porthole"
for any rubbing or binding areas. Take a breather
- have a cold drink and move on to the next step for
the DEC motor - a piece of cake.

RA Motor Re-Assembly (Option 2):
This option may seem a bit drastic, but is really quite
simple and will make the installation of the RA Belt
Drive and Adjustment extremely easy and precise.
While it is NOT reversible, it is invisible and will not
affect the mount should you decide to go back to the
standard gear drive. You will need a small hacksaw or
hacksaw blade or a dremel tool.
With the RA Motor removed at the mount, take the
hacksaw blade and cut a notch in each of the lower
corners of the RA mounting
plate. Note position and
depth of the notches. This
will allow access to the small
DynaMat
Phillips screws that hold the
top and bottom of the black
housing together, allowing
Notch
Notch you to mount the motor
while it is in the housing

o

Be careful of the
delicate encoder
wheel: Place the half
of the black plastic
motor
housing
(without the control
panel) on top of the
motor and attach
Replace These Screws
with 4 of the 8
supplied
Allen
screws (bag MH) using the included Allen wrench.

You now have the motor mounted inside of the
black plastic housing - ready to be mounted onto
the mount. Holding this assembly in one hand,
position it on the mounting
plate (the plate you just cut
the corner notches into) and
insert the large allen bolt
into the hole just above the
T-Handle and tighten it just
enough to thread into the
motor block to hold the
assembly in place. Do not
tighten at this time.
ASSEMBLY IN POSITION
o Check the pulleys for alignment and make any
adjustments necessary.
Carefully install the
remaining belt over the
two pulleys. As you
tighten the large Allen
bolt that holds the motor
and assembly to the
mount, you will notice
that it “pulls” the motor
closer to the worm which
o
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could result in too
much slack in the belt.
Popsicle Shim
At this point you can
place a shim or spacer
between the motor and
the mount to adjust the
spacing. I used a small
length of one of the
popsicle sticks as a
shim between the motor and the mount to tighten
up the belt. You do not want the belt too tight, it
should have just a bit of flex. Once you get the
desired spacing, tighten down the large Allen bolt
to hold the assembly in place.

o

Note: You may have to start in on one
side of the motor pulley and then turn
turn it to wrap it around the pulley - kinda like replacing a
bicycle chain in your younger days. Once the belt is in place,
slide it back and forth to take up any excess slack in the belt
while tightening the large Allen bolt to secure the motor assembly. Don't make the belt too tight - just not sloppy.

Note: I placed a large split washer over the large Allen bolt
before installing it. This allows me to make fine tune adjustments on the belt tension just by slightly loosening or snugging up the bolt.
o

Assemble the remaining top half of the motor mount
with the AutoStar Control Panel to the motor using
the original 4 self tapping screws. You can access
their mounting holes from under the mount using
a short Phillips screw driver. Line up the screw
channels (posts) and carefully tighten the screws
once you have the assembly lined up and are sure
there are no binding or pinched wires.

Install These 4 Screws To
Secure Top Half of Cover

Carefully line up and
the bottom half of the
motor housing (making
sure
the
rubber
Install These 4 Screws To
grommet on the cable
Mount Bottom Half of Cover
is seated in the indent)
and secure with the 4
self tapping screws
using a small Phillips
head screwdriver. Do NOT overtighten as this could
crack or break the screw channels.

o

Visually check for any areas that might be binding
or rubbing.

DEC Motor Re-Assembly:

o

The appropriate pulleys
should already be mounted
on the DEC motor shaft
and DEC worm assembly
Mount the DEC motor to
the mount with the large
Allen bolt visible at the top
of the saddle plate. Do not
tighten all the way as this bolt is also used to
adjust the final tension on the belt once installed.
Be very careful not to touch or damage the delicate
encoder wheel.
Note: The Captive Bolt holes
shown in this photo is a modification detailed in another Tips
DEC Motor
& Tricks Guide to offer a more
Mounting Bolt
Captive Bolt
secure and rigid mating of the
For Dovetail
saddle plate (dovetail) to the
saddle which improves the rigidity of the mount.

o Using the 4 remaining
small Allen screws and the
Allen wrench (bag MH),
reattach the upper half of
the black plastic motor
housing to the motor.
Once again, be careful of
the delicate encoder wheel.

o

This completes the
RA Motor Assembly Belt Conversion

o

Install the remaining belt over
the two pulleys. Once the belt
is in place, adjust its tension
and tighten the large allen
head bolt on the topside of the
saddle.

This completes the
DEC Motor Assembly Belt Conversion
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Final AutoStar Adjustments:
o

Plug in the DEC motor AutoStar and power supply.

o

Turn on power and bypass all the alignment, date
and time functions to get the Telescope menu.

o

Enter the (value) for the AutoStar drive ratios and
change the sign from (-) to (+).

Calculation for these ratios are as follow:
(multiplier) x (#worm teeth) / ( motor teeth) x (worm teeth)
LXD55/75 Motor Multiplier = 0.01666666
Worm Pulley Teeth = 32
Motor PulleyTeeth = 30
Worm Teeth = 144
This yields:
.01666666 x 32/30 x 144 = 2.559998973

WarpsCorp Enhancements:
WarpsDrive Belt Conversion:
Single Axis: $40.00 (includes shipping in US)
Dual Axis: $74.95 (includes shipping in US)
Cup-Pointed Serrated Replacement Set Screws for Stock Gears
Eliminates The Loose Gear Syndrome
4 Hardened Steel Set Scres and Wrench: $3.00
For Previous WarpsDrive Purchasers:
Set of 4 Zero Clearance Motor Screws: FREE
If you need the set screws or zero clearance screws: Send a SASE
(self addressed stamped envelope) to:
David Sherfy
199 Stoneyview Lane
St. Louis, MO 63146
The $3.00 payment should be 3 - 1 Dollar Bills inside the SASE
For Non-US customers - Email me for details.

Rounding to 6 places, I use: 2.559999
In the AutoStar menu:
Scroll to SETUP - Press Enter
Scroll to TELESCOPE - Press Enter
Scroll to AS/RA Ratio - Press Enter
Enter the number: 2.559999 and change the sign to (+)
Scroll to ALT/DEC Ratio - Press Enter
Enter the number: 2.559999 and change the sign to (-)
o

o

Perform a "Calibrate Motors" to make sure the
drives are operating properly. After the calibration,
run each drive at various speeds to check out
operation.

Highly Recommended Items of Interest:
These are items which I have found and use which I feel are worth
while to pass on to other Amatuer Astronomy Enthusiasts
RACI (Right Angle Correct Image) Finders make your viewing more
pleasurable. Here is highly recommended alternative to the popular
Orion RACI selling for $102.82 with mount & standard ground shipping.
Manish at Agena Astro Products offers an almost identical unit from GSO.
An 8x50 RACI and includes the bracket & dovetail mounting base for
$62.00 which includes shipping in the US.
That’s a savings of over $40.00.
It is available in White to better
match your Meade OTA. I use it and
found that the coatings on the Agena
product seem to be just a little
deeper in hue. Crystal clear views
with well defined crosshairs.
Adjustable focus and lens caps
are included. The adjustable
mount is a cinch to use.

Remount your OTA, perform another "Calibrate
Motor" and follow with an accurate drive training
and you should be ready to go.

This completes your belt conversion. I think you will
find that your mount has a much better “feel” and just
behaves better in all operations.
A special thanks to Mike Gray for his initial testing
and review which can be viewed at:
http://www.wideopenwest.com/~mgray8351/BeltDrive.htm
Feel free to email me if you have any questions at:

warpcorp@swbell.net

http://www.agenaastro.com
Manish Panjwani
16430 Debra Ln
Cerritos, CA 90703, USA
E-mail: manish@agenaastro.com
Phone: 562-972-3738
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seem to work, the color purity and
saturation of the Ink Republic inks
result in the best color - no
noticable difference from the
standard Epson cartridges and
ink. Granted, I have not tested
them for durability in the sun or
rain... but I do most of my printing, reading and displaying of
prints indoors - so it just
doesn’t matter.

Put An End To Those Printer Blues...
Another item which I came across was the result of
constant frustration when it came to printing. I have
several Epson R300 color inkjet printers which are
under constant use by my family and myself. These
new printers offer fabulous printing quality with their
multiple colors and now shades of colors. These new
printers no longer use the standard 3-color and black
cartridges, but instead
are now using 6 and
more colors /cartridges.
The problem is that they
never all run dry at the
same time and when
one goes dry... your
done. You can’t just
switch to black only
printing - you have to go
out and buy a replacement cartridge for the one color
that just went out. And to add insult to injury - the
cartridges hold about a third as much ink as they use
too. Progress?
In printing astro photos, I found that I was changing
black cartridges almost as often as I was changing
socks. At $12.00 and per cartridge, replacing all six
cartridges was starting to get a little pricey.
I recently converted to a CIS (Continous Ink System)
bulk ink configuration from Ink Republic... joy, joy!
This system consists of six individual 100ml / 3.4oz
bottles of ink connected through flexible tubing and an
ingenious cartridge system which replaces the
standard ink cartridges. The individual bottles of ink
are less than $12.00 each.
The kit also comes
with a unique little
circuit board device
that fits in the print
head / cartridge carriage just in front of
the cartridges that
“fools” the printer into
thinking that the cartridges are always half full.
Some other systems make the printer think the cartridges are full (new) which forces the printer into having to have the jets re-aligned / purged as when you
put in a new cartridge.
This wastes ink.
The Ink Republic system does not.
I’ve tried several other CIS systems and while they all

The system also worked better on my printer set up
because as you can see, I have the printer elevated on
a small platform so that the ink bottles are sitting lower
than the printer. Some of the other systems I tried,
had trouble pulling the ink from the lower level which
resulted in bubbles in the lines and gaps in the
printing. As you can see in the photos, they have self
adhesive holders to hold the feed tubing in place. (I
did cut a small notch in my printer lid to allow the
cover to close when not in
use. It was no big deal as
I just ordered a new
replacement cover from
Epson should I ever decide
to go back to the old ways
(no way unless I am
selling
the
printer).
The cost of the kit ranges
from $199.95 to $275.00 but remember this is a one
time cost and the larger ink supply costs no more than
standard cartridges. It will not take you long to save
the cost of the kit - just three changes of your
cartridges and you are there.

THE BOTTOM LINE...
This system is easy to install.
It will save you money.
It will save you time.
Print quality is virtually indisguishable from standard
Epson cartridges (in my usage).
It will end the “out of ink” frustration factor and most
importantly...

OPERATION

OF THE

INK REPUBLIC CIS SYSTEM

HAS BEEN FLAWLESS.

http://www.inkrepublic.com
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A publication from the Yahoo Group - WarpsCorp. Providing
solutions to problems, answers to questions and ideas to share
among the amateur astro community. We welcome you at:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/WarpsCorp/

B

OPTIMIZING YOUR LXD55
SN REFLECTOR & AR REFRACTOR
MODS & ENHANCEMENTS

OTA ENHANCEMENTS

VOLUME 3

This guide represents the work and ideas of members of the Yahoo User’s Group: “LXD55Telescopes” and
WarpsCorp. More information can be had by becoming a member and active participant of these groups.
All ideas, comments and questions are welcome and hopefully you will find it an abundant resource for
ideas and answers to your questions.
The ideas and procedures contained within have been implemented and tried by users of the group and
submitted in good faith in an attempt to maximize your enjoyment of your LXD55 Telescope.
All modifications and enhancements are done at the risk of the owner.
Having said this, please feel free to discuss and seek further information within the group.

Flocking The OTA...
There have been reams of information written and hours
of arguments presented regarding the flocking of the
inside of the OTA (Optical Tube Assemblies) of consumer
grade telescopes. The primary justification to undergo this
procedure is to reduce the amount of internal reflections
and therefore enhance the contrast and detail available
when viewing faint objects.

Note: The products mentioned are ones which myself or
other users have had personal experience with. This does
not represent an endorsement of any particular product or
dealer. The prices are for reference only as this is what I
found available.
Basically, you are making the inside of the telescope “tube”
darker. Many different methods have been presented and
tried - everything from crushed walnut shells and sawdust spray painted flat black to adhesive black velvet and/
or felt.
The easiest and fastest way to darken the tube is to
remove the optics and spray the inside of the OTA with a
good even coat of Krylon Ultra Flat Black spray paint.
This is available at almost any hardware store. This will
almost always give you an immediate improvement in the
degree of darkness of the inside of your OTA.

01/12/04

Note: While most consumer grade scopes are simply painted
on the inside of the OTA, there are some premium scopes
which are already treated internally to reduce reflections.
These scopes are probably best left as they come from the
manufacturer.
Velvet and felt seem to be the most widely used material
and there are many web sites detailing this installation.
The flocking material is generally available from several
manufacturers in both adhesive backed and nonadhesive
backed format. Regardless of what you choose to use,
make absolutely sure that the material will not shed
fibers which will end up collecting on your primary and
secondary mirror or on the inside of your objective and
focus tube. Also, it must not come un-adhered from the
inside walls of the OTA. This means the adhesive must be
temperature stable for your given climate range.

Note: When I used these cloth type of materials, after the
adhesive had sufficiently cured (minimum of 48 hours) - I
then vacuumed the inside and finally rolled the entire inside
of the OTA with a lint roller to pick up any loose fibers.
Whether you use spray paint or cloth, always allow at least
48 hours before reinstalling the optics in order to allow the
paint and adhesive to “outgas” - to expel any harmful gasses
which may be given off during the curing process.
Rather than rehash what has already been printed, the
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following are a few sources of information on materials
and procedures using “felt type” or velvet materials.
One of the most widely praised and used materials is a
velvet like paper backed material from ProtoStar:
http://www.fpi-protostar.com/flocked.htm
Another good source is McMaster-Carr item #88015K33
at:
http://www.mcmaster.com/
A nice description of the procedure can be found at:
http://home.earthlink.net/~flyj/velvproc.html
I have tried both the felt (available in squares at WalMart)
and the velvet. While both offered improvements, I still
noticed occasional loose fibers finding their way to my
primary. I decided to search for an alternative.
The goal was to turn the OTA into a very efficient and
selective light trap which would bring to focus that which
it was pointed at and reduce or eliminate any extraneous
light which may enter the OTA. As you can see in the
picture, the stock SN10 OTA
really was not very dark inside.
I chose to use medium density open cell poly urethane
foam which was available in
six foot widths from a roll to
what ever length I needed.
The foam was dark gray and
the thousands of tiny cells
each act as a tiny light trap once they were sprayed with
Krylon Ultra Flat Black paint.
Here is what the inside of
the OTA looked like after
the treatment. This picture
was taken at the same time
of day in sunlight with a
camera flash. As you can
see, there is quite a
difference. Another camera
shot of the dramatic
difference in a different
type of OTA - a LX200 can
be seen at:

Tip: Plan ahead. Since you will be disassembling the OTA,
now is a good time to plan on any other accessories you may
want to mount to the or changing a focuser, etc.
What you will need:
q Flocking material of your choice (I used 1/4” thick open
cell dense foam)
q Elmer’s Ultimate Adhesive- 8 fl. oz.
q Disposable paint brush & container
q Single edge razor blade or razor knife
q 1” wide masking tape
q Yardstick
q 36” x 48” sheet of black 1/8” architect’s board
q Brown shipping paper
q Krylon Ultra Flat Black Spray Paint - 3 cans
q Krylon Low Odor Clear Matte - #7120
q Denatured alcohol and lint free rag.
q Wallpaper smoothing tool or brush.
q Water-based sanding sealer.

Tip: I would suggest that
you download and read
the “Ultimate Collimation”
document in its entirety
before proceeding as you
will have to collimate your
scope when finished with
this project.
Before starting tape and
mark all of the indexing
marks for correct replacement of the corrector and primary cells when finished. This procedure is
detailed in the Ultimate Collimation Guide (UCG).
After establishing your index guides, remove the four socket
screws holding on the corrector cell and set it aside in a
safe place. Drape a lint free cloth or clean plastic bag over
it to prevent any contaminants from settling on the
secondary or the corrector.
Repeat the indexing and removal procedure for the
primary cell.
Remove the four screws securing the focuser and set it
aside. On the inside of the OTA is a rectangular flexible
plastic gasket under the focuser held on by the four screws
and small black nuts. Keep the focuser and all associated
parts, screws and nuts together. Large reusable baggies
make good temporary storage devices.

http://www.bbcl03736.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/Flocking.htm
READ THE ENTIRE PROCEDURE BEFORE YOU BEGIN. ENTIRE
PROCESS TAKES ABOUT TWO HOURS - BUT THE REWARDS ARE
WORTH IT - SHARPER / CLEARER IMAGES.

WARPSCORP

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/WarpsCorp/

Remove the two nuts on the inside of the OTA securing
the finder scope. Bag these items and set aside.
Cover the focuser opening and all screw / bolt holes with
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the masking tape. Press the tape down tightly around the
edges of all openings. This will prevent adhesive from
oozing out onto the outside finish of the OTA.
After you have all holes and openings taped off with the
masking tape, carefully wrap a layer of tape around the
outside of both ends of the OTA. Keep the edge of the tape
flush with the edge of the OTA. Now wrap the entire
outside of the OTA with the brown packaging paper to
protect the painted finish of the OTA. You could also use
sheets of copy paper, cut up brown paper bags or similar
material.
Carefully apply a layer of the 1” masking tape around the
inside of the OTA at each end - keeping the tape flush
with the edge of the OTA. This will keep the last inch on
each end of the inside of the OTA clean and smooth for
remounting the corrector and the primary cells.
In describing the application of the flocking material, I am
referring to my choice of the 1/4” foam rubber. If you are
using a different material, follow the instructions which
came with the material or refer to these instructions as a
guide. You may also want to consult the information at:
http://home.earthlink.net/~flyj/velvproc.html
Measure the outside circumference of your OTA.
Measure the length of the OTA and subtract 2” from that
measurement. Cut your flocking material to these
dimensions. Make sure the edges are square to each other.
By cutting the one dimension 2” shorter than the length of
the OTA, the material’s edges should line up flush with
the inside edges of the tape you applied to the ends of the
inside of the OTA. Place the material inside the OTA for a
“test fit”. You should have some overlap due to the
difference between the inside and outside circumference
measurements of the OTA. Do NOT trim at this time.
Remove the material and wipe down the inside of the OTA
using the rag and denatured alcohol. Allow to dry.
Use the yard stick or suitable straight edge to mark a guide
line the length of the inside of the OTA so that it is square
with (perpendicular) to the ends of the OTA. You can line
the straight edge with the matching screw holes for the
corrector / primary bolts at each end of the OTA.

masking tape as guides.

Tip: Depending on the length of your OTA, a second pair of
hands at the opposite end of the tube can make this process
a lot easier.
Carefully and slowly unroll the foam onto the adhesive
covered surface of the inside of the OTA. Firmly press it
in place and smooth it as you go. When you reach the edge
of the adhesive, rotate the OTA and apply more adhesive
for another 1/4 of the way around the inside of the OTA.
Continue the process till you reach the last quarter
making sure that you have adhesive all the way to the
leading edge where you started. Stretch or slide the foam
inside the tube to keep it aligned with the inside edges of
the masking tape.
When you get to the very end, allow the foam to overlap
about a half inch, place the straight edge tightly over the
now double layer of overlapped foam and using the razor
blade or razor knife, make a clean cut the length of the
tube through both layers of the foam. You will have one
thin strip on top to remove and throw away. Carefully lift
up the final edge and peel off the remaining strip originally your starting edge. Apply a bit more adhesive if
needed and press the two edges firmly into the adhesive
making sure they butt together. You should now have an
almost invisible seam.
Carefully smooth the entire inside surface of the OTA using
the wallpaper brush applying even and firm pressure.
Set the entire assembly aside to dry for a minimum of
twelve hours.

Baffles....
This may indeed be overkill but it’s cheap, easy and
certainly can’t hurt anything. It also makes the OTA a
little more rigid. The baffle rings combined with the foam
lining helped to dampen the entire OTA assembly.
The baffle rings will have to be custom fit to your OTA
dependent upon its diameter and the type of flocking
material you used. My example is with a SN10, you can
substitute the measurements needed to match your OTA.

Pour the adhesive into a shallow disposable container and
using the disposable brush, apply on a liberal coat of
adhesive on the inside of the OTA over the entire length
and 1/4 of the way around the inside of the OTA. Apply
and even coat completely covering the surface but not so
much as to allow it to run.

Since the inside diameter of the OTA is approximately 11.9
inches and the foam is 1/4” thick, the new inside diameter
is approximately 11.4”. Since I wanted the rings to fit
snug and “seat” themselves within the foam, I had them
cut with an outside diameter of 11-3/4”. This allowed them
to be press fitted into the OTA and form their own “grooves”
within the foam.

Roll the foam rubber into a tight roll and insert it into the
OTA using the line you just marked and the edges of the

Since my primary mirror had a diameter of 10”, I had the
rings cut with an inside diameter of 10.5 inches which gave
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a 1/4” clearance around the inside of the OTA.
After determining the size of the rings you need for your
particular OTA, cut a pattern out of stiff cardboard to test
for fit. You want a snug fit but not so tight that you have
to bend the rings to get them in place or scrape off the
flocking material as you try to get them into place.
Once you are satisfied with your pattern and dimensions,
cut six rings from the sheet of 1/8” architects board.

Tip: The architects’s board is very stiff and may be hard to
cut in good clean rings. I took my sheet of board and
dimensions to a local framing shop where they cut mattes for
pictures. They had a machine to cut perfectly clean circles
and cut all six rings for $6.00.
Once you get the rings cut - I used six - you may want to
“buff ” them gently over the edges with some very fine
sandpaper or even an emery board to put a final smooth
edge on all edges. Then give each ring two even coats of
the water based sanding sealer. Let each coat dry
completely - approximately two hours - and then spray
each one with a coat of the Krylon Ultra Flat Black paint.
Let dry for at least an hour.
Now make a template of how you want to space them out
within the OTA. I mounted the first one 1.5” behind the
focuser and the last one 1.5” in front of the primary. Take
the primary cell and measure the distance from the
mounting screw hole in the grey ring to the top edge of the
mirror. Using the screw holes in the OTA, transfer this
measurement so you know where to mount the last ring.
I spaced the remaining four rings equally between the first
and the last.
Once you get the measurements and spacing you want,
stand the OTA on the primary end and insert the third
ring into the OTA and work it into place.

Tip: I used a metal yard stick to tap the rings into place. If
the ring was to be twenty inches into the tube, I clamped two
small blocks of wood to the yardstick at the twenty inch mark
using a small c-clamp. I then just moved the yard stick around
the circumference of the tube using it to tap the ring into
place until the wood blocks were stopped by the edge of the
OTA. Once in place,
measure for the next
ring, adjust the wood
blocks to the right position and repeat the
process.
Once in place, apply a
thin bead of the
adhesive around the
ring where it contacts
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the foam against the inside edge of the OTA. Do this on
both sides of the ring.
Now repeat the process for the second ring and then the
first (closest to the focuser). When finished, turn the OTA
over so it is now standing on the corrector cell end and
repeat the process beginning with the fourth ring, then
the fifth and finally the sixth ring (nearest the primary
end). Allow the OTA assembly to dry overnight.

Tip: Now is a good time to
perform that clipectomy to
remove those spike inducing
mirror clips by siliconing the
mirror to the primary cell. I
used 9 globs of silicone, set the
mirror in the cell, installed the
clips using round toothpicks to
"wedge" shim the mirror while
the silicone was curing. Now
is the time to verify the center mark is properly placed . Read
the “Ultimate Collimation” guide before doing this as you will
want to do the two process in tandem.
You can read more on this procedure at Paul LeFevre”s web
site:
www.lefevre.darkhorizons.org/lxd55/clipectomy.htm

If you perform this procedure, your mirror will have no
overhanging obstructions and will appear to float in the end
of the OTA when you look in from the corrector end.
Before painting the inside of
the OTA with the Ultra Flat
Black paint, you want to
mount all of your accessories
back onto the tube. This
includes the finder scope,
focuser and anything else
which has bolts passing
through to the inside of the
OTA.

Tip: Anywhere a nut was originally used on the inside of the
OTA to hold a bolt or screw, I replaced them with flush fitting
T-nuts. You can see pictures here of the 3/4” long t-nuts used
to hold the focuser in place. Here you can see the t-nuts
being used to hold the focus gasket in place and the two nuts
for the finder scope mount. This is what it looked like before
the Krylon Ultra Flat Black. A close-up view of the nuts
shows that you do NOT want the screws to protrude beyond
the bottom of the nut. This way there is nothing protruding
into the light path and offering surfaces for stray light to reflect off of.
Now come the finishing touches. Depending on the size of
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your OTA, the painting of the
inside can be a little tricky.
The goal is to get a nice even
solid coat of Krylon Ultra Flat
Black over the entire inside
surface of the OTA and baffles.
If you are mounting the stock
focuser back onto the scope,
only mount the base - remove
the focus tube, and pinion /
knob assembly. Stuff some paper towels down the focuser
or mask it off with masking tape to keep the paint from
drifting up the focuser tube
and out of the OTA.
Remove the one inch strip of
masking tape that you allied
to the inside of the OTA at
each end. This should leave
you a clean smooth surface at
each end of the OTA. Wipe this
down with alcohol and allow
to dry.
Reach in the tube and begin spraying. Keep the can and
nozzle moving so you don’t get pools of paint. You
probably have to do this from each end of the OTA. It
may take several coats to make the inside totally black.
Wait at least 15 minutes between each coat. After four or
five coats, I then seal one end of the OTA with newspaper
and masking tape, stand the tube on that end and then
spray into the tube so that the black mist “hangs” in the
tube and settles into all the nooks and crannies. After
several repeats of this process, I remove the newspaper
form the sealed end and seal the opposite end. Flip the
tube over and repeat the misting process now from the
other end of the OTA. This allows you to evenly cover
both sides of all the baffles. When finished, give a final
coat with the Krylon Clear Matte finish to “fix” the paint
and prevent any flaking.
Once you are satisfied with the “blackness” of your OTA,
set it aside in a well ventilated area and allow it dry for a
minimum of forty-eight hours. This allows everything to
dry and any lingering chemicals to outgas and clear out of
the tube.
As you can see the result is a
very dark OTA - even when a
close-up flash is used. This
increased darkness will result
in higher contrast views when
trying to pull out that last bit
of detail in those faint fuzzies.
It especially helps in light
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viewing areas.
The pictures shows a view
inside of my OTA when taken
with direct lighting and close
up flash. As you can see, the
difference between a treated
OTA and stock OTA can be
quite dramatic.
If you own a refractor, you can also reap the benefits of
OTA flocking. If you remove the front objective cell and
the rear focuser cell, you will notice that the OTA has
several circular baffles already installed. I covered the
inside of my AR6 from the first baffle to the end of the
OTA at the objective end and from the last baffle to the
end of the OTA at the focuser end. I used the self adhesive
backed black velvet - product #88015K33 - available at:
http://www.mcmaster.com/
This can be a bit tricky to work with as it has a tendency
to want to curl around and stick to itself. You may find it
easier to install it in strips. I would also recommend that
you flock the inside of the dew shield
I also replaced the three bolts
on the inside of the OTA which
actually are in the light path,
with flush mounting t-nuts as
I described in the SN10
process. These are easy to get
to by removing the entire front
lens assembly from the front
of the OTA.
Depending upon the size of your dew shield, I also had
rings cut out of the same type of architects’s board,
covered them with the adhesive velvet and baffled the dew
shield.

Note: If you use any type of cloth such as felt or velvet, roll it
firmly with a clothing lint roller after installing to insure that
you remove any loose fibers and reduce the chance of loose
fibers settling on your focuser or lens.
Before applying the flocking material, since you have the
front objective and focuser
removed, I would recommend
spraying the inside of the OTA
with Ultra Flat Black.
You will notice that if you look
into the objective end of the
OTA after it is reassembled,
it will be very black with the
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exception of a shiny ring
visible at the very end of the
scope. This is the front (end)
edge of the focus tube. I
removed the focus tube and
sprayed the last one inch of
the focuser tube with Ultra
Flat Black. Use making tape
and the brown wrapping
paper to mask off that part of
the focuser beyond the focus rack.

any decent cabinet or hardware store will have what you
need in the fastener section.

As you can see in the picture, the ring is no longer visible
- one less reflection to contend with.

If you can’t find the screws in the correct size you can buy
1/2" female threaded knob heads and a threaded 3" 8-32
rod and use a Dremel to cut them down to size. I used the
Dremel to grind the end of the screw smooth so you get a
nice even contact with the secondary mirror holder. I don’t
know how much difference it makes but it only took a
couple of minutes so why not.
Courtesy of Mike Gray

Replace The Screws....
On the SN series of scopes there are many small “dome
head” allen screws which can become a real problem in
removing in that the very small hex sockets are hard to
get a grip and very easy to strip. Take one of the eight
screws that hold the corrector and primary cells to the
tube - there are four for each end of the scope - down to
your local hardware store and get eight replacements just
slightly longer and made of hardened steel or stainless
steel. Get eight matching small washers.
When you remount the corrector and primary cells,
replace the stock screws with these new ones. They will
have larger heads and sockets and be a lot easier to tighten
and remove should you have to open the OTA again for
further work.

Collimation Screws....
If you’ve tried collimating the
secondary mirror, you already
know how easy it is to have the
small hex wrench slip out of the
shallow socket or strip the
socket on the three stock
secondary adjustment screws.
Make sure all three of the stock
screws are “snug” and then remove one completely. Again,
make a trip to your local hardware store and buy three new screws of the same thread
size (I bought them 1/4” longer) and made of hardened
steel or stainless steel. Replace each of the stock screws
one at a time. Never remove more than one screw at a
time and make sure it is snug before you remove the next
one.

If you can find them, 2" 8-32
screws with a 1/2" head are a
perfect replacement. The
heads will just barely clear the
top rim of the secondary holder
and allow you to finger adjust the secondary without
interfering with the dust cover.

If you look closely at the three
large primary mirror adjustment screws on the rear cell
in the picture, you will see that
there is a white nylon washer
under each of them. I found
that this along with a very
small dab of white lithium
grease or Lubriplate resulted
in much easier and smoother
adjustments of these knobs. The washers also prevented
the paint finish on the primary cell from being ground
away by the knobs.
Final - exact - adjustments are
always made with the three smaller
“locking” screws. When you are in
the process of collimating your scope,
very slight adjustments on these
screws is all that should be needed.
Even smaller adjustments are
needed for the secondary adjustment
screws. Do not over adjust or overtighten. The
differences between a well collimated scope and one that
is even slightly out of adjustment can be dramatic. It can
mean the difference between seeing the “ring” around the
planet Saturn or the individual rings and their divisions.
MisAligned

Aligned

Mike Gray has offered another solution to make it easier
to adjust the secondary alignment screws: I found
everything I needed at Lowe’s Hardware store but I’m sure
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Adding A Fan....
Much discussion has been made about the pros and cons of
adding a fan to the rear cell of the OTA vs. the side
position or somewhere else. My needs were to simply
accelerate the temperature equalization process without
compromising the integrity of the OTA both structurally
and visually. My solution was to mount the fan in the rear
cell behind the primary. This
allows me to blow filtered air
into the tube to equalize the
primary or to pull air out of
the tube to eliminate any
boundary layers of cool air.
This mod is easily undone so
you can put your scope back
in original condition should the
need arise.
I used a 24 volt DC low profile reversible box fan. The 24
volt fan allows me to choose 6v, 9v or 12v power taps from
my power supply to vary the speed of the fan as needed.
Select the thinnest fan you can find so that it will not
protrude beyond the rear of the primary cell when you are
finished. This will allow you to still be able to stand the
OTA on the primary end should you need to store it.
What you will need:
q Shallow box type "muffin" fan - 1" smaller than the
diameter of the primary cell opening.
q Wire guard or "cage" for fan.
q 4 - 1" 8-32 screws, with matching nuts.
q 4 - split washers for above screws.
q 8 - washers for above.
q Hot glue gun and glue.
q Razor knife.
q Compass - geometry tool for drawing circles.
q Miniature double pole - double throw switch.
q Polarized panel mount power connector - like the power
jack on the LXD55 control panel.
q Hook up wire.
q 2 pieces 12"x12"x1/8" architect's board.
q 1 piece 12"x12" DynaMat or equivalent sound deaden
ing (available at Car Stereo shops)
q Water based sanding sealer.
q Fine steel wool or sand paper.
q Hyper Allergenic Furnace Filter.
q Krylon Ultra Flat Black Spray Paint.
q Silicone Adhesive.
Begin by marking the position and indexing the rear
primary cell and removing it from the OTA. Mark
position indexing marks around the cell and then
carefully remove the primary mirror from the cell and set
aside in a very safe protected place.

Tip: If you have not yet done so, make sure the three
collimating bolts protruding from the primary mirror holder
are tight. Apply some Locktite, epoxy, a lock nut - whatever
your choice to keep them from coming loose in the future.
Carefully pry off the plastic cosmetic disc that covers the
opening in the cell. Use this as a template and cut a disc
out of the architects's board with a diameter one inch
bigger than the template. Center the fan on this larger
disc and trace the outline of the fan. Mark the four
mounting holes of the fan. Place a ruler lined up on the
diagonal holes and draw two intersecting diagonal lines
between the two pairs of marks. The intersection of the
two lines should be the center of the disc. Use a compass
to draw a circle with its circumference just outside of the
four mounting hole locations. Cut out this ring. When
finished, the fan should just fit inside of this ring you have
just cut out. Place this ring on the inside of the primary
cell and test for fit. It should fit flush against the metal
surface of the cell. You may have to cut out some indentations to fit around the molded screw housings / piers on
the metal ring.
Using the plastic disc again, cut out another disc the same
size as the plastic disc. Again, position the fan centered on
this disc and mark the four mounting holes to find the
center of the disc. Using the center point and the
compass, draw a circle centered on this disc that is the
same size as the diameter of the fan opening - not the
square frame of the fan but the actual round fan shroud.
Cover one side of this disc with the DynaMat "vibration
dampening material. Trim it flush to the edge of the disc
and the opening for the fan. Drill holes through the disc
assembly at the four corners of the fan to line up with the
mounting holes of the fan.
Give each of these discs a minimum of two coats of
sanding sealer and allow to dry completely between each
coat. Make sure you cover and seal the edges of the discs.
Lightly "buff" the discs with the fine steel wool and brush
or wipe them off.
Take the larger disc and
check positioning within
the cell one more time.
Place six dobs of silicone
around the inside of the
metal rear cell and press
the larger of the two discs
into place. Make sure it is
pressed down evenly to
spread out the silicone and
that the opening is centered in the cell. Allow this
assembly to dry.
Now, mount the fan to the
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other ring with the screws,
washers and locknuts. The
side of the disc with the
DynaMat treatment will face
the outside of the primary cell.
The fan has mounting holes on
both sides. Depending on
what side you use to mount it,
the fan will either protrude
further into the OTA or
protrude on the outside of the
OTA. Choose which ever you prefer. If you have the fan
mounted so that it protrudes further into the OTA - make
sure to check for clearance with the metal ring of the
primary holder and the actual back of the mirror. You
must have clearance between the fan housing and the
primary holder and mirror to allow for collimation
adjustments. Once you've determined the orientation and
mounting positioning, put a bead of silicone around the
ring holding the fan on the side of the DynaMat and
position and glue this to the inside side of the already
previously mounted ring. Check for centering and allow
to dry.
You now have in order from the outside to the inside: The
metal primary ring - the first cut ring - a layer of Dynamat
- and finally the smaller ring with fan.
The mounting positions of the
switch and power jack is up to
you. You can check the picture
for ideas - I mounted them on
each side of the fan - centered in
the space. Begin by drilling the
appropriate size hole for the
switch and plug in the mounting positions you choose. Apply
a coat of sanding sealer around
the hole and the edges of the hole
- allow to dry. Paint as indicated below.

Tip: At this point with the fan mounted and the holes drilled
for the switches, I masked off the gray primary cell and the
fan opening and sprayed the fan assembly with a crinkle finish
satin black paint. I also feathered in some of the edges with
paintable latex caulk to give a more "factory" appearance
before painting.
Mount the switch and power
jack in their respective holes.
Flip the cell over and wire from
the back side. Use the hot glue
to hold down the wires against
the cell. When finished, mask
off the gray area of the rear cell
and the fan opening and spray
the inside fan assembly with
Ultra Flat Black spray paint.
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Plug the power into the fan and test for operation. I used
a double pole - center off - switch to allow me to reverse
direction of the fan and airflow just by flipping the switch
to the other position. Allow everything to dry, remount
the primary assembly into the cell.

Tip: Place a thin nylon washer under each of the large collimation knobs to make them smoother and easier to adjust
and to protect the paint of the cell. I cut out a square or circle
- depending on your fan configuration - of hyper-allergenic
furnace filter material to place over the outside opening of
the fan. It should "sandwich" between the fan grill and the
fan. I used plastic knurled nylon screws to hold the grill to the
fan which allowed fast changing of the filters as needed to
keep any unfiltered air from entering the OTA from the primary end.
If all is working properly, remount the primary into the
cell. Mount the cell back into the OTA and collimate.

Tip: Focus tube must be open for air to flow.

Focus Enhancements....
By far, I found the most frustrating aspect of viewing being
that of trying to reach that absolute perfect "sweet spot"
of fine focus. While the focusers on the LXD series of scopes
are not the best... they are certainly serviceable.
However, no matter how much I adjusted, shimmed,
aligned, etc.... I still had to touch the focus knobs to focus
which resulted in vibrations in the OTA which made the
image jiggle which prevented me from quickly reaching
my objective of a sharp focused image.
At the very least, the next thing to do to help your focus
problems after you have aligned
and adjusted is to switch those
ugly small knobs for some larger
easier to grip knobs.
There are many out there to
choose from but the two that I like
are the new rubber grip knobs
available from Orion at $19.95 /
pair (part #07217) for my smaller
ST80 guide scope available at:
http://www.telescope.com
These knobs will fit most focus shafts that have knobs
mounted from the ends with screws. The knurled rubber
grip make these very easy to handle on frosty nights.
If the knobs on your focuser do not having a mounting
screw on the end of the shafts, you may want to consider
ones which mount with a set screw to lock them to the
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shaft. I am currently using the large 2" knurled edge 5hole aluminum knobs made by James Grigar at AstroSky:
http://astrosky.homestead.com/Astrosky.html
James sells these knobs either as singles or in pairs (about
$27.00). They are very easy to grip and aid in fine focus
control as well as adding to the appearance of your rig.

Note: James has indicated that he will be shutting down his
AstroSky operations after February of ‘04. I do not know how
long he will have these available. Sorry to see him go... his
piers and accessories were top shelf quality and he was a
pleasure to work with.

Eliminate The Shakes....
The best investment I found
that gave immediate viewing
enhancement to my scopes was
the addition of an electric
focuser. This gave me push
button controlled motorized
focusing which eliminated the
need of having to touch the
focuser or the OTA. Images now
“snapped” into focus without any
of the associated tube shakes.
On both my SN10 and AR6 I mounted a JMI MotoFocus
available from:
http://www.jimsmobile.com/
JMI has been well recognized
for replacement focusers on
scopes of all configurations and
manufacturers. They are a
simple “bolt-on” accessory which
are built to last and easy to use.
The unit comes with a remote
handbox which connects to the
focuser via a coiled cord and
gives forward and reverse operation. The handbox has
two buttons - one for each direction and knob for infinitely
variable speed control. Operation is smooth, precise and
quiet. Suggested retail price of $129.95.
For the Do-It-Yourself enthusiasts, there is an option from
Meade - the 1240 focuser for the DS series - which can be
adapted to work on the LXD55 series. It comes with a
remote handbox which offers four speeds of control in either direction. Although it is noisier than the JMI option,
it has the ability to plug into the AUX port of the LXD55
control panel and can be accessed from the AutoStar - by
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holding down the MODE button. The screen will indicate
focus and the up and down arrows will control the focuser.
It offers four speeds of control by using the 1 - 4 keys to
choose speed. These can be found for around $59.00.
The easiest way to adapt this focuser is to obtain the back
focus plate from one of the older DS series of scopes or
from Meade parts. If you have this plate, it can be glued
to the existing focus retaining plate of the LXD55 focusers
and then bolt right on with some slight adjustments. If
you can not find one of these plates, a suitable mounting
plate could be fashioned from scrap plastic.

Adapting The Meade 1240 Focuser....
To install the Meade 1240 electric focuser on the LXD55 –
4 speeds / dual motion / AutoStar 497 controllable / plugs
into the AUX port on the LXD55 control panel.
What you need:
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

1240 focuser
3/8” shrink tubing
Hair dryer or heat gun
Superglue
Medium sandpaper
5/16” drill bit
Brass washer
Two rubber o rings
Pinion back from a DS127 scope (Meade sent me one
at no charge).

READ ALL THE DIRECTIONS FROM THE 1240 FOCUSER FIRST
BEFORE YOU START.
The pinion shaft on the LXD series is slightly larger and
not as long as the one for the DS series (which the 1240 is
designed for). Remove the four screws holding the
retaining plate (u shaped metal bracket holding in the
pinion shaft) and the LXD pinion. Unscrew one of the
knobs from the shaft – they are very tight. Find the black
threaded collar assembly from the focuser kit. Remove
the adjustment nut and all parts from the black threaded
collar designed to fit over the shaft. Cut the small “nipple”
from the threaded end of the threaded clutch collar – sand
the end smooth. Using the 5/16” drill, very carefully
enlarge the opening in the collar till it fits over the end of
the LXD shaft. – you want this as snug as you can get it.
You might start out with a smaller drill or even a Dremel
tool. Place the collar only over the shaft and replace the
knob you just removed. Squirt some super glue on the
large flange of the collar and carefully center it and glue
to the inside of the knob – BE CAREFUL THAT YOU DO
NOT GET GLUE ON THE THREADS. Let it dry
completely and then again unscrew the knob and remove
your newly created knob clutch assembly.
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Take the back plate from the DS127 and sand it down
almost to the little holes drilled vertically through it. The
standoff of the DS127 mount was greater than that of the
LXD series. Without sanding it down, it will not fit close
enough to the pinion shaft to engage the gears. Once you
have it sanded down, turn to the metal plate you removed
from the LXD focuser. Sand the black paint off of it. Center the metal LXD bracket onto the DS127 bracket (the
one you just sanded), it is longer than the metal bracket.
Orientate the the two brackets so one end is flush – the
other end will have the plastic DS127 bracket overhanging the metal bracket. With a pencil mark the four small
mounting screws holes of the metal LXD bracket onto the
plastic DS127 bracket. Drill out the holes on the plastic
bracket. The holes MUST be drilled out enough to allow
the heads of the LXDscrews to pass through them.

Making sure both surfaces are clean, superglue the
plastic bracket onto the metal bracket – making sure the
holes of the metal bracket are CENTERED in the holes of
the plastic bracket. Don’t worry if you make the holes in
the plastic DS127 bracket too large – you won’t see them
anyway. Put aside to dry.
Now assemble the clutch pinion assembly. Take the knob
with the clutch shaft which you just glued together. Place
an o-ring over the shaft and slide it up to the flange (I did
not get the size – I just went to the hardware store and
bought two that fit snug over the clutch shaft). Next the
nylon gear, then another o-ring, a brass washer (make sure
the washer diameter is smaller than the teeth of the nylon
gear), and finally the locking nut. Repeating the order:

Take a piece of shrink tubing
and cut it to fit over the end
of the pinion shaft with the
knob removed. You want it to
cover only the large end portion of the shaft. Leave about
a 1/16 inch gap of metal
showing at the inside flange –
do not cover all the way to the
center smaller shaft. Leave
just enough hanging over the
end with threads so that it
“wraps” over the shoulder of
the shaft when you heat it up with the hair dryer or heat
gun. Now twist the knob and clutch assembly back onto
the shaft. It will be tight and it will not go far enough to
allow you to thread the knob back on. This will be a
“friction” fit for now. Position the pinion shaft back in
place and remount the retaining plate assembly using the
4 original screws. Do not tighten the 4 screws too tightly
– they control the ease of movement of the focusing mechanism. Tighten all 4 equally and test the feel of the focuser.
It should be firm but easily to turn with little drag.
On the back of the motor are two “rails”. One is a
“positioning rail, the other has brass threaded inserts. File
down or use a Dremel tool to grind off the ends of the rails
– up to the brass threads. This is to make sure you have
clearance for the screw heads holding on the bracket.
Position the motor with the cord toward the corrector plate
and the gear engaging the gear you installed on the pinion
shaft. Mount the motor to the DS127 plate as indicated in
the directions to the 1240. The cord of the motor will be
facing the front (corrector plate) end of the scope. The
gear will be towards the primary mirror end. Loosely
insert the small allen screws from the 1240 kit till you
engage the threads – leave it loose for now – until you get
final positioning. You will have to move the knob/clutch
assembly in or out ton the shaft till the two gears match
up and mesh. Once you get them to match up – tighten
down the allen screws so the motor is tight.
If all is OK… when you
power up the focuser the
two gears will be
turning
together.
Tighten the large nut on
the clutch assembly
until there is enough
friction for the focuser to
move the focus tube and
yet just loose enough
that you can still turn
the focuser by hand.

knob, clutch flange, o-ring, nylon gear, o-ring, brass washer,
nut. This assembly will slide back over the pinion shaft.
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My clutch assembly was tight enough that this is where I
finished. You may have to “fiddle” with the alignment of
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the collar on the shaft
until it is in line with the
shaft and not “wobbling”
as it rotates. If it is not
tight enough at this
point, a shot of super glue
between the end of the
shaft assembly and the
pinion shaft should fix it.
My assembly worked
smoothly and the control
feature of the AutoStar is an added bonus.

Note: Because of the nature of movement of the scope on
the equatorial mount, there is not enough cord to go from the
motor to the control panel AUX port. It reaches in home
position but as you slew, you will rip it from the socket. I cut
the cord and spliced in a 8 “ length of 4 conductor coiled cord
(like a radar detector cord). I run the straight wire from the
motor – to the cradle rings – down under the scope and then
let the coiled wire run from there to the AUX jack. This gives
plenty of play for slewing and stretching.

LXD55 SN 10” Focuser Modification...
This modification is designed
to solve the problem of fine
focus adjustment on the
SN10 stock focuser. The result is a vast improvement
over the stock focuser. The
focuser will feel firm yet
smooth. You can still perform
macro movement with the
remaining original knob plus
you will get 6:1 fine tuning
with the new knob making focusing so much easier.

variable capacitors in old radio sets. They can be difficult to
find. I eventually got mine from Surplus Sales of Nebraska. It
has a ¼” input shaft and a ¼” output collar.
The brass rod is used to make a ¼”
diameter brass collar that screws
onto the existing focuser shaft in
place of one of the knobs. I had this
done at a local engineering shop.
I’m sure it wouldn’t be too hard to
do yourself if you have the equipment. The finished collar needs to
be 7mm to 8 mm in length.
Procedure:
1. Remove the corrector plate from the OTA taking the
usual precautions (this procedure should be described
elsewhere).
2. Remove the focuser from the OTA by removing the
four nuts inside the OTA that secure the focuser. Be VERY
careful not to drop them onto the primary mirror. For this
reason it may be better to perform this operation with the
OTA on its side. Once the nuts are off, remove the inner
focuser plate and the bolts and withdraw the focuser.
3. Remove the four screws securing the tension
adjustment plate. Remove the plate and the shaft.
4. Remove one of the focuser knobs by turning it counter
clockwise while holding the shaft still.
5. At this point, you can either make up the brass collar
if you have the tapping equipment or take the shaft and
the rod to someone who can do it for you.
6. Screw the brass collar onto the focuser shaft and
tighten it.

Materials needed:
q
q
q
q
q
q

1 x Vernier 6:1 Reduction drive (also called a ball drive)
1 x ¼” diameter brass rod
1 x Circuit board (or similar material) 70mm x 70mm
2 x small bolts and nuts (1/8” or smaller)
2 x 4g x 10mm self tapping screws
1 x knob suitable for ¼” shaft

Tools
q
q
q
q

Screwdrivers
Coping saw
Drill and bits (hand or cordless)
Pliers

Note: The reduction drive (pictured)
is designed to allow fine tuning of air
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7. Reattach the focuser shaft onto the focuser. You may
want to add a little extra grease to the worm drive. Adjust
the tension plate screws so that the focuser tube moves
smoothly and does not slip.
8. Attach the reduction drive to the brass collar. Secure
it with the grub screws supplied. The drive should be located so that the circuit board will fit flush against the
base of the focuser and underneath to two attachment lugs
on the drive.
26mm
9. Mark out the diameter of the
outer chrome case of the drive
onto one side of the circuit board.
Mark out the shape according to
fig 1.

10mm

Fig 1
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10. Cut out the semicircular
shape with a coping saw. The
board should fit snugly around
the outer case of the drive, allowing enough material to attach the screws to.

- a welcomed improvement. The only problem now was
image shift - the movement of the image within the FOV
due to minute lateral movements of the focus tube within
the focuser as you rack in and out. I decided it was time to
replace that stock focuser with an after market zero shift
focuser.

11. Mark the position of the
attachment lugs on the circuit
board. Drill holes for the bolts.

I considered several different
manufacturers and designs of
focusers which I have listed
below - some conventional and
some non-conventional.

12. With the board in position,
mark the curve of the focuser base onto the circuit board.
13. Cut the circuit board to
match the curve of the focuser
base.

Helical focusers give fine
adjustments with no shift, but
would be hard to motorize. I did
not want to give up that luxury.

14. Attach the board onto the
drive with the small bolts.

An example of an inexpensive helical focuser would be the
Orion part #13025 for $44.95 at:

15. Drill two holes (just smaller
than the self tappers) through
the circuit board and into the
side of the focuser base.

http://www.telescope.com

16. Secure the board to the base with the self tappers.
17. Put the new knob on the shaft of the drive and secure
it with its grub screw.
18. Reattach the focuser to the OTA.
19. Reattach the corrector plate to the OTA.

Note: For the small bolts, I used some computer nuts and
bolts that I had spare. There were smaller than the 1/8” bolts
that I bought for the job, but I think they worked better.

Another slightly unconventional
type of focuser is the new product
from Donald Clement. This open
frame type of focuser claims to have
zero shift and exceptional weight
capacity which may be handy for
those of you wanting to use full size
full featured digital, film and palm
type
cameras. It has provisions
for being motorized with the addition of the motorized add
on and software from Robo-Focus. Their products can be
added to many different focusers and controlled via laptop
computer. You can see more details about their products
and compatibilities at:
http://www.clementfocuser.compages/1/index.htm

You may want to smooth the corners of the circuit board to
remove the sharp edges and improve the look of it a little. I
colored the board to help with aesthetics.

and at:
http://www.homedome.com/robofoc1.htm

As an alternative to the ¼” brass collar, I considered either
buying a reduction drive with a larger coupling, or possibly
getting the shaft machined down to ¼”. However, both of
these ideas would not have lined up the drive with the side of
the focuser base, making it more difficult to attach.
Article by Tony Hitchcock.
Original Idea By John Barclay

Focuser Replacement....
With the addition of the MotoFocus to my scope setup I
had achieved smooth fine focus without the jitters or shakes
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Out of the many focusers I researched and several which I
was given the opportunity to experiment with, I narrowed
it down to the following four units.
Williams Optics seems me to be the hands down best bang
for the buck when it comes to an
affordable, well built, smooth
zero-shift Crayford focuser. Their
two inch model is built very well,
has a fine finish, large easy to
handle rubber gripped focus knobs
and is buttery smooth. The travel
distance is rather short and the
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focuser is low profile which requires the addition of an
extension tube with most eyepieces.
This focuser is available at most of the better retailers some off which are listed on the last page of this guide.
www.william-optics.com/accessory/2inchntsct.htm
The focuser is not motorized and it
would take some ingenuity to fit a
commercially available motor
upgrade to it. Williams Optics has
indicated that they may have a collimatable base available for this
unit in the future. Nonetheless this
is a fine piece of work and at
$139.95 would make an excellent
upgrade to any Newtonian type scope.
Another choice for the SN series of scopes would be the
MoonLite Crayford focuser. These are available in several
styles which include different colored bodies as well as right
or left handed dual rate fine focus
control. There are also models with
easy to change filter holders and
multiple filter slides. Prices start
at about $265.00 for the basic focuser and they have accessories for
the LXD55 series of scopes that include mounting spacers, filter
holders and others.
Again, at the present time
there is not a motorized version
of this focuser. However, the
fine focus will aid in having
your targets snap into focus.

While there does not seem to be a website StarLight, their
products are available through most of the higher end
dealers. More information can be seen at:
http://www.astrofieds.com/docs/feathertouch.htm
They have indicated
that they are working
on a motorized model
and also one with
digital readout so that
you can duplicate focus
position and setup
between eyepieces. No
firm timetable could be
established for these
products.

Note: Any of the above focusers will make a welcomed
enhancement to your existing OTA. There are others to
choose from, but after much research, talking with the
various manufacturers and trying some of the focusers, I made
my decision based upon my particular needs and how I was
going to be using the scope. The motor control was an
important factor in that I did not want to have to be touching
the OTA and I felt I could get a finer focus with the motorized
unit rather than manually - especially on those sub freezing
nights. Do your homework - pick the one that is right for you!

Several members of the
LXD55Telescope group have
given good reviews on this
focuser and its operation.
One user has used the MoonLite focuser on his SN6 and
reports that the MoonLite does not fit the SN6 focuser
hole from stock. The focuser opening had to be made wider
by approximately 1mm and the
mounting screws do not match the
stock mounting holes.
One other caveat is that the
MoonLite is such a low profile
focuser you will need two extension
tubes to reach focus.

Courtesy of Goncalo Carvalho
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Another highly appraised
focuser is the Starlight
Instruments Feathertouch.
This focuser is quite
simply one of the best
looking, best crafted and
smoothest focusers I have
ever seen. The built in fine
focus knob is outstanding
and the action is buttery
smooth. While Starlight does not have a specific kit to fit
the LXD55 series, they have several different
configurations for mounting bases which should allow you
to fit it to your particular OTA.
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J.M.I. Motorized Crayford...
After much deliberation, I
chose the JMI NGF-55DM
motorized Crayford zero
shift focuser. This focuser
is available for the SN8 and
SN10 models as a bolt on
replacement - no drilling,
no cutting. It comes is a
standard or deluxe model,
motorized / non motorized.
The deluxe model includes
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rubber gripped wheels
and has a lifting
capacity of eight
pounds vs. six pounds
for the standard. The
motorized
version
comes with a clutch
mechanism on the left
end of the shaft to permit adjustment of
manual focus tension.
My ONLY criticism of this focuser is that
I wish they would have included a second focus knob
attached to the clutch end of the shaft.
The people at JMI are friendly and willing to answer your
questions. If you have any fears or doubts about which
focuser fits your OTA, don’t hesitate to contact them. Also
check out their MotoFocus motorized adapters which will
fit the standard factory focusers on both the SN series
Newtonians as well as the AR series of refractors.
http://www.jimsmobile.com/
When my focuser
arrived via UPS, it
was packed tightly
in fitted foam worthy of a quality piece
of precision equipment. The parts are
all finished nicely
and needed very
little adjustment to
suit my individual
feel of the action.
Mounting the new focuser was a piece of cake. Total time
was about twenty minutes with another ten minutes to
align it to be perpendicular to the tube. A task made very
easy since the base includes four collimating screws to fine
adjust the orientation of the focuser.
After removing the front
corrector cell as described in
previous sections of this
guide, you simply remove
the four bolts holding the
stock focuser in place, and
replace it with the base and
gasket using the black flush
mount beveled screws
provided by JMI. I placed
the gasket provided by JMI
between the base and the
OTA and kept the factory plastic gasket for inside the OTA.
The fit is perfect with no cutting or extra holes to drill.
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Tip: On the inside off the OTA
I replaced the standard nuts
provided with flush fitting
t-nuts as can be seen in this
picture. After mounting, take
a small paint brush and paint
the silver heads of the nuts
with flat-black paint. This
eliminates any protruding
surfaces that may contribute
to reflected light.

Once the base is mounted, add
the focuser, insert your laser or
crosshair sight tube and use the
collimating screws in the base
in conjunction with tightening
the four main mounting screws
to adjust the tilt of the focuser
so that your crosshair or target
strikes your alignment target on
the opposite side of the OTA as
described in the previously
released Ultimate Collimation
Guide.
Once you satisfied with the alignment, tighten everything
down, recheck alignment one more time and then remount
the corrector cell.
You can now fine tune the feel of
the focuser with the small allen set
screw in the back of the focuser to
adjust the tension against the
focus tube. Manual focus is easily
adjusted by tightening or loosening the aluminum knobs at the end
of the focus shaft.

Tip: The focuser comes with a cork
washer on the large aluminum clutch
wheel. I removed the cork, polished
the inside surface of both aluminum
knobs very smooth with some fine
jewelers rouge and then placed a thin teflon or tyvek washer
sandwiched between two thin nylon washers between the two
knobs. This allowed me to maintain a much smoother and
easier feel for manual focus while still maintaining no slipping
in the motorized mode.
The handbox comes with two push buttons - one for each
direction and a three speed selector switch. Control is positive and precise. Holding down the buttons for 3 seconds
in either direction, kicks the motor into a high speed mode.
IF YOU DO NOTHING ELSE - CONSIDER THIS ENHANCEMENT.
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Refractor Focusers...
Compared to the number of third party commercial
replacement focusers for Newtonians, the number of focusers available for refractors seems a bit lean.
The European based Sky Objectives has a hybrid rack and
pinion / Crayford style zero shift focuser at their web site:
http://www.so-nl.nl/RR%20focusers.htm
In addition to focusers, they also
offer lens cells, objectives and
complete kits. Pricing is given in
Euros so you will have to base price
on the exchange rate at the time.
Another source of high quality hand crafted products is
Burgess Optical. His 200A refractor focuser has been
reviewed at Cloudy Nights and is reported to be a very
fine addition to any refractor.
www.cloudynights.com/accessories2/burgess.htm
You will have to call Bill and get
the details on availability of the
focuser and the appropriate
adapter plate for your scope.
You may have to wait a bit to get
your focuser as Bill has his hands
full and is focused on the delivery of his new scope line but from all reviews and indicators - the wait is worth it.

It’s All In The Balance...
One problem that seems to be common to any of the larger
refractors is getting it to a comfortable position within the
rings. Due to the weight of the larger objective lens cells,
the OTA has to be pushed backwards in the mounting rings
to reach balance so there is a much longer section of the
OTA sticking out at the focuser end than at the objective
end. This can lead to some very uncomfortable viewing positions
as your targets move higher in the sky.
One way to fix this problem is to add weight to the rear of the OTA
- preferably inside the focus cell where the modification will be
invisible.
Here is the method I chose. Its cheap, it works, it’s removable.
What you will need:
q #8 lead shot (or sand)
q Hot glue gun and glue
q Cotton balls
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q 1” clear vinyl tubing
q Black vinyl electrical tape
Carefully remove the focus cell
from the OTA. Cut a piece of
the vinyl tubing just long enough
so that you can wrap it around
the inside of the OTA. Cut an
additional 1/16” off of one end of the tubing.
Take a cotton ball and stuff in one of the tubing. Now fill
the end with hot glue. The cotton ball will keep the glue
from running inside of the tube and cause it to form a
“plug” in the end of the tube.
Fill the tube from the other end with the #8 lead shot
(available at most hunting / sporting goods stores). When
you are within a 1/2” of filling the tube, stuff another cotton
ball in the end and fill this end with glue to seal the shot
inside the tube. Form the tube into a ring and hot glue the
two ends together. Wrap the ring in black electrical tape
and fit it into the end of the OTA. Be sure it is in far
enough to clear the flange when reinsert the focus cell.
Tack it in place with three or four small dobs of hot glue.
Make another ring as above to fit inside the focus cell.
Make sure it clears
the rack and focus
tube. The picture
shows
the
ring
mounted inside the
focus cell of my Orion
120mm f/8.3 refractor
- but also works with
the AR series of
scopes.
By adding two rings to the focus cell and one to the OTA,
my scope now balances with the ep much closer to the
rings so that most of the scope is now out in front of the
rings pointed toward the sky.

Tip: Notice the end of the focus tube is painted flat black to
eliminate reflection from the end of the focus tube.

Finders Keepers...
Another welcomed addition to all my scopes is that of an
easy to use finder scope. There are many available but
one of the most economical and easy to use is the 9x50
RACI (Right Angle Correct Image) finder from Orion. It
sells for $79.95 ($61.50 on sale) as part #07212. It mounts
on a standard dovetail mount, is easy to adjust and focus,
has easily visible crosshairs and has clear wide views.
The dovetails can be obtained from Orion. Or, you can
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get them from Scopestuff at
a cost of $5.00. You can see
the finder here mounted on
my Orion 120 as well as my
AR6.
Also shown in the pictures
are the improved Williams
Optics 2” diagonal, Orion
deluxe focus knobs and the
JMI MotoFocus.
There are variations of
these finders available some with interchangeable
eyepieces. These are much
easier to use and reach as
your scope slews to those
sometimes awkward and
almost impossible positions.
Another finder that I have mounted on all of my scopes is
the red dot reflex finder. These add almost no weight, are
low profile and make
pointing your scope just that
- point and look. They
consist of wide field of view
lens which has a red dot
projected on it from a LED.
The brightness is adjustable
to suit your viewing conditions. If you can see an object, you simply move the scope
till the red dot is on the object - it doesn’t get any easier
than that.
They are available from Scopestuff for $20.00 plus a
standard dovetail base for $5.00.
http://www.scopestuff.com/ss_rdp1.htm
Orion has the EZ-Finder available for
$34.95 when not on sale as part #07228.
It does not include a dovetail which has
to be purchased separately. It will use
the same dovetail as the Scopestuff
model.
A third option is the Giant Mars Eye Finder which
features a selectable red or green dot available from
Apogee at:
http://www.apogeeinc.com/scopes.html
Apogee also has right angle finders
which will accept 1.25” eyepieces.
All of these red dot finders are
similar in operation.
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Another very popular finder is the
Telrad. The Telrad is a sight for
pointing telescopes to that “right
spot.” Through a Telrad you see
the sky the way the star charts
show it. Not a small upside-down
and magnified portion of it, but
the “real sky” with three lighted target rings set against
it. The large ring is 4 degrees across. It outlines the area
covered by a finder scope. The small ring is ½ degree across
and outlines the area seen in the telescope. Select an object
on the chart and note its position among the visible stars.
Then set the Telrad rings on that spot in the sky. A quick
rough setting will put the object in the field of a finder
scope. With no finder, or a faint object that won’t show, use
a more careful setting to put the
object in the field of the telescope.
The Telrad is 8 inches long, weighs
a mere 11 ounces and mounts on
almost any telescope or spotting
scope without drilling holes.
There are also sky maps available with Telrad indexing as
well as downloadable Telrad charts such as the ones
available at:
http://www.utahskies.org/deepsky/messier/charts/
messierTelradFrameSet.html
Another similar finder is the Rigel finder. It projects 1/2
and 2 degree red circles onto the night sky in focus with
the stars - what you see in the red circles is what you get
in your telescope. Features pulsed or continuous
illumination of reticle. Easy clip-on / clipoff mounting to baseplate (no screws to
fumble with). Rugged construction, an
ultra-efficient LED and lithium battery
(included) for long life. QuikFinder
attaches without drilling and is easily
removed from its baseplate for storage.
Additional base plates are available for
using QuikFinder on more than one
telescope. Baseplate is 2.5 inches long, 2
inches wide and 1/2 inch high. QuikFinder is 4.5 inches tall, 1.4 inches
square.
These finders are available at most fine scope dealers such
as OPT and Hands On Optics as well as many others.
http://www.optcorp.com/cart/
ProductDetail.asp?PR_ProductID=757
http://www.handsonoptics.com/astronomy/telrad/
telrad.html
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For those of you who are
wanting to do CCD or
camera imaging, the
small finders just might
not be enough. At this
point you may want to
consider piggybacking a
second smaller guide
scope on your main OTA
if your mount will support it.
I chose the Orion ST80 (80mm f/5) wide field scope to use
as my finder and guide scope on my SN10. I still have a
red dot reflex finder mounted on the ST80 for quick
positioning of the scope. I use a 12mm double crosshair
illuminated eye piece which is what is usually mounted in
the ST80. It’s a very nice
little scope with wide
field views and works
well. Eventually, it will
probably be fitted with
Meade’s LPI AutoStar
Suite to be used as an
AutoGuider.
The clamshell adjustable mounting rings are available from
Scopestuff and the deluxe knobs and reticle eye piece are
also from Orion. The diagonal is a StellarVue enhanced
1.25” diagonal.

What’s Your Angle...
With any refractor being used for visual viewing, it is
essential to have a good diagonal. Unfortunately, many of
the commercial scopes available - while offering good optics
and construction, just as with finder scopes, they also seem
to fall short in their selection of diagonals.
Two excellent values for the amateur stargazer is the
StellarVue 1.25” Enhanced Diagonal.
http://www.stellarvue.com/diagonals.html
It comes with a precision optical flat mirror with an
enhanced, protected silver coating providing approximately
98% reflectivity. Nylon tipped lock screw to preserve
eyepiece barrels. Tested here for proper alignment.
Mounted in a standard diagonal body (not a heavy aluminum unit) in order to keep the
price low while maintaining a
high optical standard. Fit and
finish is good. It does not have
a threaded barrel. This would
be a good immediate upgrade
to almost any commercial
refractor. The current price of
this diagonal is $49.00.
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Another exceptional value
in refractor diagonals is
the 2” model available
from Williams Optics. It
has a precision 1/10
lambda surface with
10mm-thick mirror, 2"1.25" adapter with copper
clamping ring, reflectivity
rate 97.0 percent, Inside diameter (48mm) includes the
capability to connect a variety of filters, weight : 470 g.
The build, fit and finish of this diagonal is almost jewel
like and it’s hard to believe it
is only $99.00.
A new Dielectric version of this
diagonal that offers all the benefits
of the original diagonal, plus a
99% reflectivity dielectric
coating on the mirror. This again
seems to be an outstanding value
at $199.00. Both are available at:
http://www.optcorp.com/cartproductlist.asp?Search
Group=ALL&SearchBy=PR_MANUFACTID&SearchFor=97

Double Your Pleasure...
Double the time you can use
your scope - venture into the
realm of solar viewing? I’ve
been using the full aperture
Identiview filters manufactured by JMB for quite some
time and the views of the
sun are
spectacular with natural color and
great detail. Filters are glass in
aluminum cell and fit your scope like
a glove. They are identical to the
filters sold by another major supplier
(the one with the blue stripe). Always
follow precautions when viewing the
sun. They come in several models:
Class A, B, C full aperture solar filters.
Class A & C - Lifetime guarantee / B - 8 year warranty
Class A & B are unlimited visual use.
Class C - photographic use only.
They are available directly from:
JMB., Inc.
736 Oak Glen Circle
Fall Branch, TN 37656
Tel: (423) 348-8883
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Flock The Focuser...
Once you have done everything else possiible to eliminate
unwanted reflections and stray light from entering the light
path, one last item remains - the actual focus tube.
Many people feel this is one of the most crucial areas for
eliminating stray light reflections and thus squeezing out
that last bit of contrast from the image. Some will even
argue that you should “stop down” the actual opening of
the focuser with a baffle ring to match the size of the light
cone at the end of the focuser for each given eyepiece. This
could be tedious in that the size of the opening would have
to be adjusted for each focus position of the focus tube as
determined by the individual eyepiece. I chose not to do
the ring baflle but instead to simply flock the inside of the
focuser.
If the inside of the focus tube is already baffled with micro
grooves, you should not have to do anything else other
than possibly apply a light mist of Ultra Flat Black spray
paint to knock down the reflectivity.
If the inside of the focuser is smooth, at the very least you
can apply the Ultra Flat Black Paint for a darker tube. IF
you want to actually flock the focuser, here is how I did
mine.
What you will need:
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Single edge razor blade and metal straight edge
Clear acetate sheet (transparency printing sheets)
Your choice of flocking material
Ruler
Double stick tape (very thin)
Krylon Ultra Flat Black spray paint
Household waxed paper
Clothing lint removal roller

1. Remove your focus tube from the focuser. If you use a
diagonal or 2” -> 1.25” reducer, leave it in the focuser.
Measure the length of the inside of the focuser fromthe
edge of your diagonal or adapter to the end of the tube.
2. Transfer that measurement to the sheet of clear film.
Cut the film 1/8” shorter than the measurement. Roll the
film into a cylinder and insert it into the focus tube
carefully marking where the edges overlap. Remove the
film from the tube and cut itt along the line you just made.
Insert the cut film back into the focuser and verify that it
fits as a fitted cylinder.
3. Remove the film and use it as a pattern to cut out a
matching piece of flocking material. Cut it slightly larger
as you can trim it down when finished. I used self
adhesive backed short pile velvet available from McMaster
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Carr. Glue or stick the flocking material to the film sheet
- trim the edges.
3. Trim the edges, roll into a cylinder and fit it into the
focus tube. Check for fit that it will fit flush with the end
of the focuser and that it fits tightly around the inside of
the focus tube wall. The clear film should have enough
“spring” in it to keep it tight against the wall. Trim for a
flush and tight fit.
4. If you are satisfied with the fit, pull out the cylinder,
unroll it so it is lying flat and roll it with the lint roller to
pick up any loose fibers. Change sheets and continue until
no more fibers are being picked up by the roller.
5. Lightly - very lightly - mist the fabric with the Ultra
Flat Black Paint to remove any sheen and to bond any
loose fibers to the sheet. Allow to dry.
6. Roll the sheet into a cylinder and insert it back into
the focus tube. Pull it slghtly out of the tube - about an
inch - and wrap a strip of the double stick all the way
around the exposed end. Do not peel off the backing of the
tape.
7. Remove the diagonal or adapter from the other end of
the focuser, push the cylinder back into the tube till it sticks
out about an inch from the other end and repeat the
taping process.
8. Remove the backing from double sided tape.
Carefully wrap about a 3” wide strip of wax paper around
the end of the cylinder and push it back into the tube till
it sticks out of the other end about 2 inches. The wax
paper will prevent the double stick tape from sticking to
the walls of the focus tube.
9. Remove the backing from the tape at the now
protruding end of the cylinder and carefully push it back
into the tube until it is flush with the end. Press down
around the inside of the focuser to bond the tape to the
inside wall of the focus tube.
10. At the other end, carefully pull the wax paper out from
between the cylinder and the wall of the focus tube. Reach
in with your fingers and press down to adhere the tape.

I hope this guide has been of some assistance. While it In
no way pretends to be the best way of doing things, I hope
it gives those members of the Amatuer Astronomy Hobby a
place to start. A lot of us seem to be of the DIY (Do-ItYourself) nature and hopefully this guide will inspire new
thoughts and even more and better ways to help us all
enjoy the hobby.
Clear Skies...
Warp
Warp
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There are several products, dealers and websites referenced in this document which I found
to be very useful in the setup of my scopes and mounts. While this is not an endorsement of
any particular dealer and or products, it is simply a representation of products and dealers
that have provided excellent support and service in my quest to enjoy the hobby.

WebSites
http://zebu.uoregon.edu/~mbartels/kolli/kolli.html
http://www.heavensandearth.com/Support/EQ3and5.pdf
http://www.efn.org/~mbartels/tm/collimat.html
http://www.astro-tom.com/telescopes/newtonian.htm
http://home.earthlink.net/~flyj/mccluneytext.html
www.lefevre.darkhorizons.org/lxd55/clipectomy.htm
http://www.lxd55.com/
http://www.arksky.org/
http://www.weasner.com/lxd/
http://www.weasner.com/etx/menu.html
http://www.starizona.com/basics/polarg3.html

Dealers / Products
http://www.optcorp.com
http://www.scienceandhobby.com
http://store.proastronomer.com
http://home.earthlink.net/~flyj/cecphome.html
http://www.telescope.com
http://www.amateurastronomy.com/tools.html
http://www.scopestuff.com
http://www.jimsmobile.com
http://astrosky.homestead.com/Astrosky.html
http://www.burgessoptical.com

User Groups
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/LXD55telescopes
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Meade_Autostar
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/meade_refractors
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/LXD55Portal

And many others too numerous to mention.... Thanks to all!
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